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1. Introduction

1.1. Aim of the experiment

During the last years it has been realised that to determine the

interaction potential for two atoms one has to use information of a

variety of experiments (or theories), as each experiment (theory) only

probes a limited part of the potential. For the like pairs of rare gas

atoms the following sources of information have been used: spectro-

scopic data on vibrational levels of dimers, crystallographic data,

shock wave data, transport properties as viscosity and thermal

conductivity, second virial coefficients, liquid state properties,

theory (long range forces) and last but not least the increasing

amount of molecular beam scattering data, i.e. measurements of the

differential and the total cross-section.

In this introduction we limit ourselves to a discussion of the

total cross-section. The average behaviour of the velocity dependence

oi the total cross-section only reflects the long range forces at-

large interatomic separations. Interference effects in the total

cross-section, the so-called glory oscillations, give additional

information on the potential well. Measurements of the total cross-

section can supply additional information for fixing a unique potential.

To obtain valueable information from total cross-section

measurements the following conditions have to be fulfilled:
-4

- a high angular resolution, of the order of 3 10 radian, to limit

the corrections on the experimental data to a few percent;

- a well calibrated scale of the relative velocity, with an accuracy

of one percent or less, for an accurate determination of the positions

of the glory extrema;

- a good resolution of the relative velocity, of the order of five

percent, to measure glory oscillations that are only slightly damped;

- a high accuracy of the measurement of the attenuation, of the order

of one percent or less, as the amplitude of the glory oscillations is

only of the order of ten percent of the total cross-section.



Considering these demands, the time-of-flight method for the

analysis of velocity distributions has a number of promising features.

Simultaneous analysis of a broad velocity region eliminates drift of

tne measuring equipment and increases the relative accuracy of

measurements at different velocities. An accurate calibration of the

velocity scale and flexibility in choosing the 'eiocity resolution are

two qualities inherent to the time-of-flignt method. Measuring times

get quite long and automation of the experiments is inevitable. With

the time-of-flight method this is readily achievable.

The first aim was to develop the time-of-flight method into a

reliable and well calibrated method for analysing the velocity

distribution of a molecular beam.

The second aim was the research on molecular beam sources with the

time-of-flight machine, both to achieve a better fundamental

understanding of their operation and to develop well determined

primai -,' and secondary beam sources.

The third aim is the use of the time-of-fiight method to measure

the velocity dependence of the total cross-section for all like and

unlike pairs of rare gas atoms.

1.2. History of the experiment

At the beginning of 1970 our first time-of-flight machine became

operational. It was used to investigate the time-of-flight method and

for research on molecular beam sources. The latter is still the main

aim of the current research with this old machine.

In the fall of 1971 we decided to design and build an improved

time-of-flight machine, which became operational in the end of

1974. The new machine is alternately used for several research projects

two of which are the basis for a thesis.

The first project is the measurement of the velocity dependence of

the total cross-section for elastic atom-atom scattering. Interesting

features of the total cross-section are the glory undulations, the

symmetry undulations for like pairs of atoms and the small angle

differential scattering cross-section. The first results are reported

in chapter 7 of this thesis.



The second project is a detailed investigation of supersonic

expansion into a vacuum under near-ideal conditions, as provided by

the 20 K cryopuinping facility (section 6.1.). This research will be

tho subject of the thesis of Habets (scheduled 1976).

1.3. Contents of thesis

In chapter 2 we review elastic scattering theory. The total cross-

section and the small angle differencial cross-section are treated

in so far as needed for a discussion of the experimental results in

chapter 7 .

In chapter 3 we briefly review the experimental and theoretical

information on the intennolecular potential, with special emphasis on

the Ar-Ar potential. Molecular beam scattering experiments are

discussed in general and our experimental method is compared with

other methods used.

In chapter 4 the time-of-flight method is treated. The single

burst time-of-flight method is compared with other ways of velocity

selection, with special emphasis on the comparison with the cross-

correlation time-of-flight method. An experimental investigation and

calibration of the old tiine-of-flight machine is also presented in this

chapter.

In chapter 5 we give a general survey of molecular beam sources,

i.e.the effusive source, the supersonic source and the multichannel

source. The multichannel source has been, investigated in. detail, and

both experimental and theoretical results are given.

In chapter 6 the design and the performance of the new time-of-

flight machine are discussed and the experimental conditions of the

total cross-section measurements (chapter 7) are given.

In chapter 7 the first experimental results for the measurement

of the total cross-section are given for the systems Ar-Ar ana Ar-Kr.

Corrections due to the finite angular and velocity resolution of the

apparatus are calculated.

Some parts of this thesis are integral copies of papers that have

been published'(section 4.2. and 5.2.) or that will be published

(section 5.3.). For this reason the reader will encounter some



information more than once.

The thesis reports on measurements with two different time-of-

flight machines. In chapter 4 and 5 all measurements have been

performed with the old time-of-flight machine; the chapters 6 and 7

concern the new time-of-flight machine.



2. Elastic scattering theory

2.1. Introduction

In this chapter we give a short survey of the quantum mechanical

theory of elastic scattering to introduce the scattering formula we

need in chapter 7 for the evaluation of the total cross-section

measurements and to obtain the design requirements for the measuring

instrument. Attention is paid to the semiclassical correspondence of

classical particle trajectories with the partial waves of the quantum

mechanical solution.

For a more detailed treatment of the elastic scattering process the

reader is referred to the following books. The classical description of

' elastic scattering is treated in a clear way by Landau and Livshitz

(LAN 60), in part I of their series on theoretical physics. For a

general treatment of the quantum mechanical theory one is referred to

part III of the same series (LAN 67). Good reviews of the specific

case of atom-atom elastic scattering are given by Pauly and Toennies

(PAU 65) and Bernstein (BER 66). The semiclassical treatment of this

case is discussed in a lucid way by Beck (BEC 70).

The interaction of two atoms is described by the spherically

symmetric potential V(r), with r their relative distance. To simplify

the scattering problem we transform to a reduced coordinate frame where

an incoming particle of reduced mass u = m. vn^/(m. + m.) moves with a
- • - • - * . ->- 2 < + 1 •* l

position r = l" - I* and a velocity g = u, - u, in a fixed
1 * •+ -• x i

potential field V(r), with (m. , r. , V .) the mass, position and
% % %

velocity respectively of particle i in the laboratory (L) system.

Scattering results obtained in this reduced system are equivalent to

those in the center-of-mass (CM) system, where the center-of-mass is

at rest.



Figure C.l. JLtssi.v: elastic scattering in a Lennard-Jonee potential.

Top: Lennzrd-tlones potential

(equation i\"~.r\> '.

Middle: Classical trajectories of

the incident pa^'ti^les for

different i"Tp^st parcv-ctera b 3

at an energy \.j~ .'2 = £e.

Bottom (right:: Classical

scattering mg^e - -X3 .: function

of the inpast parameter b

(equation ' : . : ,> .>.

Bottom'lefti The three contribu-

tions to the classical differen-

tial cross-section. The numbers

lr 2 and 3 refer to the different

contributing impact parameters in

e(b).

- T C "-



2.2. Elastic scattering in classical mechanicr.

We first discuss elastic scattering within the framework of classi

cal mechanics. For the incident particle with impact parameter b the

scattering angle 8 is given by

H(b) = n - 2 / - , t d r , r-g-r- (2.1)
r v (.1 — 2V[v) / vg - b /r )
c

where v is the classical turning point, i.e. the zero of the
a

denominator of the integrand. The differential cross-section
2 -1

o(6) (n sr ) is defined as the intensity pe:

divided by the incident flux, and is given by

2 -1
o(6) (n sr ) is defined as the intensity per unit of solid angle

b.
0(e) - I TdeT- (2'2)

t sine IdF't

as a summation over the contribution impact parameters b.. For an

attractive potential of type V(r) = - C /r the scattering angle for

large impact parameters can be calculated by integration of the

tangential force over a straight line trajectory (which is equivalent

to expanding equation (2.1) for large b), resulting in

2 C
= (8-i) f(e) (—|; fc (2.3)

u g

With

f(a) = 1
2

With equation (2.2) and (2.3) the small angle differential cross-

section is given by

7 2(8-1) fie) Co
a(&) . 1 f ^ i r / o e"' "fi/- (2.4)



and 0(6) goas to infinity in the limit of 6 - 0. The total cross-

section Q is defined as

2ti sine de (2.5)

which is singular due to the infinite range of the potential

(equation (2.4)).

In figure 2.1 we shew the classical particle trajectories, the

deflection function t* (b) (equation (2.1)) and the contribution of the

different impact parameters b. to the differential cross-section o(6)

(equation (2.2)) for a Lennard-Jones potential, given by

(JL )12 - 2r -2- / } (2.6)
v r

with £ and r the depth and the position of the potential well

respectively, which is the traditional example for the interaction

potential of two atoms. The energy of the incident particle in

figure 2.1 is u g2 / 2 = 2c .

For small angles the function b(B) is triple valued. The

contribution of the impact parameters 2/_ and b to the small angle

differential cross-section is proportional to 9 (equation (2.))

and can be neglected in comparison with the contribution of the large

impact parameter b , as given in equation (2.4).

Due to the wave nature of the colliding partners the actual

scattering process differs in various aspects from the classical

picture given in this section. In equation (2.2) fri the differential

cross-section,interference of tha different contributing branches of

the daflection function has to be taken In account. The uncertainty

relation modifies the scattering process at small angles (8 ^ X/r )

and the small angle differential cross-section of equation (2.4)

levels off to a finite value for 6 = 0 . Consequently the total cruss-

section also becomes finite. In the total cross-section interference

effects are also present, due to the existence of a zero in the

8



deflection function 6(b). The full quantum mechanical solution is

discussed in the following section.

2.3. Quantum mechanical theory of elastic scattering

In the quantum mechanical description of elastic scattering the

problem is to solve the time-independent Schrddinger equation

r& + k2} f (i> , e; = '% V(r) V (r , %) (2.7)

2 hwith k • vg / "ft (2 vE/ft ) the wave number of the incident wave.

The desired solution behaves asymptotically as

., „ tfer
t (r , e; = etkr coae+ / r e ; £ - - (2.8)

The first term represents the incident plane wave along the a-axis,the

second term is the outgoing spherical wave. The function f(B) is called

the scattering amplitude. The differential cross-section o(6) is given

by

o(6) = | /re; \2 (2.9)

The total cross-section Q is given by equation (2.5). With the optical

theorem Q is given by

fl = ~ im f(n) (2.10)

for measurements of the total cross-section Q , which have to be

corrected with the differential cross-section a(0) (or ore; for very

small 6) due to the finite angular resolution of t'ne apparatus, we are

interested in f(0) . In solving equation (2.7) this incident plane

wave is expanded in a sum of incoming and outgoing partial waves, each

with orbital angular momentum I. The effect of the scattering potential

V(p) is to shift the phase of each outgoing partial wave by 2rij- Tt»e

9



result for r'('<? •' obtained by this method of partial waves is

NtV = -̂  T iT. * v1 (i - exp £i--.../ p fcosOj (2.11)
K 1=0 l '

with V, the Legendre functions.

The equations (2.a) and (2.11) are correct for collisions of non-

identical particlas. For identical particles I' has to be symmetrized,

resulting in a scattering amplitude f ($) = /('6J +_ f(n - $) where

the plus sign is for the symmetric case and the minus sign is for the

antisymmetric case. The scattering amplitude / (6; differs from

equation (2.U) by an extra factor 2 and a summation over only the

even or odd Z-terms respectively. The two contributions to f (&) will

cause an extra interference, the so-called symmetry or exchange

oscillations. For heavy particles (argon) these oscillations are rapid

and their relative contribution to the total cross-section and the

small angle differential cross-sectior is very small and can be

tieglected. Apart from these oscillations the results derived in this

section are the same for f (B) and f(Q) , and we wi?.l always use

equation (2.11) .

The phase shifts n, are required to calculate the scattering

amplitude in equation (2.11). They are determined by the asymptotic

behaviour of the radial part of ¥ , which in general has to be

calculated by a numerical solution of the radial Schrodinger equation.

When large numbers of partial waves contribute this is a tedious job.

Approximate methods are available to determine n7 in the semi-

classical case, when the wave length of the incident wave is small in

comparison with the typical ra.ige of the potential (for Ar-Ar at

g = 1000 m/s the quantity r fir = k r =120). The most important is the

Jeffreys-Wentzel-Kramer-Brillouin (JWKB) method. The JWKB phase shifts

are given by

10



JWKB lira , rF ,V2 SuVfr) (I * £->2 ,k
'I - / ? * »

rfe2 - <l \ ^ ;* dr > (2 .12,

r
a

where r and r' are tl>s 7-ero's of the first and the second integrand

respectively- The term III + 1) of the radial Schrodinger equation has
2

been replaced by (I + %) as suggested by Langer. Only then the force-

free JWKB radial function has the correct asymptotic behaviour.

The JWKB phase shil>s and the classical scattering angle 6 (b) are

related by

, „ JWKB
d 2 n7

• — — — Bib(U) (2.13)

as can be seen from equation (2.12) and (2.1). Equation (2.13) is

often called the semiclassical equivalence relationship. The impact

parameter b is related to I by the semi classical relation b= (V+%)/'K .

For large I and/or small yu values, i.e. small scattering angles

0 < 0.1, the phase shift can be calculated in the Jeffreys-Born (JB)

or high energy approximation.

(2.14)

where the integration is performed along a straight line parallel to

the 2-axis with an impact parameter b . For an attractive potential of

type V(r) = - C /r3 the JB phase shifts are (6 > 2)
8

Q
JB 8 ,l+H\ 2-8 -. , .- .,-.
I " Ira K~ jis/ (2.ib)

with f(s) as defined in equation (2.3). Equation (2.15) can also be

directly calculated with equation (2.13) and equation (2.3) (for Ar-Ar

11



at g = 1000 m s the phase shifts are nt • 1.1 10 (I * %)

assuming an s = 6 potential with C, = 1.1 e r (see section 3.1.)).

In the Landau-Livshitz approximation the scattering amplitude

f(0) is calculated by using the i? and replacing the summation in

equation (2.11) by an integral. The result is (a > 3)

attr
= h-(Q) I exp il*/2

attr
(2.16)

\f(0)
attr

{LZ
3 " 1 <w'

The JB phase shifts become incorrect for —•-•"• > 0.1 ,
at

corresponding to n, > \, but in this region ffO) is insensitive to

their exact value. The large phase shifts vary rapidly with decreasing

I and the net result is that the terms sin2r and cos2ru in f(0) are

replaced by their average value i.e. ;".ero. Only the small phase shifts

for larrjfe I contribute separately.

With equation (2.9), (2.10) and (2.16) the differential cross-

section a(0) and the total crosr.-section Q are related by (figure 2.2)

*attr
ofOJ

attr
(1 + tan' (2.17)

26*tt

lm Figure 2.2. The scattering amplitude

f(0) = f(0) + f(0) . With increasing

relative velocity g the glory contribution

f(0) rotates clockwise and caueea glory

oscillations in the total croas-eection

Q = (4*,^) im f (0) and the differential

cross-section c(0) - \f(0}\ t jrith a phase

difference

12



For 8« 6 the total cross-section Q can be calculated from equation

(2.10) and (2.16).resulting in

'attr
« 8.083 ( — MS

(2.18)

(for Ar-Ar at g - 1000 m/s the total cross-section Q
attr

2.6 10
2 02

by using 8 = 6 and C = 1.1 E r (see section 3.1); with equation
O f f !

(2.17) and k r • 120 the differential crosa-sectior

6.9 105 J^sr" 1).attr

Figure 2.2. The phaee shifts n- for a

Lennard-Jonea potential.
2

1) energy vg /2 = E

vg2/2 = 4c (PAU 65)

m

For a more realistic potential with a repulsive core

(equation (2.6)) the phase shifts are given in figure 2.3. With

decreasing Z the phase shifts rise to a maximum and then decrease to

negative values due to the repulsive interaction. Near this maximum the

phase shift is stationary and will contribute to f(0) in a non-random

way. The maximum n, in the phase shift curve for I - Zmax corres-,
unax

ponds to a particle trajectory for which the attractive and repulsive

forces cancel and the scattering angle 9 = 0 (equation (2.13)). He

represent the phase shift function near I = Zmax by a parabola (DUR 63)

n, - n, + * n'J (I -I Zmax Zmax
2

(2.19)

13



and calculate the contribution f(0) , to the scattering amplitude,

resulting in (i" < 0)
7 max

f(0) exp

^Lax (2.20)

which is called the glory contribution to the scattering amplitude.

The scattering amplitude of this realistic potential is given by

the sum

f(0) (2.2D

•as shown in figure 2.2. With decreasing n? , i.e. increasing

velocity, the vector f(0) , rotates clockwise. In first order the
gi

length of the glory contribution to the scattering amplitude is
\f(0) 1 k . From equation (2.16) one can derive

-\. k g . T he relative contribution of /Y0J to the

scattering amplitude increases proportional to g

The extra contribution f(0) will cause oscillations in c(0) and

Q , with a phase difference (ir / (8-1)). The contribution to the total

cross-section is

(2'22)

and

A , COS(2TU + 3it/4)gl Zmax

«.ttr

14



The oscillations in Q are called glory oscillations. The total cross-

section will have extrema at

n, -(N - 3/8) it f) 1,2,3.... for maxima
1.5,2.5,... for minima

(2.24)

The maximum phase shift n

(BER 73, BUC 72)

Zmax

2 t r

can be expanded in a series of the form

(2.25)

The first term ru " a.2 c r_/ Ilg suffices for a qualitative

description of the position of the extrema in the total cross-section,

the coefficient ar •= 0.43 +_ 0.02 depending on the specific potential

model used (for Ar-Ar with a. = 0.43 the maximum phase shift is

6 103 ,
(max g

For ru < 5it/8 the separate treatment of the maximum Inunax
the phase shift curve and the small phase shifts for large I

is no longer valid, and no further oscillations occur. With

further decreasing ru , i.e. increasing velocity, the cross-section

will be determined mostly by the negative phases of the repulsive

1
or

r+gtott of Hi* »«frtf-e/o5Sico/ qparartwofton

region of the high-tneray approximation

^ „. power (aw attraction VW>-

»' g(arb. units)

Figure 2.4. The total aspoea-aeotion Q oa a function of the relative
velocity gt calculated for a LennardrJonea potential (PAU 65).
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branch of the potential (figure 2.4).

With the cosine rule (figure 2.2) and equation (2.9) we can

calculate the differential cross-section G(0) , resulting in

cos (2i\. * 3*/4 * v/(a-l) ) (2.26)
i-inax

With equation (2.17) , (2.22) and (2.23) the diffeiential cross-section

Q(0) in equation (2.26) can be written as (HEL 66)

o(0) • 3(0) fc {1 * 2{ r3± ) cOs(lt/(B-l))
attr Q

attr

^ ) S co*2(v/(e-l))) (2.27>

By neglecting the last term in (2.27) and comparing this equation with

equation (2.23) we see that the oscillations in a CO) are a factor

2 cos(v/(8-D) larger than the oscillations in the total cross-

section Q (for s = 6 this factor is equal to 1.62).

We now discuss the angular dependence of the differential cross-

section a(Q) for very small angles. In a simple approximation (BER 66)

the Legendre functions P7(cos6) are expanded In a Taylor series in

9 = 0, the sum in equation (2.1)) is replaced by an integral and the

JB phase shifts for an attractive potential V(r) = - C /r 8 are used.
e

Only the integral of the constant and the quadratic term in the

expansion of P~ converges, resulting in

.•.,£,,*>•*„•*
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and

For 8 • 6 the value of e(6) • 2.07. By considering equation (2.28) as

the first term in the expansion of an exponential function, i t is

written as ,

6

By comparison with the exact results for a Lennard-Jones potential the

approximation of equation (2.29) has been improved, resulting in

(BUS 67)

o(6) = a(0) exp - ( ~ )2 with 6** «= 1.20 6* (2.30)
9

This approximation is valid for angles 6 in the range

9 < (2^)* k'1 C~* (2.31)

For larger angles ̂ he average behaviour of the differential cross-

section is again described by the classical result for the differential

cross-section, as given in equation (2.3).

All angles in this part are of the order of magnitude of k Q

The contribution Afi of the differential cross-section for 6 <_ fc Q ,

i.e. a solid angle of n k Q , is in good approximation given by

Afl - n k~2 O"1 a(0) (2.32)

Using a(G) from equation (2.17) this results in

" • + ****< i = r ) } ( 2 > 3 3 )

If all differentially scattered particles with a scattering angle

6 <_ k Q~* are detected the measured value Q ff of the total cross-

17



section is is = 6)

£ c = «" ~ ^ = 0,97 Q (2.34)
ef f

This calculation demonstrates an essential impact of theory on the

measuring equipment. If we want to restrict the magnitude of the

corrections which have to be applied to the order of a few percent,

the angular resolution (in the CM system) has to be of the order of

k'1 Q~' (for Ar-Ar at g = 1000 m/s the angle V 1 Q = 1.9 10* with

Q = 2.6 10 A ). The transformation of the CM system to the L system

is treated in section 7.1..

2.4. Semiclassical correspondence

In figure 2.5 (VER 73a) we show the classical particle trajectories

in a Lennard-Jones potential V(r) (equation (2.6)), with the same

circumstances as in figure 2.1. Perpendicular to the s-axis (at

position 2 = 3,,= -3P ) a surface of constant action S = 0 is chosen.

.Particles with velocity g leave this surface parallel to the z-axis,

i.e. perpendicular to the basic surface S = 0. Along the particle

trajectories s(x , y 3 z) the increase AS of the action is calculated

as

/ u v(s) de (2.35)
8(b(x3y)tz )

with v(s) the velocity along the trajectory. At fixed intervals of AS

a mark is set on the trajectory. By connecting the corresponding marks

surfaces of equal action are constructed, and are indicated in

figure 2.5. According to the Hamilton-Jacob! equation of classical

mechanics the particle trajectories are perpendicular to *h*ae surfaces.

The surfaces of equal ad:Ion in classical mechanics have their

analog in optics as the surfaces of equal phase or wave fronts. Vice

versa light rays in geometrical optics are the analog of particle

trajectories in classical mechanics.

18



By introducing the De Broglie wave length

X •» h / y wfflJ (2.36)

of the particle, the surface of equal action in classical mechanics

(equation (2.35)) become surfaces of equal phase 4 of the matter

waves, to which Huygensprinciple can be applied. In figure 2.5 the

surfaces of equal action are drawn at intervals of 10 h, i.e. at

intervals of 20 n in phase, and thus are wave fronts at intervals

of ten wave lengths.

The solution of the Schrodinger equation in the JWKB approximation

and this description have an equal range of validity, as the JWKB

method assumes a solution f ̂  exp (tS/fr) of the Schrodinger equation.

The main condition of validity is that the fractional change of the

wave length per wave length is small. Only at the classical turning

point this condition is not fulfilled.

In the limiting case of infinitely small wave length the Hamilton

equation of classical mechanics (and geometrical optics) and the wave

equation of Fresnel (and thus the Schrodinger equation) all coincide.

From this description we can derive the attenuation of the forward

intensity, i.e. the total cross-section (VER 73). For large b the

effect of the scattering potential is a phase difference h$(b) between

the actual wave front and the plane wave front of the undisturbed

beam. With decreasing b this phase difference increases rapidly. The

contribution of an angular surface element of radius b and width 6b

to the wave amplitude in forward direction is reduced by a factor

factor cos (A<J) (£>J). The total loss in amplitude is given by

00

« ' - / { ! - coa(M(b)) } 2 v b db (2.37)
o

The corresponding loss in intensity Q is given by

Q = 2Q' (2.38)

integrating (2.25) along a straight line (which is a good approximation

19



E l a s t i c c o » h s i o n L J i i 2

Figure 2.S. Classical particle tvajectori.es in a Lennard-Jonee poten-
2

tial for ug /2 - Se. For Ar-Ar the relative velocity is then equal to

g = 480 m s with kr =58. Perpendicular to the trajectories the

surfaces of constant action are indicated at intervals of 10 h3 i.e.

wavefronts at intervals of 10 >..

Figure 2.6. The actual particle trajectory (bold line) and the referen-
ce trajectory (thin line) of length (d. + d« - b&), following the
convention of 9 being negative for an attractive potential.
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in the case of small scattering angles) results in a classical phase

difference &$fb) which is equal to 2r (equation '2.14)) and

equation (2.38) is equal to the expression for the total cross-section

i that can be derived from equation (2.10) and (2.11) in the Landau-

Livshitz approximation (equation (2.16)).

At the glory trajectory, for which 6= 0, we see a spherical wave

front with a constant phase difference with respect to the undisturbed

plane wave front. This spherical wave front will also contribute to

the amplitude in forward direction. The curvature of the spherical

wave front will determine the magnitude of its contribution, as it

determines the effective range of contributing b •. jlues near the glory

trajectory, (equation (2.20) and (2.22})

The relation af these surfaces of equal phase and the JWKB phase

shifts is clarified with figure 2.6. The phase shift 2r, is the
i

difference in phase * of the actual particle trajectory in comparison

with the reference trajectory indicated, consisting of two straight

line trajectories at distance b and an arc £>e, as given by

d + d - b%
) t) = 2r, ( -1 _£ ; • 2r)l

JWK£ (2.39)

with X = h / vg and s_ and s two positions on the actual particle

trajectory as indicated in figure 2.6. With k = 2ir / X and

b = (I + %)/ k we recognise the semiclassical equivalence relation

given in equation (2.13).

The picture given in this section helps us to achieve insight in

the correspondence of the classical particle trajectories with the

partial wave solution of quantum mechanics. For a more detailed

discussion of classical mechanics and the optico-mechanical analogy

the reader is referred to the excellent book of Lanczos (LAN 66).
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3. Introduction to the scattering experiment

3.1. The inteimolecular potential

In this discussion we limit ourselves to the spherical symmetric

intermolecular potential between two neutral atoms.

At large interatomic separations the potential is in good

approximation given by

V(r) = - C6 / r
6 (3,1)

due to the induced dipole-induced dipole interaction. The constant C-
6

is called the Van der Waals constant. With decreasing distance the

higher order dispersion forces also have to be taken into account

(induced dipole-induced quadrupole interaction, etc.), resulting in a

series

V(r) = - C- / r6 - Co / v
8 -C.r/v

10 (3.2)
o a 10

Theoretical values of these coefficients can be calculated with

perturbation theory or by variational calculus.

The short range intermolecular forces are repulsive due to the

overlap of electron clouds. Results of theoretical calculations axe

best described by an exponential term(or the sum of two exponential

terms ),as given by

V(r) = e ~ a r (3.3)

The net result of the attractive and repulsive forces is a potential

with a minimum, as the example given in equation (2.6) (figure 2.1).

For a detailed discussion of the theory of the intermolecular

forces and the available calculation schemes the reader is referred to
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Table 3.1 Parameter values of the three "best" potentials for argon-

argon

BFW
a)

MS
b)

MSV III

(A)

-J

Ao
A1

A2
A
3

A4

5

142

3

1

0

0

.095

.7612

,10727

.16971325

.013611

12.5

0.27783

- 4.50431

- 8.331215

-25.2696

-102.0195

-113.25

0.01

a

A
o

Al
A2

A4

&

a'

142.

3.

1.

0.

0.

-

:

5

75

11976

171551

012748

12.

0.

4.

7.

31,

-136,

-151,

0

0

,5

,29214

,41458

.70182

.9293

.026

.0

.01

.04

S

bl

bl
Xl
X2

140

3

1

0

0

.8

.760

.1802

.61194

6.279

-0.7

1,8337

-4.5740

4.3667

1.12636

1.4

a) Barker et al (BAR 74)

b) Maitland et al (MAI 71)

c) Parson et al (PAR 72)

Figure 3.1. The three "best" poten-
tials for argon-argon. Solid line,
BFW potential; crosseejMS potential;
open circles, MSV III potential
(BAR 74).
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the review book on intermolecular forces of Htrschfelder (HIR 67). A

review of the recent developments in elastic scattering by Buck

(BUC ?4a) contains a summary of the available intermolecular potentials

for the various systems studied with the molecular beam method. For the

like and unlike pairs of the noble gas atoms, the determination of the

intennolecular potential from experimental data and the available

Intermolecular potentials are extensively discussed by Barker (BAR 74,.

We restrict ourselves to a discussion of the Ar-Ar potential,

which is the best known pair potential. For this reason we have chosen

the Ar-Ar system for the first measurements in the new time-of-flight

machine.

At this moment there are three "best" potentials for argon-argon:

the BFW potential of Barker, Fisher and Watts (BAR 71), the MS

potential of Maitland and Smith (MAI 71) and the MSV III potential of

Lee and his coworkers (PAR 72). All three potentials are flexible

multiparameter functions. They have in common that they all are

successive refinements of previous potentials, obtained by a successive

extension of the set of experimental data to which they were fitted.

The first two potentials (BFW and MS) are based on the potential

form first proposed by Barker and Pompe (BAR 68), as given by

L
VJr) / E = expfa (l-x))l A. (x-l)%
ti '1=0 l

with x = r/r , r the position of the minimum in the potential and
mm

e the depth of the potential well. The choice V(v ) - - e and

m
V'(r ) = 0 determines the parameters An and A, in terms of the other

m 0 1

parameters. The parameter 6 is added to prevent a spurious maximum at

small separations, and it has been shown that provided it is reasonably

small its precise value is unimportant (BAR 68). The number of

remaining free parameters is equal to (L + 5,'. The main characteristic

of this type of potential function is that they are flexible multi-

parameter analytic functions with a functional form that has the
25



correct asymptotic behaviour at small and large distances (equation

13.2 > and (J.'SM and flexibility in the intermediate range, i.e. in

the potential well.

The BFW potential has the functional form given in equation (3.4),

with L = 5. The parameter values are given in table 3.1 (BAR 74). The

BFW potential is an improved version of two previous potentials of

Barker and Porape (BAR 68) and Bobetic and Barker (BOB 70), all with

the same functional form. The experimental data used for the deter-

mination of the BKW potential are (BAR 74): high energy molecular beam

data; the zero-temperature and -pressure lattice spacing, energy and

Daheye parameter; theoratical values of Cp > CQ and C,^ ; second

virial coefficients; the liquid phase at one temperature and one

density.

With che BFW potential a wide range of tnermodynaniic properties of

solid, gaseous and liquid argon have been calculated, and the agreement

with the experiment is excellent (BAR 71, KLE 73, FIS 72). Also the

transport properties as thermal diffusion ratio and viscosities are

well predicted (BAR 7!a). With the BFW potential the differential

cross-secticn has been calculated and compared with the low energy

molecular beam measurements of Lee et al. (PAR 72) and Scoles et al.

(CAV 70, 71), showing an excellent agreement. Moreover the BFW

potential gives a good description of spectroscopic measurements of

vibrational level spacings (TAN 70).

Simultaneously with the development of the BFW potential, Maitland and

Smith (MAI 71) also improved the potential of Bobetic and Barker

(BOB 70) to give a better fit to the measurements of vibrational level

spacings (TAN 70). This improvement was obtained by adding an extra

term and making slight changes in the parameter values of Bobetic and

Barker, resulting in the MS potential given by

VMS(l>) = VB(r) + E {a* exP(~S0 (x ~ ^-33)2)) (3.5)

with V (r) , x and e the same as in equation (3.4). In table 3.1 the

parameter values are given and in figure 3.1 the MS potential is

compared to the BFW potential. We can observe that they are very



simiiar.

The third "best" potential for argon-argon is of Lee and his co-

workers. Their potential is of a functional ciassdifferent from the

previous two. It is characterised by the use of different analytic

functions for the different regions. At small and large separations

again a functional form of tne correct asymptotic behaviour is chosen.

The specific form used is given by

V''r)/z = e x p ' - 2&(x -1J) - 2 exp(-B(x - 1)) f o r 0 < x <_ x

b, + (x ~ xJ {b + (x - x ) (b. * (x - x.)b.)}

for x. <_ x <_

- Cg/x
8 - C1Q/x10 for x2 <_x (3.6)

with x = v/v and E and r the depth and position of the potential

well respectively.

Their first potential MSV I (Morse-Spline-Van der Waals) was

derived by using only their differential cross-section measurements

and the theoretical values of C. , Cn and C.n . As this potential gave
o o 10

a poor fit of second virial coefficients, Lee et al derived improved

potentials MSV II and MSV III, by successively extending the set of

experimental data with second virial coefficients (resulting in the

use of a larger theoretical estimate of Co) (MSV II) and vibrational
a

level spacings (MSV III).

In table 3.1 we give the values of the parameters in equation (3.6)

for the MSV III potential. In figure 3.1 the MSV III potential is

compared with the two other best potentials. The MSV III potential

gives a good agreement with solid state data (GIB 73) and gas

viscosities (PAR 72).

At this moment it is difficult to give preference to one or the

other potential. Only one field of experimental information seems to

prefer the BFW (and the MS) potential, i.e. the measurements of the

velocity dependence of the total cross-section of Bredewout (BRE 73)
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and the absolute value of the total cross-section of Swedenburg et al.

(SWE 70), as pointed out by Bredewout (BRE 73), In chapter 7 this will

be discussed in more detail, together with the presentation of our

experimental results.

Although small differences are still existent, we can observe in

figure 3.1 and table 3.1 the excellent agreement of all three "best"

potentials for argon-argon. The difference with the traditional

Lennard-Jones potential for argon-argon (MIC 49} with e = I19,8 K and

r ~ 3.81 ft is noteworthy.
jf

y.2. Measurement of total cross-sections

In figure 3.2 a schematic view of an ideal total cross-section

measurement is given. A monoenergetic primary beam with velocity v

is crossed by a monoenergetic secondary beam with velocity V. . The

angular resolution is infinitely high and the contribution of the

scattered molecules to the signal at the detector is negligible. The

opening angle of the secondary beam is negligible and ti.us the relative

velocity g is also monocnergetic.

The number of scattering events M(m a ) per unit of volume per

time unit in the scattering center is given by

M = n2 « 2 g Q (3.7)

with n. and n the number densities of the primary and secondary

beam particles in the scattering center, Q the total cross-section and

g the relative velocity. Equation (3.7) is independent of the

coordinate system {L versus CM) as n. , n and g are invariant to this

coordinate transformation.

Transformation of equation (3.7) to laboratory variables results in

Kvp = IO(V2) exp- (g J& I Q/ i>l v%) - Ijv^ exp- C« (3.8)

with £ defined by this equation as £ » g «T_ l / u , u 0 ,wlth
-1 -1 e l d

I(Vj) (s ) and I(v1){s ) the unattenuated and the attenuated primary
- 2 - 1

beam signal at the detector respectively, J.(m s )
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secondary drttctor
baam

Figure 3.2. Sahematia view of an ideal total croBB-aeotion measurement.

the secondary beam flux at the scattering center and I the length of

the Intersection of the two beams, as measured along the primary beam.

By alternately measuring I (v ) and I(v.) for a range of primary beam

velocities, we obtain the attenuation ZQ as a function of V. . By

multiplying the attenuation £Q with vjg and keeping «T Z/v constant,

we get a relative measurement of Q(g) as a function of g .

The actual experiment will differ in two respects from this ideal

situation. In the first place the angular resolution of the apparatus

is finite and molecules scattered over a small angle still reach the

detector. Their contribution to the signal at the detector can not be

neglected. This effect has already been discussed in section 2.3. The

resulting correction that has to be applied to the maasured value of

the total cross-section is discussed in section 7.1.

Secondly all beam quantities have a certain distribution around

their nominal value. As a result we measure a value of Q averaged over

a small 0-region. The resulting effect on Q is discussed in section

7.2.

To obtain a narrow distribution of secondary beam velocities we

use a high intensity supersonic secondary beam, collimated to a small

opening angle (section 5.1.3. and 6.5.),

To obtain a narrow distribution of primary beam velocities, we use

the time-of-flight method (chapter 4).
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In the field of total cross-sections most measurements have been

done by using a mechanical velocity selector for the primary beam,

measuring the attenuation at all velocities V in succession. The

demands on the stability of the scattering center, i.e. the product

^^••'-\ > and the apparatus are very high.

To eliminate drift of the apparatus and to improve accuracy, Von

Busch (BUS fo?; measured alternately at two velocities, by splitting the

primary beam emerging from the source slit and using two* velocity

selectors. Both beams pass through the same scattering center (a

scattering box in this case) and are detected by the same detector. The

time between measurements with one beam at the desired velocity f;

and the other beam with the reference velocity V _ is of the order of
ref

a few seconds to several tens of seconds, a considerable decrease

compared to the case of measurements with a single velocity selector.

As an alternative we use the time-of-flight method. A short burst

of molecules is periodically transmitted by a fast rotating chopper

disc with a narrow slit. The period between two succeeding bursts is

divided into many short time channels. All particles travel the flight

path from the chopper disc to the detector. At the detector single

particles are detected and counted in the time channel corresponding

totheir time of arrival. During many periods this procedure is repeated

and the total count is accumulated in each time channel. With the time-

of-flight method we measure at all velocities in the velocity

distribution of the primary beam during each period, eliminating

errors due to density fluctuations of the scattering center on a time

scale of milliseconds. Particles with different velocities all travel

exactly the same flight path, thus encountering exactly the same

experimental conditions. The first measurements of this type have been

done by Lempert (LEM 70, 71).
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4. Time-of-flight method

4.1. Introduction

To analyse molecular beam sources and to measure physical

properties, e.g. total cross-sections, as a function of velocity we

need & means to select the velocity cf beam molecules. The

conventional way is to use a Fizeau type slotted disc velocity

selector (STE 72). As an alternative one can use a time-of-flight

method, either the conventional single burst method or the cross-

correlation method. The specific experimental circumstances

determine which method is to be preferred.

In section 4.3. we compare both methods of measuring time-of-

flight distributions.

In this introduction we compare the use of a velocity selector with

the use of the single burst TOF method, in the case of measurement of

a whole velocity spectrum. The transparancy e' of a velocity selector

is e' f_ 0.5. To measure the background the beam has to be chopped,

with a typical duty cycle of 0.5. Thus the overall duty cycle is

typically 0.25. With the same total measuring time, the same velocity

resolution and the same detector the signal-to-noise ratio's of both

methods are comparable when at least 1/4 of the time channels of the

TOF spectrum contain significant information. In this comparison the

time needed for tuning the velocity selector to a different frequency,

i.e. a different velocity, is not taken in account.

A major drawback of the time-of-flight method is the need of a

detector with a fast response, to eliminate memory effects in the

ionizer. The efficiency of a detector with a fast response is

typically a factor 10 or 10 lower than what can be achieved with a

slow response ionizer.

A major advantage of the time-of-flight method is the simultaneous

measurement of th? whole velocity spectrum. Also the change of

velocity resolution and the achievement of a very high velocity
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resolution is easier with the TOF method.
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4.2. Calibration of a time-of-flight machine for molecular

beam studies

(published by H.C.W. Beijerinck, R.G.J.M. Moonert and N.F. Verster,

J.Phys.E.: S c i . I n s t r . 7(1974)31) .

4 . 2 . 0 . Abstract

A tlme-of-flight machine for the velocity analysis of molecular

beams is described together with an experimental investigation of

systematic errors. A velocity selecting chopper is used to measure all

delay times, including the delay in the beam detector due to the

extraction time from the ionizer and the flight time of the ions in

the quadrupole mass filter. With our ionizer no memory effects occur

at emission currents smaller than 1 roA. Memory effects in the detector

chamber due to the direct reflection of beam particles are eliminated

by collimating the beam before the entrance and by trapping the beam in

a separate volume afterwards, while obstacles inside the detector

chamber are carefully avoided. The absolute calibration of the detector

gives an efficiency of 1.6 10 counts/molecule for an O beam of

1000 m s . calibrations a week apart reproduce to within 6%.

4.2.1. Introduction

For measuring the velocity distribution of a molecular beam the

time-cf-flight method (KOF 48 , BEC 56) can be used as an alternative

for a slotted-disc velocity selector. Many papers have been published

on the design (STE 72) and calibration (CAN 71) of slotted-dif ̂

velocity selectors, but little research has been done on the design

(HAG 68 , ALC 69a, 69b, 70 , HAG 70) and calibration of machines usiag

the time-of-f light method, in this paper we give a description of our

time-of-f light machine, and report the work we have done on calibrating
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the flight-time scale and on finding and eliminating systematic

errors.

One aim of our work (BEIJ 71) is the measurement of the velocity

dependence of total cross-sections for elastic atom-atom scattering.

These measux'enients can give important information on the intermolecu-

lar potential, provided that the experimental results have a rather

high accuracy of the order of 0.1*. In this field most measurements

have been done with a mechanical velocity selector, measuring at all

velocities in succession. With the time-of-flight method molecules

with different velocities travel exactly the same path, thus

encountering exactly the same experimental conditions. Measurements

are made at all velocities during each period, eliminating on a time

scale of milliseconds errors due to density fluctuations in the

scattering centre. Measurements of this type have been performed by

Lempert (LEM 70, 71).

Another aim of work with our time-of-flight machine is research

on different types of molecular beam sources. Information on this

subject gains very much in value when absolute intensities can be

measured with an accuracy of a few percent. Therefore we have

determined the detector efficiency for molecular beam detection with

a calibrated molecular effusion source.

4.2.2. The time-of-flight method

A short burst of particles is periodically transmitted by a

ret? .ing chopper disc with a narrow slit. The period between two

succeeding bursts is divided into many short time channels. All

particles travel the flight path L from the chopper disc to the

detector. At the detector, single particles are detected and counted

in the time channel corresponding to their time of arrival. A

synchronization pulse from the chopper disc is the time zero for each

period. This procedure is repeated for many periods and the total count

is accumulated in each time channel.

To illustrate the time-of-flight method we use an (x,t) diagram,

as shown in figure 4.1. x is the position of the particle on the

beam axis and t is the time. In the diagram the path of a particle
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2nd ax

Figure 4.1. (xtt) diagram of the time-of-flight method, where x is the
position of the molecule on the beam axis and t ie the time.

s.tf1

Figure 4.2. Time-of-flight spectrum of an 0g room temperature moleaular

effusion source, recorded at an emission current of 1 mA. The solid

line is the Maxwell-Boltsmann distribution. The error bars indicate the

statistical error IT. Period 9.2? me; number of periods, 2 10 .
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with velocity :' xs a straight line with slope V. To avoid overlap

of two succeeding periods, a second disc, with a broader s l i t ,

intercepts the low velocity V' particles. Particles with such low

velocities that they could pass the second disc in the following

period cannot in general pass the s l i t in the first disc because of

i t s thickness. The lowest velocity transmitted is V . . If the s l i t
m m

is rather wide an intermediate disc will be necessary.

The cut-off of the second disc has another important function. To

retrieve the time-of-flight signal from the spectrum accumulated in

the time channels, we have to subtract the background. Beyond the

cut-off we can accurately determine the background simultaneously

with the signal.

Figure 4.2. shows the titne-of-flight spectrum of an 0_ room-

temperature molecular effusion source, collimated at 1 ma diameter

before entering the detector. The Knudsen number is five. The solid

curve is the theoretical Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The error

bars indicate the N statistical error. Within this error the

experimental data are in good agreement with theory. At the low

velocity side we see a slight attenuation of the beam by the residual

gas. The cut-off of the second disc can be clearly seen.

4.2.3. Description of the apparatus

4.2.2.1. Vacuum system

In the design of the apparatus more emphasis has been laid on

achieving a low background pressure in the detector chamber than on

developing high intensity beams. This enables us to use a large

variety of low-intensity molecular beam sources.

A four-stage differentially pumped vacuum system is used, with a

fifth stage as a beam trap (figure 4.3.) The last three stages are

standard UHV equipment, bakeable at 400°C (3EIJ 73). The pumps used

are 330 1 s~ oil diffusion pumps in the first two stages, a 25 1 s

getter ion pump with a liquid nitrogen cryopump and a titanium

sublimator in the third stage, and a 50 1 s~ getter ion pump with a

titanium s^blimator in the fourth stage, i.e. the detector chamber.

The fifth stage is a 20 1 s getter ion pump. The second stage is
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also connected to a circuit of a cryodistribution station (SES 72)for

20 K cryopumping of secondary beams. Flow resistances in the range
— 1

0.1 - 0.5 1 s connect the different stages. These flow resistances

are 100 am long tubes with diameters in the range 5 - 6 cm. Standard

molecular beams have a diameter of 1 mm. Thus the alignment of the

beam diaphragms is set apart from the alignment of the flow

resistances. Both the beam collimators and the flow resistances are

optically aligned with a telescope.

The total pressure in the detector chamber is less than 5 10 torr.

The main components cf the residual gas spectrum are located at mass

number 2, 4, 18, 28, 35 and 37, which are respectively H , He, H O ,

35 37 1 2

N /CO and cl and Cl. The detector chamber is only opened for

maintenance; or the average less than once a year. The UHV part of the

apparatus is separated from the first two stages by a pneumatically

operated in-line valve which closes as soon as the pressure in the
-6

second stage rises above a preset level, i.e. 5 10 torr. The whole

vacuum system is safeguarded by using standard safeguard and control

modules (BEIJ 74).

4.2.S.2. Beam chopping

The source-detector distance is 186 cm. The chopper is located at

50 cm from the source so that the flight path is 136 cm. The chopper

is a synchronous motor with a frequency range of 25 - 100 Hz. The

diameter of the discs is 11 cm and their thickness 1 mm. The first

disc has two slits of 1 mm opposite each other; the second disc has

two 9 mm slits and is located 10 cm behind the first.

At 100 Hz the 1 mm slit corresponds to 30 us. The leading edges of

the slits in the first and the second disc are aligned. The thickness

of the first disc prevents low velocity particles being transmitted in

following periods. The effective slit width decreases slightly with

Increasing flight time, and the measurements are correspondingly

corrected. Sharp synchronization pulses are obtained from a lamp, lens

and phototransistor set at the first disc.
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Figure 4.3. Szhematic diagram of the time-of-flight apparatus.

Figure 4.4. Pulse height spectra: lt pulses due to 0J- ionsj 2t noise

pulses (photons) with the ionizer on; 3, noise pXlses with the ioniser

off. The energy scale is 4.1 10" V per electron at the output of the

multiplier.
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4.2.X.3. Particle deteation

The detector Is a standard quadrupole gas analyser (EAI Quad 230)

fitted with a cross-beam ionizer and a Cu-Be multiplier. The length

of the ionizing region is less than 8 mm.

Output pulses first pass a charge-sensitive preamplifier, mounted

on the detector flange, and are then fed into a nuclear physics multi-

sealer. The shortest channel time is 40 \ie. All measurements have been

done with a maximum count rate of 1 kHz, to avoid large dead time

corrections caused by the 20 us dead time of the multiscaler. Recently

the multiscaler has been replaced by a PDP-11 with a multiscaling

interface with 2.5 us as the shortest channel time and 100 ns dead

time (GEE 73). but all measurements reported ;.n this paper have been

obtained with the nuclear physics roultiscaler.

The pulse height spectra of pulses due to ions and noise pulses

with the ionizer switched on (photons) and with the ionizer switched

off are shown in figure 4.4. The discriminator in the multiscaler is

adjusted to a level where noise pulses give a negligible contribution

to the background of the time-of-flight spectrum. An appreciable

fraction of the ion pulses also fall below this level. For this reason

the total gain and the position of the discriminator level have a

critical influence on the sensitivity of the detector system. We

believe that changes in the gain of the Cu-Be multiplier are the main

cause of the drift mentioned in 4.2.7. Improvement by a better initial

discrimination between photons and ions is planned.

4.2.4. Signal at the detector

The number N of molecules leaving the source can be represented

by.

d4 N • 1(0) P(v) d2fi dV At (4.1 )

where 1(0) (molecules s"1 sr"1) is the intensity in forward direction

and P(v) i3 the normalised velocity distribution function. The

collimator in front of the detector limits the solid angle to
2 • 9

d 0 = A/I where .4 is the collimator area and I the source-collimator
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distance. In each peiiod the chopper is open during time t, and

transmits a burst of molecules, so that the number of molecules

reaching the detector in one period becomes

dATi-i = 1(0! P(v) (A/I2) t. du (4.2)
b

Transformat ion of the distribution over the velocity given in
o

formula (4.2) with y't_,,] = L/t ̂  and i du| » fi)"/t(,,J/ii At t

where 1 is the length of the flight path, gives the distribution

over the flight time tn.:

= .V d: „ = i:0! P(vft.,J) ?A<:?) i r/(t )/L) &i (4.3)

We record the counts of detected molecules in time channels of

duration t , . The number of molecules arriving at the detector

during the time channel k centred at t_, is N(t.-)t ,, and the
jL fl an

recorded number of counts in this channel in each period is

W V V ; *(tfi} "oh (4-4)

where the detection efficiency n-.(v) gives the probability that a

molecule with velocity u is counted. The detector is a density

detector; thus nh(v) is proportional to v~ and is given by

n, (v) = n v / v (count/molecule) (4.5)
b o o

where n is the detection efficiency at velocity V . Substitution of

equation (4,3) and (4.5) in (4.4) gives the full expression for the

recorded number of counts in each time channel in one period:

Nkftfl} = {no Vo toh h A/l2 L) I(0) V(tft}
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where the f i r s t , bracketed par t characterizes the apparatus and the

rest i s determined by the molecular beam source. Equation (4,6) can

also be written as

W = no % *eh
 A K(tfl} (4'7>

where n(t .) is the density at the aetector at time t .. due to one
J '- J '*

burst of molecules.

In the above formulae we have ignored all convolution corrections

due to the finite width of the chopper slit and the beam, the length

of the ionizing region and the finite duration of the time channels.

With our experimental conditions the maximum error in formula (4.6)

due to this approximation usad is less than 0.1% for an 0 room-

temperature molecular effusion source.

4.2.5. Calibration of the flight-time scale

The mean flight time t „ and the corresponding velocity V of the

molecules that are recorded in time channel k can be written as

t.Jk) «= (k - h) t , + t (4.8)
fZ an o

V(k) = L/tr1 (4.9)

where L is the flight path, t , the duration of one time channel and

t the effective delay. The value of L can be measured'' with

sufficient accuracy as the position of the ionizer and the first disc

of the chopper are both well determined. The value of t , is deter-

mined with a very high accuracy by the quartz clock of the multi-

sealer. The effective delay t is the difference between the delay in

the trigger action and the delay in the recording of an arriving

molecule. Many effects contribute; a careful experimental measurement

seems the only reliable way to determine t .

The contributions to t are (figure 4.5):
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i the delav r. ." from the synchronisation pulse to the centre of

the transmission function or the slit in the first disc for beam

particles: - • :s .ielay is due to the offset of the synchronisation

mechanise to the location of the molecular beam and is proportional to

trie period . of the chopper:

- . ; = • ; - (-1. 1 0)

.ii' the fixed delay rt from the synchronization pulse to the actual

start of the first time channel. This delay is caused by the

electronics of the multiscaler; ", is the difference between the delay

ir. the response of the multiscaler to the synchronisation pulse and

the delay in the storing of the input pulses.

iiii- The fixed delay r, in the detection of beam particles at the

detector: this is the sum of the extraction time of the ions from

the ioniser and the flight time of the ions in the quadrupole mass

filter.

The effective delay time in equation (4.8) is given by

t/7) * t,, - t (4.11)

One method to determine in is by using a variation of the length of
0

the flight path (DAV 73). Another method to determine the time 2ero

of the flight-time scale is to substitute a light source for the

molecular beam and to use a photomultiplier as a detector. The time

channel in which the photons are detected then gives —t.(T) + t(>.

Delay in the detection of beam particles is not measured in this way

and an estimated correction has to be made. We extended this method

to measure all delay times involved by using a special configuration

of chopper discs and a beam of light and a molecular beam

simultaneously. The beam particles transmitted by the first disc are

velocity-selected by the second disc.

An (xs t) diagram of the method is given in figure 4.5. The first

disc has a single 1 mm slit; the second has two slits with a 5 mm

interspace. The centres of the slit in the first disc and the first

slit in the second disc are aligned. The first slit in the second
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Figure 4.F>. (xMt diagram of the

use of a velotii y selecting

chopper to de* rmine all delay

times.

Synclvonliation pulH r
disc allows the detection of photons transmitted by the first disc;

this slit is slightly broader than the 1 mm slit in the first disc to

prevent shielding of the transmitted photons by misalignment of the

chopper motor. The second slit in the second disc is 1 mm wide and

velocity-selects the beam part-icles transmitted by the first disc.

The time channel k. of the centre of the transmission function for

the photons detected by the photomultiplier is given by

tl{T} -
(4.12)

By measuring L a s a function of the chopper period T we can determine
f X

o and find t by extrapolation to T=0. The time channel fc^, the

centre of the transmission function for beam particles, is given by

(k2 ~ *«*
(4.13)

where t.«(T) is the mean flight time of the molecules with the

selected velocity. Thus

a"T (4.14)
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where •»" is a constant depending on the configuration of the velocity-

selecting chopper. By measuring kc as a function of the chopper period

T we find t., - f . by extrapolation to T=0. With the value found for £„

we can now determine f-.

All contributions to the time offset t are thus experimentally

determined. For T in the range 5-20 ms and with 40 us time channels

these measurements have been performed with a room temperature 0

molecular effusion source. The experimental results are

?„ = (83 +_ 4) us

tr = (29 +_ 16) us

The accuracy of the t measurement is limited by the small frequency

range of the chopper motor. The extrapolation of ko(T) to T=0 causes

an error in t . that is approximately ten times larger than the error

in t . We also calculated t , , using the dimensions of the quadrupole

detector and the voltages applied, resulting in

? = (15 +_ 1) us

The agreement of the experimental value of t with this calculated
6

value is sufficient.

We also checked the value of t , using our PDP-11 multiscaling
a

interface (GEE 73) with 2.5 us time channels, giving

tp = (83.7 +_ 0.6) us

In figure 4.2 the zero point of the calculated Maxwell-Boltzmann

distribution is determined with the experimental value of the effective

time delay £..

4.2.6. Systematic errors in the time-of-flight spectrum

4.2.6.1. Memory effeats in the ionizer

In the ionizer we can expect memory effects due to extraction

difficulties caused by space charge of the electrons. In the first
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place this can show up in the delay time measurements, as described

in 4.2.5. The measurements with this special configuration of chopper

discs, however, contain more information. The shape of the

experimentally determined particle profiles will give us extra

information on the existence of memory effects. The transmission

function of this combination of two slits is well known. It is

triangular and symmetric around the top.

Experimentally it has been checked that in our ionizer no memory

effects occur up to an electron current of 1 niA. All particle profiles

follow the theoretical transmission function precisely. Above 1 mA

memory effects start to show up. This is demonstrated with a time-of-

flight spectrum of molecular flow from a room temperature effusive

source shown in figure 4.6, recorded at the same conditions as in

figure 4.2 except the electron current which was changed from 1 to

Figure 4.6. Time-of-f light spec-

trum of an Qp room-temperature

moleaular effusion source,

recorded with an emission current

of S mA. The solid line is the

Maxuell-Boltzmarm distribution.

Memory effects in the ionizer can

be seen.
200

6«IO'

so no no wo

Figure 4.7. Time-of-flight spec-
trum of a supersonic beam colli-
mated in the detector chamber:
It spectrum with the ioniser in
the beam; Ht spectrum of the
background with the ioniser com-
pletely shielded from the direct
beam. Memory effects due to
molecules reflected from the
collimator can be seen.
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5 mA. It can clearly be seen that there is an extra delay of the ordei

of 100 us and a loss of shape of the ttme-of-flight distribution. Tht

drawn curve is again the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, converted to

time-of-flight. The memory effects are disastrous for the time-of-

flight signal.

4.2.t?.£. Merrcvy effects in the d&teatov chamber

To obtain the tinie-of-flight signal from the spectrum accumulated

in the multisccs*ar we have to subtract the background. The background

is due to the residual gas in the detector chamber and to noise of the

electron multiplier and the amplifiers used. If the background is not

constant this subtraction is not a straightforward procedure.

We can check if the noise is correlated to the synchronization

pulse by accumulating a time-of-flight spectrum of the background with

the detector chamber closed. We have not found any correlation as long

as the chopper frequency is not in a rational relation to the mains

frequency. A more serious problem stems from periodic fluctuations of

the residual gas pressure at the ionizer, due to the pulsed beam

entering the detector chamber. The only right way of handling the

molecular beam is as follows. The beam must be collimated in a

separate, differentially pumped, chamber before entering the detector

chamber. The beam then passes through the detector chamber without

hitting any object and is trapped in another differentially pumped

chamber behind it.

If the beam is not handled in this way the effects can be seen in

the time-of-flight spectrum, if the beam is trapped in the detector

chamber there is a time-dependent decrease of the background beyond

the cut-off of the second disc, due to reflected beam particles. This

effect vanishes when the beam is trapped in a separate differentially

pumped chamber. If the beam is collimated in the detector chamber, the

detector can see beam particles that are first reflected from the

collimator and then reflected by the wall. This has been checked

experimentally with a supersonic O beam. The beam is collimated in

the detector chamber and the time-of-flight spectrum recorded. This

is spectrum I in figure 4.7. The ionizer is then completely shielded
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from the beam with the collimating device. Again a time-of-fXight

spectrum is recorded. This measurement is displayed enlarged as

spectrum II in figure 4.7, in which a peak can be seen. The time that

has elapsed between the peak in spectrum I of the direct beam and this

peak in the background corresponds to the flight time of the reflected

beam particles from the collimating device to the wall of the detector

chamber and back again to the detector. The broadening of the peak in

the background is due to the residence time distribution of the

reflected particles on the surfaces and to the partial accommodation

of the particles to a room-temperature velocity distribution.

The best way to check en these effects is to lift the detector

completely out of the beam, and to record a time-of-flight spectrum

with the beam on. This spectrum of the background will show any memory

effects of this type. In our present set-up this was not possible.

4.2.7. Calibration of the detector

To calibrate our detector we used a molecular effusion source

operated at large Knudsen numbers, of the order of ten. For molecular

flow from this source both the velocity distribution and the angular

intensity distribution are well known. Our source is a circular hole

with a 1.00 mm area in a 20 mm diameter wall of 50 um thickness. The

cosine distribution and the Maxwell-Bcltzmann velocity distribution

have been checked experimentally. The source is fed with a calibrated

gas flow from a gas handling system, using a glass capillary as fixed

flow resistance, together with a high pressure reservoir. By measuring

the drop in pressure as a function of time we can determine the gas

flow very accurately. By using a fixed flow resistance the gas flow

can be reproduced very well, and there is no need for frequent

recalibration.

With our calibrated source we can now determine the detector

efficiency in equation (4.6). A calibration measurement for O. is

shown in figure 4.2. The forward intensity, at 90 torr in the high

pressure reservoir, is

1(0) - (1.45 + 0.03) 10 1 6 molecules s"1 sr"1
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The error is determined by the reproducibility of the high pressure

measurement with a capsule dial gauge (Edwards CG3).

The molecular beam is collimated at i.00 mm diameter before

entering the detector. The electron current in the ionizer is I mA.

The solid line is the theoretical Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at

293 K. The zero point of the time scale is calculated with the

experimentally determined value of t.. Only the scale of the vertical

axis is adjusted to give the best fit to the experimental data. This

scaling determines % tf.. The detection efficiency for an 0 beam of

velocity vn= 1000 m s is

ri,-,(0 > = 11.60 •_ 0.06) 10~ counts/molecule

After initial warm-up of the equipment, during which the signal

decreases, the output signal stabilizes. Repeated measurements a week

apart reproduce within 6%. In a full year the efficiency has decreased

by a factor two.

In the maximum of the time-of-flight distribution in figure 4.2
-12

the density at the detector is 6 10 torr. This figure helps to

illustrate the need for UHV conditions in the detector chamber. With

a 1 mm diameter beam the signal-to-background ratio is of the order

of 3 for o , and varies around this number depending on the gas used.

By constructing another ionizer this figure could be improved

appreciably. For residual gas the EAI cross beam ionizer has an

ionizing volume approximately 25 times larger than the volume through

which the 1 mm diameter beam passes. The absolute calibration of the

detector system is being used for measurements on multichannel arrays

and supersonic beam sources, which will both be used as secondary

beams.
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4.3. Comparison of the single burst and the random correlation

time-of-flight method

4.3.1. Introduction

In this section we compare the statistical accuracy of the pseudo

random correlation or cross-correlation TOF method with the

conventional or single burst TOF method. The latter is used in the

time-of-flight machine described in section 4.2. and chapter 6.

The TOF method transforms the velocity distribution of the

molecular beam into a time delay distribution. The experiment is

characterised by an intensity I and the normalised time delay

distribution a(t), with

/ 8('t) dt = 1 (4.15)
o

and aft) = 0 for t < 0 (causality).

In the measurement the incoming beam is modulated with a chopper

function F(t), which is either 1 or 0. The value 1 corresponds to

beam on and the value 0 to beam off. At time t the signal X(t) at the

detector is given by

X(t) = I / F(t-t') e(t') dt' (4.16)
o

Two methods can be used to retrieve the distribution eft) from the

measured signal X(t): the single b'irst method and the cross-correlation

method. With the single burst method the chopper function is a delta

function

Fft) - S(t) (4.17)

and the signal at the detector directly reflects the time delay

distribution function

X(t) = I eft) (4.18)
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With the correlation method the chopper function is a random function

F(t) = "s (R(t) + \) (4.19)

with R(t) either +1 or -1. The auto correlation functirn of R 1B

given by

+T
R(t'-t) - ij" i-_ / /?rt'.) *rt'-t; at1 - m ; (4.20

* -T

the average value of /?TtJ i s

= 0 (4.21)

The time delay distribution a(t) is retrieved from the detector signal

X(t) by calculating the cross-correlation function of X and R, as

given by

+T
T T / «f*'-*^ «'*^ a*' - J «^*J ^-22)

The second method has the advantage of a high duty cycle of the

chopper function, namely 0.5. However, not the signal but the signal-

to-noise ratio is decisive for the choice which method is to be

preferred.

In section 4.3.2. we specify the experimental circumstances of our

comparison and introduce a suitable notation that is used in the

following sections. In section 4.3.3. we discuss the conventional

time-of-flight method and in section 4.3.4. we discuss the cross-

correlation method. In section 4.3.5. we compare the statistical

accuracy of both methods and discuss criteria for using one or the

other method. In section 4.3.6. we discuss various papers that have

been published on the comparison of both methods.
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4.3.2. General assumptions for the comparison

To make an honest comparison we have to define our experimental

circumstances very clearly.

At the detector the signal is due to counting of single particles.

In the beam intensity I (counts s ) the beam geometry and the overall

detection efficiency is taken into account, in aft) (s ) the velocity

dependence of the detection efficiency and the length of the flight

path is accounted for.

Time is measured in units of T, and time dependent functions are

characterised by an index i with t = i T. The width of one chopper

slit is equal to T. Tho chopper function is periodic and the number of

slits per chopper period is equal to N. At the detector the signal is

accumulated in A' time channels of width T. Concerning aft) we restrict

ourselves to aft) = 0 for t >_ Ni, and thus no overlap of succeeding

periods occurs.

The number of counts 5. in a time channel with index i, centered

at t = IT, due to the transmission of one chopper slit at t - 0 is

given by

Si = T2 I efU) (4.23)

which is the product of the transmitted intensity T J and the

probability T a fir) for detection in time channel t. If b (counts s )

is the count rate due to the background (residual gas, electronic

noise), the number of background counts per time channel is given by

BV b x (4.24)

The chopper function F is periodic

•• F . (4.25)

with k an integer.
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For the single burst method the chopper function i s given by

F. = 5v i o, ft -1 (4.26)

For the correlation method the chopper function is

F. = S(fl. + 1) (4.27)
i t

with .?v a pseudo random sequence with R. » +1 or -I. A more detailed

discussion is given in 4.3.4.

After measuring M periods the signal X. in time channel i is given
1r

by

N-l
X = M y F. . S. * KB (4.28)

ho l~J J

In comparing signal-to-noise ratio's we only take into account the

statistical noise X. in the number of counts per time channel. We

neglect all uncertainties in the subtraction of the background from

the accumulated signal.

After M periods the number of counts X. in time channel i i s found

4.3.3. The single burst method

After M periods the number

by substituting equation (4.26) in equation (4.28), resulting in

X. = M S_. + MB (4.29)

The contents of channel i can also be written as

X(ix) = (MNx) | It etit) + Mxb (4.30)

The contribution of the bean source is equal to the product of the

total measuring time MNx, the duty cycle \/N of the chopper, the

intensity I and the probability T 8(ix) for detection in time channel i

of width T. The contribution of the background equals the product of

the measuring time MT per time channel and the background counting
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rate b.

The statistical error o. in the value of X. is given by

(4.31)

and the resulting relative error n. in MS., i.e. the noise-to-signal

ratio, is given by

rn/;single burst ° JS(i + IJ (4'32)

4.3.4. The correlation time-of-flight method

A suitable periodic pseudo random sequence is a so-called maxiuum

length sequence with N = 2 - 1 elements, with m = 0,1,2,... This

sequence has an auto correlation function given by

. N-l
>• 7

and the average value of all elements is

— JIM
Ri = ? I Ri = +1/" (4'34)

i*0
The larger N is, the more the sequence R. resembles a pure random

sequence. In the paper of Stern et al. (STE 62) references are given

to tabulations of maximum length sequences. General information is

given by Davies (DAV 66).

After M periods the total number of counts X. is found by

substituting equation (4.27) in equation (4.28). To retrieve the

function S. we calculate the unnormalised cross-correlation function

C". of R. and X., as given by
*• 3 3

N-l
C\ = I R. . X. (4.35)
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By s u b s t i t u t i n g .V. a n d u s i n g e q u a t i o n ( 4 . 3 3 ) a n d ( 4 . 3 4 ) we o b t a i n

C . - M fci'JV * 1) S. + MB
i t

(4.36)

Using equation (4.23) the correlation function can alsc be written as

C (ir! = (MUt)
N+l

* Mrb (4.37)

Equation (4.37) is identical to equation (4.30) with the exception that

the duty cycle 1/N of the single burst chopper is now replaced by the

duty cycle (N+D/2N of the pse'ido random chopper.

The statistical error o. in the value of the cross-correlation

function C. is found by using equation (4.35) and the relation
it

\R.\ => I, resulting in

o.

7
with S = -j

lf-1

1 M h(N+l) N S + MNB

Si

(4.38)

<4.39)

Using equation (4.23) and (4.24) the-statistical error o. can be

written as

ei = (4.40)

and one can see that a. is due to the background counting rate b and

the fraction (N+D/2N, i.e. the duty cycle of the pseudo random chopper,

of the intensity of the continuous beam. With the correlation method

the beam itself creates a continuous background with a corresponding

noise level.
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The re la t ive error n. i s given by

^'correlation 2

With tf » 1 formula (4.41) reduces to

( n t ' corre la t ion MS. f S. US/ l ]

4.3.5. Comparison of signal-to-noise ratio's

The decision which method is superior in statistical accuracy has

to be taken by comparing the relative errors of both methods. Using

equation (4.32) and (4.42) one finds

2
(ni } single burst Si * B

2 ™ "TtZ 5 '*'*•"
(ni 5correlation 2S + T

The correlation method will be superior when this ratio is larger than

unity. Assuming 4/N « 1 the two conditions where the correlation

method always should be used are:

1. S. > 2S , i.e. the signal in the channels of interest is more than

twice the average signal per channel;

2. B > 2S , i.e. the background per channel is higher than twice the

average signal per channel.

Increasing demands on the time resolution work in favor of the
— 2

cross-correlation method. Both S and S. decrease with T » while B

only decreases proportional to T , and the condition B > 2S will be

sooner fulfilled.

Very narrow velocity distributions also favor the correlation

method, as for most channels the conditions S. > 2S will be fulfilled.
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Considering these criteria one should be aware that 5 is the

average signal ov the whole period of N tics channels (formula

(4.39)). Increasing the chopper period will result in a lower value

of 5, and will thus favor the cross-correlation method. Price and

Skold (PRI 70) mention various reasons that could lead to using a

period that extends farther than the actual range of interest, i.e.

the significant part of aft). Firstly, the signal sft) is in principle

not zero for any positive z and may have a low velocity tail. The

period then has to be extended to avoid overlap of succeeding periods.

Secondly, we have to extend the period beyond the range of sit) to

measure uncorrelated background.

With the single burst method we have solved both these problems by

»ing a second chopper disc to cut-off the low velocity particles, as

described in section 4.2.2. and 4.2.3.2. Directly beyond this sharp

cut-off we can measure the background.

With the correlation method overlap is avoided by extending the

period into the range -where sit) = 0. One does not loose in statistical

accuracy, as the duty cycle of the pseudo random chopper is not

influenced by the length of the chopper period.

A disadvantage of the correlation method is that all channels are

measured with the same statistical error a. and thus regions where the

intensity is low are measured with lower relative accuracy. Perhaps an

important advantage of the correlation method is the fairly constant

counting rate at the detector. Rapid fluctuations of the counting rate

as encountered in the single burst method can easily Influence the

electronics and thus distort the shape of the TOF spectrum.

4.3.6. Discussion

The results given in the previous sections are similar to those

given by Skold (SKO 68), Price and Skold (PRI 70) and Verster (VER 70),

showing that both methods are complementary and that the specific

experimental circumstances determine which method is to be preferred.
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A discussion by Viaser et al. (VIS 70) of a molecular beam

experiment using the correlation method only mentions the increase in

signal in comparison with the conventional single burst method, due

to the higher duty cycle of the correlation chopper. From this fact

or.ly they conclude that the correlation method will be more efficient,

i.e. give a better signal-to-noise ratio.

Hirschy and Aldrigde (HIR 71) give a comparison of the cross-

correlation method with the conventional TOF method. By not

specifically taking in account beam noise, their discussion is

rather misleading. In fact they only demonstrate the insensitivity of

the cross-correlation method for coherent noise, i.e. noise which is

correlated to the trigger signal and accumulates as rapidly as the

contribution due to the beam. In their paper coherent noise is

created by using a chopper motor driven at the mains frequency, and

a conventional TOF spectrum is compared with a cross-correlation

TOF spectrum. However, coherent noise is no major problem in

molecular beam TOF work and can be eliminated by using a suitable

frequency to drive the chopper (see section 4.2.6.2.).
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5. Molecular beam sources

S.I. General survey of beam sources

5.1.1. Introduction

In this chapter we discuss different types of beam sources. In a

molecular beam experiment the important features are the center-line

intensity 1(0) (molecules s sr ), the flow rate N (molecules s *)

and the center-line velocity distribution. To compare the performance

of different types of beam sources we introduce the peaking factor K,

i.e. the ratio of the center-line intensity, to the total flow rate,

defined as

(5.D
N

The factor IT is added to normalize to K=1 for an effusive source.

In section 5.1.2. we discuss the effusive source and give some

recent experimental results for operation in the transition region.

In section 5.1.3. we discuss the supersonic beam source. This type

of source is used in the scattering experiment as a secondary beam.

Reseach on supersonic beams started as a secondary project in ouz

research group to devolop a reliable secondary beam source, but has

grown out to be a primary project. In this section the virtual source

model is introduced. Together with the peaking factor formalism it

allows us to predict in an easy way the center-line intensity and the

beam profile of the secondary beam.

The sections 5.2. and 5.3. concern a third type of source, where

the molecular beam is formed by near molecular flow through a long

channel. In general a large package of these channels is used, a
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so-called multichannel array. This type of source is often used as a

secondary beam source. In the scattering experiments described it has

not been used, but an extensive investigation has been performed. The

experimental investigation in section 5.2. concerns the so-called

opaque mode where intermolecular collisions have to be taken into

account. This mode is commonly used in experiments. The Monte Carlo

calculations in section 5.3. concern the classical problem of free

molecular flow in a cylindrical channel. This limiting case is a good

reference for the description of the experimental results of a channel

operated in the opaque mode. One paper has been published and one

paper wi.il i-« published on this research: they are reproduced as the

sections 5.2. and 5.3. respectively.

S.I.2. Effusive source

The most simple type of beam source is the effusive source. It

consists of an orifice with a diameter that is large compared to the

wall thickness and small compared to the interior dimensions of the

source chamber. The mean free path * corresponding to the number

density n inside the source is much larger than the orifice diameter

2a. The flow rate and the peaking factor, and thus the center-line

intensity, can be predicted from kinetic gas theory and are given by '

(5.2)

v
with a = (ZUI/mr the characteristic molecular velocity inside the

2
source chamber and A = it a the area of the orifice. With fixed

operating conditions, i.e. a fixed ratio of the mean free path to the

orifice diameter, the intensity increases proportional to the orifice

diameter.

In a molecular beam experiment intensity is a crucial factor. Also

the beam diameter in general is restricted, e.g. by demands of angular

resolution. In many cases the condition X » 2a of free molecular flow

can therefore not be satisfied. For this reason the performance of an
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effusive source in the onset of the transition region to continuum

flow has been investigated.

With decreasing Knudsen number Kn • X/2a the particle flow

increases with respect to the prediction given by formula (5.2). The

experiments of Liepmann (LIE 60) ai> Stickney et al (STI 67) are

sufficiently described by

Jl = (H -«*) n a A (1 * Ix/Kn) (5.3)

in the region Kn > 1 with the theoretical value B = 0.13 of

Narashima (NAR 60, 61). A model of Wahlbeck (WAH 71) describes the

Increase of the flow for Kn < 1 (WEY 72).

Also the angular distribution of the flow becomes more peaked in

forward direction, resulting in an increase of the peeking factor

which can be written as

K = 1 + &S/Kn (5.4)

Experimental information on 8p is scarce. Our experiments for O

give Bp = 0.20 for Kn >_ I (UIT 75). From the center-line intensity

measurements of Stickney (STI 67) one can derive a value of 89 by

correcting for the increase in particle flow with formula (5.3),

resulting in Bp = 0.32 for Kn >_ 4 for Cs vapor. Theoretical

predictions for 8 0 result in 0.28, 0.17 and 0.10 respectively if we

correct the results of Morton (MOR 64), Narashima and Willie (as given

by Stickney (STI 67)) in the same way as mentioned above.

For Kn » 1 the normalized velocity distribution of particles

leaving the source can be calculated directly from the Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution for number density inside the source, resulting

in

F M D (v) dV = - (-)3 expf-r-/; dy (5.5)
MB a a a
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With decreasing Knudsen number the velocity distribution phvfts to

higher velocities. This shift can be described with a deformation

function ' as

F :• ' = :•••:••; Fvzi;v) ( 5 . 6 )

with F. :>' ;.he normalised velocity distribution of the center-line

molecules. The measurements of Scott (SCO f>6, 71) are described With

: ':\' * : * z ; :').•'Kn (5.7)

with ••'.'' calculated by Morton (MOR 64). However, this report of

Morton it> not readily available and $(v) has not been published else-

where. Our experimental investigations for 0. (UIT 75) can be

described by

with 3., = 0.8 Kn'1'4 for Kn > 1.

5.1.3. Supersonic beam source

If X << 2a many collisions occur during the flow through the

nozzle and the process of beam formation has to be described as

supersonic expansion into a vacuum. We will give a short description

of this process.

In a small region near the nczzle, some five nozzle diameters

long, the gas is accelerated to a velocity very close to its final

value. When this has finished the streamlines have become straight

lines, radiating from a point near the nozzle. From then on the

expansion is governed by geometry: the density decreases as the

inversed squared distance from the nozzle. Obviously rarefaction

occurs in the direction perpendicular to the streamlines. The degree

to which this perpendicular cooling communicates with the parallel

velocity distribution, i.e. the distribution of the velocity

component parallel to the stream lines, depends on the product of the
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local collision frequency and some characteristic time of the

expansion process. Continuum theory can be applied as long as this

heat transfer maintains a more or less isotropic temperature. When

collisions grow rare the parallel temperature freezes at its final

value. The geometrical character of the expansion may then be

recognised by the resulting pure geometrical cooling of the perpendi-

cular temperature in the region where free molecular flow conditions

exist.

The final flow velocity u of the gas is given by the relation

a T = i$ m u* + - T (5.9)

with a the specific heat per molecule at constant pressure, T the

temperature of the gas inside the nozzle, m the molecular mass and

Tf. the final temperature of the gas after expansion. Due to the

ellipsoidal final velocity distribution the term a T has to be

adjusted. However, for X << 2a the relation T » T. holds and the

final velocity u for a monatomic gas is in good approximation given by

u - a (y /(y - I))3* (5.10)

with y the ratio of specific heats. For a diatomic gas the internal

degrees of freedom freeze at an earlier stage, i.e. higher temperature,

and this affects also has to be taken in account in a T„ .

The distribution of parallel velocities V ,, is characterised by

P(V/f) <x exp - ((v^ - u)/ a-,;2 (5.11)

with a,, = (2k T f. / mP the characteristic velocity of the distribu-

tion. A commonly used parameter to s|«cify the parallel temperature T,,

is the parallel speed ratio S,. =>u/ a.. . Simple model calculations

(AND 65) lead to an expression for S., given by

S/7 = o (2 / y)h (1 / Kn)(y~1)/y (5.12)
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with \>; the Knudsen number based on the nozzle diameter and c a

numerical constant of the order of unity.

All older measurements are well described with the emperical

value • = 1.17 (AND 65). Recent experiments for Ar (BUC 74, HAB 75)

give an exponent 0.47 of the inverse Knudeen number, slightly

larger than the value 0.4 predicted by equation (5.12) for y » 5/3.

The measured ^-values t.->r Ar differ from one experimental set-up to

another, depending on how undisturbed the expansion is by background

and skimmer. Measured values are c = 1.04 (HAB 75) for a cryopumped

expansion, a = 0.94 and i? = 0.80 (BUC 74) for two conventional

diffusion pumped systems and a = 0.76 (MIL 69) for another diffusion

pumped system. The largest measured values are in reasonable agree-

ment with recent detailed model calculations using a realistic inter-

molecular potential (AND 74).

The distributions of the two velocity components perpendicular to

the streamlines is given by

PCujJ « exp - (Uj_ / aj_;2 (5.13)

with aj_ = (2kT^ / m) , Unlike a .. the value of aj_ , and thus Tj_ ,

keeps changing throughout the free molecular part of the expansion. If

collisions' may be neglected altogether the relations aj_ •*> x and

2j_ ̂  x hold, with x the distance to the nozzle. Insight can be

achieved by considering the virtual source model as introduced by

Habets et al. (HAB 74). From the free molecular region of the expansion

the particle trajectories are prolonged backwards to find a virtual

source from which they radiate along straight lines. As in optics, the

characteristic property of such a source is that the intensity as a

function of the angle is not correlated with the position. In the

paraxial approximation this implies isotropic radiation. The virtual

source lies in a plane very close to the nozzle. If we use the

perpendicular velocity distribution as given in formula (5.13) the

intensity distribution of the virtual source is gaussian, and given

by
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2
i(i>) « exp - (r / R) (5.14)

with r the polar coordinate in the virtual source plane and

R " a\Jx) x/u the characteristic radius of the virtual source. The vir-

tual source radius has been determined experimentally by Habets(HAB 74)

as a function of the nozzle pressure. A typical value of R is one

nozzle diameter.

We now consider the flow rate and the centre-line intensity. The

flow rate is given by (ZIE 62)

N = f(y) n u A (5.15)

with f(y) - (ky)h Wy*ur{y*V/Sfy"V

For a monatomic gas /(5/3) « 0.51 and for a diatomic gas _f (7/5) = 0.48.

The peaking factor is also dependent on Y • Calculated values are

(OWE 52, SHE 63, SHE 66)

K = 1.97 y = 5/3 (5.16) j

K = 1.26 y = 7/5 !

The value < = 1.97 gives a good description for beam measurements on |

argon (HAB 74). 1

Without any skimmer the center-line intensity KO)^ is directly |

given by formula (5.1) and (5.15) resulting in |

K0) - K
 f(y} n s A • (5.17)

When using a skimmer, part of the virtual source is shielded. For

example, in the case of a circular skimmer of diameter 2r at a
8

distance x from the nozzle, the center-line intensity 1(0) is given
8 8

1(0) - 1(0} (1 - exp(-(qr /R)2)) (5.18)
8 <" 8

with q a geometrical correction factor equal to q = x/lx-x), with x

the distance from the nozzle (in all practical cases q is equal to
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unity.

The beam profile beyond the skimmer is determined in the same way,

by calculating for each position which part of the vixtual source can

be seen. This calculation depends only on the skimmer geometry and the

intensity distribution of the virtual source.
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5.2. Velocity distribution and angular distribution of molecular

beams from multichannel arrays

(published by H.C.w. Beijerinck, and N.F. Verster, J.Appl. Phys.

5.2,0. Abstract

Three stainless-steel multichannel arrays with channels of 16, 50

and 140 ym diameter have been investigated experimentally. The whole

flow pattern is measured, including the angular dependence of the

velocity distribution. All measurements concern the opaque mode, with

X < L and X > «,where 1 is the mean free path in the source and a and

L are the radius and length of the channel, respectively. The results

are compered with the predictions for free molecular flow in the same

channel, as a function of the reduced source density n - L/X. The

peaking factor is 30% lower than predicted by the Giordmaine-Wang

model. At angles 0 larger than the haif-width-half-maxisaum 0, the

angular distribution is not perturbed by the opaque conditions; for

0 < Gv. it levels off to a lower peaking factor due to operation in the

opaque mode. The center-line beam shows an increasing loss of slow

molecules for increasing '<•. . At n = 10 the gain in mean translational

energy is 15%, much larger than predicted by the model of Olander. The

deformation of the velocity distribution decreases with increasing

angle, and for 0 > Q, the molecules again have an unperturbed

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
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5.2.1. Introduction

In molecular beam experiments, intensity is often the crucial

factor. The intensity is, in general, limited by the maximum

permissible flow rate. Multichannel arrays, densely packed arrays of

many small bore channels with a large length-to-diameter ratio, are

molecular beam sources which can give a large ratio of center-line

intensity to total flow rate. In molecular beam scattering experiments,

they are often used as ?. secondary beam source. An accurate knowledge

of the angular distribution and the velocity distribution is essential

for evaluating the scattering data (BER 62 , ANG 72).

In the last decade, several papers have been published on theory

(GIO 60 ,IVA 63, ZUG 66, OLA 70^ and experiments (GUN 57, HAN 60,

BEC 61, NAU 63, JOH 66, JON 69, OLA 69, LUC 73) on the center-line

intensity and beam profiles. Only very few measurements of the center-

line velocity distribution are available (OLA 70a, SIE 70, WU. 72).

The velocity distribution off the center-line has not been investigated

at all.

In this paper we present a complete set of measurements on three

multichannel arrays. The whole flow pattern has bee;: investigated,

including the angular dependence of the velocity distribution.

We will review the existing theory, and introduce suitable

dimensionless quantities that allow us to predict in an easy way the

theoretical performance of multichannel arrays.

5.2.2. Flow description

The flow from a multichannel source is given by

62tl - KB) PQ(v) d2fi du (5.2.1)

— 1 — 1

where I(Q) (molecules s sr ) is the intensity in the direction with

an angle 0 with the normal to the surface of the multichannel array

and PQ(V> is the normalized velocity distribution of molecules

travelling in this direction.
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Thus

J PQ(V) du = 1 (5.2.2)

f 1(0) d2f2 = N (5.2.3)

where N(molecules s ) is the total flow rate. In order to compare

arrays under different operating conditions, it is useful to

normalize the center-line intensity with the flow rate. This is done

by introducing the peaking factor K , given by

K = TT • (5.2.4)

N

The factor IT is added so that ic = 1 for an effusive source or cosine

emitter, i.e. free molecular flow from an ideal thin-walled orifice.

The intensity in a direction 0 is now written

&ZN = i(e) a2 a = (N/V) < f(e) d2n (5.2 .5)

with the angular profile f(Q) = IO) / 1(0). The function K f(Q) i s

the angular distribution function. Integration over the solid angle

gives

/ tc f(B) d2n = IT (5.2.6)
2n . -

The ve loc i ty distr ibution in t h i s direction i s described with a

deformation function r (v) defined as

Vjv) = Pjv) / F(v) (5.2.7)
0 @

where F(v) i s the normalized Haxwell-Boltzmann distribution of

particle flux given by
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F(V) dv = (2/a) (v/a)3 exp(-(v/a)2) di> (5.2.8)

dv

with a = (2kT/m) , T the source temperature, and m the molecular mass.

This is the distribution of a flux of molecules in thermal

equilibrium; the distribution of the corresponding density has the
2

usual preexponential factor V .

Formula (5,2.1) is now written

d̂ JV = (N/v) < f(Q) d2n TQ(v) F(v) dv (5.2.9)

We describe all our measurements in terms of the peaking factor < ,

the angular distribution function it f(B), and the deformation function

rflCuJ. He prefer to use the angular distribution function K f(B)

which has a normalized integral, instead of the angular profile f(Q)

which is normalized by the condition f(0) = 1.

5.2.3. Theory

We consider a single channel with length L and radius a , operated

at a number density n in the source chamber to which the channel is

connected. The mean free path X, corresponding to the density n, is

given by

X = (2s IT n a2)'1 (5.2.10)

with a the molecular diameter (a = 3.5 A for O ). In the flow

through a channel we can distinguish different modes. In the transpa-

rent mode X » L and X » a, and the flow is free molecular, i.e.

only wall collisions occur.

In the opaque mode X > a still holds, but X <_ L. The effect of

intermolecular collisions now has to be taken in account. In most

experiments this second mode of operation is used. Our measurements
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also concern the opaque mode. Throughout our paper, we compare the

measured flow properties as flow rate, center-line intensity, angular

distribution, and velocity distribution with the theoretical

predictions for the same channel in the transparent mode. For this

reason, both the opaque channel and the transparent channel are

treated in this paper.

In the third mode of operation X « a and > « L , and we obtain

continuum flow through the channel. In this paper, this mode is not

treated.

5.2.3.1. Transparent chorine I

In this mode only wall collisions occur. Center-line molecules can

travel through the channel without suffering any collisions, and the

center-line intensity 1(0) is equal to that of a cosine emitter
transp

with the same radius,

1(0) = n v(v a2) / 4v (5.2.11)
transp

with y = 2a/ir , the mean molecular velocity in the source. In

comparison with a cosine emitter the total flow rate is reduced by the

flow resistance of the channel, expressed by a dimensionless quantity W

N = % W n v(-na2) (5.2.12)
transp

with W the transmission probability or Clausing factor (CIA 29).

The factox W depends only on the geometry of the channel, for

circular channels only on the ratio a/L. In the limit of long channels

the transmission probability is given by W = 8a/3L , for all a/L ratios

a good approximation is

W = (8a/lL) {1 + Ba/SL)'1 (5.2.13)
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According to formula (5.2.4) the peaking factor of a transparent

channel is

< = W"1 (5.2.14)

The normalized velocity distribution of molecules leaving the source

in direction 3 is given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution F(v) ,

the same as for a cosine emitter.

Before we discuss the angular distribution we have to introduce

the wall collision rate v , i .e . the number of molecules striking the

wall per unit area per second. Because only wall collisions occur this

quantity determines the flow pattern. In equilibrium conditions the

relation between number density and wall collision rate is

v = %n U (5.2.15)

Assuming diffuse reflection of molecules leaving the wall, the

intensity Kef can be directly calculated (CLA 30) when the collision

rate v on the entrance opening and the collision rate v(z) on the wall

of the channel are known, z is the position along the length of the

channel, with z = 0 at the exit. The wall collision rate v(z) is

determined by an integral equation, of which no exact analytical

solution is available. For long channels a good approximation is

(OLA 70, HEL 67a, 67b, BEIJ 75)

\>(z) / v = (1 - W)z/L + W (5.2.16)

with W the Clausing factor.

Using this approximation the angular distribution function for

8 > arctanf2a/L) is given by (OLA 70, CLA 30)

-it) + ̂ s £ r5 2WJ 2 (5.2.
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• 2where for the flow rate the exact expression N = W \>(va ) is used. For

long channels this angular distribution is nearly independent of the

ratio a/L.

For 0 < G < arctan(2a/Lj the angular distribution function is

K f(Q) = (2 cos0/nW {(1 - hW) R(p) + | (1 - W)

x (1 - (1 - p2)3/2) p'1} + k cos9 (5.2.18)

2 kwith p = (L/2a)tan©and R(p) = arcosp - p(l - p ) . For 0 = 0 we have

K f(0) = W'
1.

Due to the fact that formula(5.2.16) is only an approximation, the

angular distribution defined by formulas (5.2.17) and (5.2.18) does

not completely satisfy the integral normalization given by formula

(5.2.6). At L/a = 4 the deviation is 2.1%, at L/a = 10 it is 0.8%,

and with increasing L/a we see a further decrease of the deviation.

In figure 5.2.1 we show < f(Q) for channels with L/a = 4 and L/a = 40

as calculated with a Monte Carlo method (BEIJ 75).

In table 5.2.1 these Monte Carlo results are listed, together with

the angular distributions calculated with formulas (5..2.17) and

(5.2.18). We see that the results of formulas (5.2.17) and (5.2.18)

are a good approximation of the Monte Carlo angular distributions.

We can understand these results in a more direct way if we

consider the optical analog of free molecular flow. Walls are ideal

diffuse reflecting surfaces, and the wall collision rate is equal to

the emittance (energy per unit area per second).

The intensity in a direction 6 is equal to the amount of light we

see when looking into the channel from this direction. Normalizing the

intensity of two channels (with the same radius) of length L. and £>,,

to the sam3 flow rate means normalizing the source collision rate to

W, and Wo , respectively, if-W* and Vo are the transmission

probabilities of the channels. Looking into the channel at

angles "> > max(arctijinf2a/X~>) **e see the same exit collision rate \>(0)

and a wall collision rate gradient
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Table 5.2.1 The angular distribution function k f(Q) of free molecular

flow through a cylindrical channel, calculated with a

Monte Carlo method for L/a = 4 and L/a = 40, in comparison

with the angular distribution function calculated with

formulae (5.2.17) and (5.2.18).

0

0

10

30

45

60

75

Monte
Carlo

a)

2.80

2.15

1.00

0.606

0.343

0.145

L/a= 4

Formulae
(5.2.17)
and
(5.2.18)

2.80

2.15

1.01

0.624

0.360

0.156

L/a

Monte
Carlo
a, b)

16.75

2.42

0.941

0.579

0.327

0.138

B 40

Formulae
(5.2.17)
and
(5.2.18)

16.75

2.36

0.934

0.590

0.347

0.153

a) (BEIJ 75); b) for the channel with L/a = 40 the Monte Carlo value

W = 0.0597 has been used, instead of the Clausing value W = 0.0613,

(BEIJ 75).

Figure 5.2.1. The angular distri-

bution function <f(B) for free

moleaular flow through a cylindri-

cal chanrelt calculated with a

Monte Carlo method for L/a=4 and

L/a=40. The horizontal lines indi-

cate the value K of the distri-

bution function for Q = 0°.

10 30 60 90
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= — — - (5.2.19)

which is nearly independent of the ratio L/a for long channels. Thus

for these angles we can hardly distinguish the two channels by their

flow pattern, i.e. the amount of light we see.

5.2.3.2. Opaque ohannel

We now consider a channel operated in the opaque mode, with

X <_ L and X > a. Free molecular flow ceases and we have to take into

account the effect of gas-phase collisions on the flow pattern.

Insight can be achieved by considering the random walk of the

individual molecules in the channel in the transparent mode. Per col-

lision with the wall of the channel the average displacement along the

axis is equal to the radius a with a corresponding average path length

of 2a (CLA 28). The average number of wall collisions of a molecule

is L/a (CLA 28). In the opaque mode an estimate for the average number

of gas-phasa collisions is 2L/X. Thus, for long channels there is a

large range where the average number of gas-phase collisions is much

less than the average number of wall collisions, and where the random

walk of the molecules will still be governed mainly by wall collisions.

It is reasonable to assume that in first order the wall collision rate

distribution v(z)/v and the total flow N are undisturbed by the

transition from transparent to opaque operating conditions.

At large angles Q the angular distribution is still only deter-

mined by the wall collision rate and will be the same as in the trans-

parent mode. We call these molecules type I. When looking into the

channel with decreasing angle G we will gradually start to see type II

molecules that are scattered into this direction by gas-phase

collisions and the contribution of the walls far in the channel wiil

become increasingly attenuated.

In the forward direction the walls do not contribute. When \ is

small enough the contribution of type III molecules travelling

straigiit through the channel from the source to the exit will diminish,

and we only see type II molecules that are scattered in the forward
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direction by gas-phase collisions inside the channel.

Before we consider the center-line intensity, we introduce the

reduced source density n defined as

n* = n/nQ = l/\ (5.2.20)

where n is a reference source density at which the mean free path is

equal to the length L of the channel.

Thus

nQ = f2* £ TT a2)'1 (5.2.21)

The reduced source density n is the inverse Knudsen number based on

the length of the channel and is a measure of the opaqueness of the

channel. Using n will simplify the formula in this section

We first discuss a simple model of Hanes (HAN 60). Assuming a

linear number density gradient n/L from the source density n at z = L

to a zero exit density at z = 0, we determine the point z =£' where

X (n(L')) =

3 = L' is

* — k
X (n(L')) = L' . This results in L' = Ln "* and the density at

n(L') = n K ^ (5.2.22)

We now make the simplifying assumption that the center-line beam is

emitted from this surface and no further attenuation occurs. Thus this

surface at £' is the equivalent of the entrance opening of a channel

in the transparent mode. By substituting formula (5.2.22) in formula

(5.2.11) we calculate the center-line intensity

1(0) = JY0J n* ~* (5.2.23)
opaque transp

The flow rate is unaffected by opaque conditions, and the resulting

peaking factor is

'opaque = Ktransp "' % = " ' M # " % '5'2-24)
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Although the model is quite crude, the length L' gives an impression

which part of the channel is most important for the center-line beam

formation. Assuming the same number density profile and an isotropic

velocity distribution of the gas in the channel, Giordmaine and Wang

(GIO 60) integrate the contribution of type II molecules over the

length of the channel, and add to this the contribution of type III

molecules. Their resu]*: c<

given by (GIO 60, JON 69)

molecules. Their resu]4: can be written as a function of n and is

1(01 " ir°;transp {(^} ^ ^ «*"*»*A> =

(5.2.25)

As N = A' this results in a peaking factor
opaque transp

A(n*) (5.2.26)

In the case of a very opaque channel the error function is unity and

formula (5.2.25) reduces to

< = f%irj* W~2 n* ~* (n* » 1) (5.2.27)

-I

which differs only by the factor (%tr) with the result of Hanes in

formula (5.2.24).

For n « 1, formula (5.2.25) reduces to

K = W~2 (n* « 1) (5.2.28)

which is the correct result for a channel in the transparent mode. The

number density profile used by Giordmaine and Wang is wrong in assuming

a zero exit density. However, their results for the center-line

intensity only deviate slightly from calculations with a nonzero exit

density which are discussed in detail by Olander and Kruger (OLA 70).

considering this and the fact that different experiments still give

results with a rather large spread, we prafer to use the simple
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analytical results of the Giordmaine-Wang calculations.

To compare experimental results of different channels we intro-

duce the reduced peaking factor < given by

transp

Formula (5.2.26) then reduces to <* = A(n*) and all experimental

results can be given in one plot of < as a function of n . In the

limiting case of continuum flow with X « a, A << L the process at the

exit must be described in terms of adiabatic expansion from a nozzle.

The resulting peaking factors can be predicted from continuum flow

theory (OWE 52 , SHE 63, SHE 66) and are tc = 1.97 for a monatomic gas

and < = 1.26 for a diatomic gas.

We now discuss the angular distribution for an opaque channel. A

parameter that is often used to characterize the sharpness o f t h e

angular distribution is G. , the half-width at half-maximum. Monte

Carlo calculations (BEIJ 75) show that 1.68(a/L) is a go°d approxima-

tion for the half-widths of long channels in the transparent mode

(fjr L/a > 10 within 3%). We define a reduced half-width as

e! = Qjl.BBa/Lf1 ^ < 5 - 2 - 3 0 )

by dividing the measured half-width by the half-width of the same

channel in the transparent mode. We can now give all our measurements

in one plot of 0, as a function of n

In a qualitative way we can predict the shape of the angular

distribution function. For large angles 9 the distribution will be the

same as in the transparent mode. For decreasing angles the

distribution will level off to a lower peaking factor, as predicted by

formula (5.2.25).

In the simple model of Hanes (HAN 60) this departure of the

angular distribution from the prediction in the transparent mode will

start at an angle 0 = arctanC2a/L'), slightly larger than the half-

width 0. . We will compare our experimental results for < f(®) with

the calculations for a transparent channel. With an assumed number
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density profile in the channel, one can also make a model calcula-

tion of the angular distribution of an opaque channel. The different

calculations are discussed by Olander and Kruger (OLA 70)> we

suffice with the ajjovementioned qualitative comparison.

Finally, we di^uss the behaviour of the velocity distribution.

The center-line be^jj consists of molecules that are attenuated by

gas-phase collisions. Slow molecules have a larger cross-section and

during the process of beam formation in the channel they will be

preferentially scattered out of the center-line beam.

By extending t^e model of Giordmaine and Wang with a velocity-

dependent mean fre^ path Olander (OLA 7G) calculated the resulting

deformation of the velocity distribution. His results show an

increasing loss of glow molecules for increasing n . For n > 10 the

deformation remain^ constant. We will compare our measurements with

the results from h^g calculations.

At large angles the beam consists mainly of molecules emitted

from the wall of t^e channel. These molecules leaving the wall are

fully thermalized. compared with the center-line molecules they have

to travel a shorten distance through lower number densities near the

exit of the channel and collisions that coudd cause a distortion of

the velocity distribution will be rare. As in the case of the angular

distribution, we expect that the gradual onset of the deformation

will be at angles sj.ightly larger than the half-width G, .

•; 9.A. Experiments] setup

5.2.4.1. Time~of-fiight machine

All measurements have been done with our time-of-f light machine.

A full description is given- elsewhere (BEIJ 74a), we only give the

features that are jjjjportan̂  for the evaluation of the measurements

reported in this paper. A four stage differentially pumped vacuum

system is used, witl% a fifth stage as a beam trap. The area of the

multichannel array that is used as a molecular beam source is

approximately 1 mm2. At 8 mm from the source a skimmer with a 2 mm-

diam. hole and a fuj/J. angle of 30 is used as a flow resistance for the

differential pumping of the second stage. The skimmer is slender and
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Table 5.2.2 Characteristics of the multichannel arrays

Array No.

Radius (um)

Length (mm)

L/a

Clausing factor (calculated)

Transparency e(% >

Number of channels (counted)

Channel cross-section

1

8

0.45

56

0.0446

44

2504

irregular

2

25

2.7

108

0.0740

55

180

circular

3

70

1.17

16.7

0.133

50

26

circular

source-aus

gas Met

flange

Figure S.S.2. The rotatable source. Rotation of the inner part of the

source tilts the multichannel array with respect to the beam axis,

enabling us to measure the angular distribution.
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long to eliminate the influence of backscattered molecules on the

molecular beam.

The pressure in the first stage and second stage never exceeds

10 and 3 10 torr, respectively. The length of the second stage is
••8

100 cm. Further stages have working pressures lower than 10 torr.
ft 9

Assuming an effective total cross-section of 400 A the attenuation

of the beam by the residual gas is 10% at the highest flow rate

measurements and typically 5% at the lower flow rates. The chopper

motor is located 50 cm frcui the source. The first disc has two narrow

slits opposite each other with an open time of 0.6%. A second disc

with two broader slits cuts off low-velocity molecules to avoid

overlap of two succeeding periods. The flight path is 136 cm. Before

entering the detector the beam passes a 1 mm-diam.collimator. The

detector is an EAI residual gas analyzer, fitted with a cross beam

ionizer and a Cu-Be multiplier. Output pulses are fed into a nuclear-

physics multiscaler or a PDP-11 with a multiscaling interface (GEE 73).

To measure absolute beam intensities the detector system has been

calibrated for molecular beam detection, by using an effusive source

(cosine emitter) at large Knudsen numbers. During a month, different

calibrations reproduce to within 5%.

The experimental determination of the zero of the flight-time

scale and an investigation of possible systematic errors in the time-

of-flight spectrum are described by Beijerinck et al (BEIJ 74a).

The velocity resolution of the measurements reported in this

paper is always better than 3%.

5.2.4.2. Rotatable source

The multichannel array is mounted in a rotatable source, shown in

figure 5.2.2. The inner part of the source» on which the array is

mounted, can be rotated around the source axis making an angle of 45

with the source flange. The axis of the inner part of the source and

the plane in which the array is mounted also make an angle of 45 .

Rotation of the inner part around the source axis tilts the array with

respect to the detector direction and enables us to measure the angular

distribution. The bearing of the inner part of the source is provided
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by two O-rings. which also serve as a vacuum seal for the connection

of the gas inlet to the inner chamber.

If 3 is the angle of rotation around the source axis, and 8 = 0

corresponds to 9 = 0, the relation between 6 and the measuring

direction 9 is given by

coso = cos2rve; (5.2.31)

The skimmer near the source limits the measuring range to 0 _̂ 60 . The

vacuum flange of tlie source is mounted on a thick O-ring and can be

accurately adjusted to align the axis of the channel of the array with

the beam axis of the TOF machine, when the source is in the neutral

position. This adjustement is done at the lowest flow rate, when the

angular distribution has the largest peaking factor. The accuracy in

finding the direction 9 = 0 is 0.1 , resulting in a maximum error of

3% in the largest peaking factor.

The source is fed from a gas-handling system which delivers an

adjustable and calibrated gas flow, with a 2% accuracy. The driving

pressure behind the array is measured through a separate connection to

the source with a Mini McLeod and a Pirani gauge, with an accuracy of

5%.

All measurements have been done at room temperature 295 K, with

highly purified O gas (99.95%). The flow rate has been varied from
-4 -3 -1

2.6 10 to 3.5 10 torr 1 s . Great care has been taken in

eliminating leaks to ensure that the total gas flow actually flows

through the open channels. For the measurements in this paper the not

used channels are blocked by growing a copper layer O R the entrance

or by using an epoxy glue for this purpose.

5.2.4.3. Multichannel arrays

The arrays are fabricated from stainless steel, and are

,commercially available (COL).

The characteristics of the three investigated arrays are listed

in table 5.2.2. The values for the radius a , the length L , and the

transparency e result from our measurements. They differ appreciably
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from the values stated by the manufacturer, with a maximum deviation

of 30% for the diameter of the channels of array No. 1.

All three arrays were cut through along the axis by spark erosion,

and the surface on the cut was finished and examined to check the

straightnoss of ttus walls of the channel. Only the walls of the long

channels of array No. 2 showed a slight waviness, the channels of

array Nos. 1 and 3 were quite straight.

5.2.5. Experimental results

5.2.5.1. Transmission probability

In figure 5.2.3, we have plotted the ratio {N /N ) as a

function of the reduced source density n , fi is the experimentally

determined flow rate and N . is calculated by substituting the
tneor

measured pressure in formula (5.2.12) and multiplying this result with

the number of open channels. We see the transmission probability is

in good approximation independent of n , which is to be expected if

the condition A > a is fulfilled (CAR 63). In terms of the reduced

entrance density this condition is n < L/a . For array Nos. 2 and 3

the measured flow rate is equal to the calculated flow rate, indicating

a good agrt»jnent of the transmission probability with the calculated

Clausing factor.

For array No. 1 the measured gas flow is 30% smaller than the

theoreti- »1 prediction with the calculated Clausing factor for a

cylindrical channel. One reason is the irregular cross-section of the

channels which increases the number of wall collisions and decreases

the transmission probability (CIA 29). We estimate that this effect

accounts for at least half the deviation. The remaining part of the

deviation can easily be accounted for by the error in the measured

value of the radius.

Because the arrays are fabricated from stainless steel there is no

ambiguity in deciding if a channel is open and contributing to the gas

flow, as in the case of glass mosaic arrays (JON 69), and the exact

number of open channels can be determined by counting.
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Figure 5.2.3.The ratio of the
measured flow rate N to the

exp
flow rate N.. calculated with

tneor

the measured source preeaure, as a

function of the reduced eourco

density K .

Figure 5.2.4. The reduced peaking

factor < aa a function of the

reduced source derwity n . The

solid line is the theory of

Giordmaine and Wang.

array #1

Figure S.2.5.The angular distri-

bution function <f(Q)3 for diffe-

rent valu38 of the reduced aource

density n . Measurements at diffe-

rent n values are shifted in ver-

tical direction, resulting in a

broken vertical scale. For compa-

rison the solid line is the Monte

Carlo angular distribution for

L/a = 40 from figure 5.2,1.
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5.S.f>.2. Peaking factor

The peaking factor has been determined with formula (5.2.4) from

separate measurements of the absolute value of the center-line

intensity I(0)an& the flow rate N,

In figure 5.2.4, we have plotted the reduced peaking factor K*

as a function of n , for the three arrays. The solid line represents

the theory of Giordmaine and Wang, as given by formula (5.2.26). All

measurements are fairly well represented by one experimental curve,

which lies 30% below the theoretical curve. Our results are in reason-

able agreement with the measurements of Jones et al. (JON 69).

To predict the performance of a not investigated array we cfin use

the experimental curve in the < against n plot. By measuring the

pressure in the source, we find K in the plot. By measuring a and L

of the channels of the array we can calculate the Clausing factor W

and thus the actual peaking factor K. T O determine the -• nter-line

intensity 1(0) we need the value of the flow rate N.

Calculation of N from the source pressure is rather sensitive to

errors in the channel radius and depends moreover on the number of

open channels, which can be very difficult to determine. We suggest,

therefore, that the flow rate .V be determined experimentally. An

advantage of the < -vs- n plot is that it does not depend on the

number of channels.

5.2.5.3. Angular distribution

In figure 5.2.5 our measurements of the angular distribution

function ic f(0) for array no. 1 are shown for different values of n .

For comparison the solid line is the Monte Carlo distribution for

L/a = 40 from figure 5.2.1. For large angles 9 > 6, there is a good

agreement of the measurements with the Monte Carlo angular distribu-

tion for a long transparent channel. With decreasing angle 0 < 0, the

angular distribution levels off to a lower peaking factor. The

measurements for arrays Nos. 2 and 3 show the same behaviour and for

this reason are not given.

In figure 5.2.6, we have plotted the reduced half-widths as a

function of n*. All measured values for the three arrays coincide on
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Figure 5.S.6.The reduced half-width
at half"maximum 0, of the angular
dietribiition function, as a
function of the reduced source
density n . In the upper part the
product of the reduced peaking
factor < and the reduced half-
width at half-maximum ia given as a
function of the reduced source
density n .

Figure 5.2.7.The deformation
function T (v*') of the center-line
beam aa a function of the reduced
velocity v t for differ,. \t valuaa
of the reduced aouvce den8ity n .
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one experimental curve.

The value of 0, however contains no .lew information. In the upper
* * *

part of figure 5.2.6 we have plotted if 0. , the product of the

reduced peaking factor and the reduced half-width. This product proves

to be independent of n and equal to unity, which is the correct value

for operation in the transparent mode.

The essential shape parameter of the angular distribution is the

peaking factor which determines where the distribution starts to level

off and which final value the distribution has for 0 = 0 .

In the comparison of the measured angular dependence of the

intensity of an array with results of model calculations, the use of

the angular distribution function K f(G) is to be preferred to the use

of the angular profile fid). Using ffeJ has the disadvantage that, if

the model predicts a wrong peaking factor, the large-angle part of the

measured and calculated distribution will be scaled with a different

factor. The correspondence will be poor, even if the large-angle

behaviour was well predicted. In this way the comparison is only an

extra test on the peaking factor. More useful information is obtained

by comparing the angular distribution function.

5.2.5.4. Center-line velocity distribution

One of the first to demonstrate that the velocity distribution of

atoms in the center-line beam from a multichannel source is non-

Maxwell ian were Hostettler and Bernstein (HOS 60). Their measurements

show that both slow and fast atoms were lost, thus enriching the

distribution with atoms of intermediate velocity. The source was

operated at high pressures, and the loss of slow particles was

attributed to clouding in front of the source. For the loss of fast

particles no explanation was given. A n value cannot be derived from

their paper.

Recent measurements on a glass capillary array by Angel and Giles

(ANG 72) have been done at reduced source densities n » L/a arid

show the same behaviour, preferential loss of fast and slow atoms.

They propose in energy exchange model to explain their observations.

Fast atoms would catch up with slow atoms, and in these beam-beam
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100

Figure 5.2.8. The ratio of the mean translational energy E of the
center-line beam to the mean translational energy of a beam with a
Maxwell~Boltzmann distribution, as a function of the reduced source
density n . The solid line is the theory of Olander.

0.1
60 90

Figure 5.2.9. The differential angular distribution <f(Q)T (v*) as a

function of the angle Qt for different values of the reduced velocity

v = v/a at a reduced source density n* = 11.1. At large angles the

differential angular distributions for different velocities coincide3
indicating a Maxaell-Boltmann velocity distribution.
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collisions energy could be exchanged to produce an increase in the

number of atoms of intermediate energy. This model is only presented

qualitatively and no model calculations are undertaken. Although for

the first experiment mentioned no n value is available, we believe

that for both measurements n >> L/a and thus X « a , ar.1 we are in

the transition region from the opaque mode to the continuum flow mode.

Experiments in the opaque mode (SIE 70, WIL 72) with n < L/a

show a different picture. Only slow particles are lost, resulting in a

shift of the velocity distribution to higher velocities. Our measure-

ments also show this behaviour. In figure 5.2.7 we have plotted the

measured deformation functions ?Jv) for array No. 1 at different n

values. The deformation function is determined by comparison of the

measured time-of-flight distribution with the measured distribution

of an effusive source operated at large Knudsen numbers. A comparison

of a time-of-flight distribution of an effusive source with the calcu-

lated Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution can be found in a previous paper

(BEIJ 74a) and shows a very good agreement. To present all our data in

a concise way, and to compare with other data available, we have

plotted the reduced mean translational energy

00 CD

E /EMB = ( ! V2 PQ(v) dv) ( [ V F(v) dv)'1 (5.2.32)

of the center-line beam as a function of n in figure 5.2.8. The

results for array Nos. 1 and 3 are in good mutual agreement, for

array No. 2 the mean translational energy is & taller.

The data of Wilmoth (WIL 72> all indicate a much larger mean

energy, the data of Olander (SIE 70) are all below our data; both

their data have a large amount of scatter.

The solid line represents the theory of Olander (OLA 70a) .which is

in qualitative agreement with the measurements. However, none of the

experiments show the feature of deformation function remaining

constant beyond a certain n value.
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5.2.5.5. Off center-line velocity distribution

We analyzed our measurements by plotting the differential angular

distribution function given by

«.- f(e) vQ(v)

as a function of the angle 6. If T (v) is equal to unity, i.e. the

velocity distribution is Maxwellian, the differential angular

distribution is equal for all velocities and coincides with the

angular distribution function K f(Q) . In figure 5.2.9 we have plotted

the differential angular distribution for array No. 1 for three

different velocities at n =11.1. With increasing angle 9 the

differential angular distributions for different velocities converge,

and coincide for angles larger that the half-width 9. . Translated to

deformation functions, this means that for an increasing angle the

deformation function T (v) goes to unity and the molecules have a

Maxwell-BoltEiEann velocity distribution.

All our measurements show this same behaviour, we only show one

typical measurement. For comparison we have drawn in the Monte Carlo

angular distribution < f(Q) for L/a - 40 from figure 5.2.1.

The half-width 9,(v) of the differential angular distribution

contains no new information. The product of the differential peaking

factor K r (v) and the half-width Q.(v) is independent of u and is ir,

good approximation equal to the product < 0, of the angular

distribution function.

5.2.6. Conclusions

The comparison of a channel in the opaque mode with free molecular

flow through the same channel gives us a good qualitative insight in

the process of beam formation. Both the angular distribution and the

angular dependence of the velocity distribution show that the opaque

conditions only influence the near-center-line molecules with 0 < 0.

and that the major part of the flow is undisturbed.

When using a multichannel array as a secondary beam source we

have to realize that the major part of the flow rate is determined by
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the large-angle distribution. In general, we can say that the angular

distribution at large angles is independent of the channel dimensions

ana its mode of operation, and is not very different from an effusive

source. T;J gain in comparison wif.h an effusive source we have to

colliinate tho beam to take advantage of the higher peaking factor.

The velocity distribution on the center-line is deformed, which

results in a shift of the velocity distribution, to higher velocities.

One also has to be aware of the important change in the velocity

distribution over the small angular range from 0 to 0. near the

center-line.
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5.3. Monte Carlo calculation of molecular flow through a

cylindrical channel

(H.C.W. Beijerinck, M.P.J.M. Stevens, and N.F. Verstsr, to be

oublished).

5.3.0. Abstract

Molecular flow in a cylindrical channel is investigated with a

Monte Carlo method by tracing the random walk of the molecules in the

channel. The angular distribution of the molecules leaving the channel

is calculated by using the wall collision rate as an intermediate

result. The Monte Carlo wall collision rate is compared with a linear

and a cubic approximation to the wall collision rate, calculated by

DeMarcus and Neudachin with a variational method. For short channels

the linear approximation gives a satisfactory description of the Monte

Carlo results for the angular distribution, for long channels

deviations of a few percent occur at small angles. Using the cubic

approximation will decrease these deviations to less than one percent.

The distribution of the transmitted and reflected molecules with

respect to the number of wall collisions in the channel is calculated.

These collision number distributions help to achieve insight in the

perturbation of the flow by non-ideal conditions as adsorbing walls.

5.3.1. Introduction

The problem of molecular flow in a cylindrical channel was first

investigated at the beginning of this century by Knudsen (KNU 9a, 9b)

and Smoluchowski (SMO 10). Clausing (CLA 28, 29, 32) gave the first

rigorous formulation of the problem and obtained an integral equation
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for which he gave an approximate solution. His values for the transmis-

raission probabi:ity of a molecule entering the channel have been used

ever since, and the transmission probability is often called the

Clausing factor. In 1955 DeMarcus (MAR 55, 56) recalculated the trans-

mission probability with a better approximate solution of the Clausing

equation, showing that Clausing"s values are a few percent high for

long channels.

The advances of vacuum technology and the improved measuring

techniques have revived the interest in molecular flow in the past two

decades. The widespread use of molecular beams in modern physics

created an interest in the angular distribution of the transmitted

molecules (IVA 63, OLA 70, LIV 71, NEU 72).

We started our investigation to achieve a better understanding of

the flow pattern from multichannel arrays, which are often used as

molecular beam sources (JON 69, BEIJ 75a). Although these arrays are

mostly operated at source densities where the mean free path is

smaJ '.er than the length of the channels, the limiting case of free

molecular flow is a good reference (BEIJ 75a). To solve the problem we

employ a Monte Carlo method (DAV 60, SMI 66, WAR 69, 70, BER 73a,

BLE 74), i.e. a simulation of molecular flow by tracing the random

walk of many independent molecules. By using their history in a

judicious way we calculate the angular distribution of the transmitted

molecules. The accuracy of the result can be calculated on statistical

grounds.

The distribution of the transmitted and reflected molecules with

respect to the number of wall collisions they have suffered help us

to achieve insight in the perturbation of the flow by non-ideal

conditons as adsorbing walls (SMI 66).

5.3.2. Molecular flow through a cylindrical channel

In free molecular flow conditions the mean free path of the

molecules is much larger than the channel dimensions and only wall

collision? occur. Molecules lea"ing the wall are diffusively reflected

according to the cosine law, without any memory of their angle of

incidence. Molecules entering the channel are distributed uniformly
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over the entrance surface and their angle of incidence with respect

to the normal on the entrance surface is given by the ccsine law.

We conaider a cylindrical channel with length L and radius A .

Throughout this paper all measures are given in units of the diameter

2A. The coordinate along the axis of the channel is z , with the

entrance of the channel at z = 0 and the exit at 2 • I ,with I = L/BA.

After a wall collision at position z a molecule will suffer the next

collision with the wall at position z + e ,with 8 the displacement

between two successive wall collisions.

The probability distribution function D(s) for a displacement s

is determined by the condition of diffuse reflection at the wall and

the geometry of the channel. Due to the rotational symmetry of the

channel the flow pattern is fully determined by D(e) , which is given

by

M 1*1
D(a) - 1 a-r- - jr-T7j> (5.3.1)

(1 + a )* 2(1 + « V '

/ D(e) da = 1
MOD

The function D(a) is derived in the Appendix (section 5.3.8).

The distribution is narrow and decreases rapidly with increasing 8.

For 8 = 0 the function value D(0) - 1, for 8 = 2 the function value

•D(2) = 1.6 10~ . For 97.5% of the molecules the condition |s| < 2
—4

holds. The asymptotic behaviour for large 8 is given by D(e) - 8

As we expect D(e) is an even function.

The average length of a displacement is given by

<|e|> = / |<?| D(e) de = h (5.3.2)

The probability ?(a) for a displacement larger than 8 . which

we will need further on, is given by

•« J ,
P(a) - f D(a') da' = 8 * . - a (a > 0) (5.3.3)

0 (1 * a2)*
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= 1 - ?(-B) (a < 0)

With the distribution function D(8.) we now deri«*e the integral

equation for the wail collision rate, i.e. the number of molecules

striking the wall of the channel per unit area per time unit.

Throughout this paper we only consider the normalized wall collision

rate of the channel \>(z) , i.e. the wall collision rate when the

collision rate on the entrance surface due to the molecules entering

the channel is equa* to unity. No molecules enter the channel through

the exit.

To derive the integral equation we distinguish the number of

molecules \>(z) striking the wall from the number of molecules v(a)

leaving the wall. Of course, inside the channel \>(z) = \>(z). An equi-

valent formulation of the above mentioned conditions at the entrance

and at the exit is to extend the channel at both ends with a virtual

channel, with \>(z) = 1 for z < 0 and \>(z) = 0 for z > I.

The wall collision rate v(z) is now givei. by the integral equation

v(z) = / v(t) D(t. - z) d£ (5.3.4a)

with v(O = 1 for t, < 0

\>(r,) = \>(r.) for 0 <_ t; <_l

v(t) = 0 for z > I

The symmetry of the problem is clearly discernable. By evaluating the

integral in the right hand side for 5 < 0 and t, > I equation (5.3.4a)

can be written as

I
\>(z) = P(z) + J \)(U D(z, - z) dc (5.3.4b)

0

which is the usual form in which the integral equation is given. The

function P(z) , given in equation (5.3.3), is the contribution to the

wall collision rate due to the first collision of molecules entering

the channel.
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WQ now discuss some general properties of the solution v(z) of the

integral equation (5.3.4). If we reverse the conditions at the entrance

and the exit, i.e. feed the channel from the other side, we get a

solution SJ'(S) of which we know that v'(z) = v(l - z) and

v'(z) + v(z) a 1. Thus

v(l - z) * viz) = 1 (5.3.5)

The wall collision rate can be written as

v(s) = f(z - 1/2) + h (5.3.6)

with / an odd function.

The kernel D of the integral equation (5.3.4) is an even function with

only a narrow effective range, as we already discussed. The value of

the function viz) is not modified by the integral operator if

vf'a + 8) + \i(z - s) = 2\)(z) , i.e. the function is odd with respect to

the point (z , \>(z)). Only a linear function satisfies this relation

for all values of z . For long channels we expect that v(z) is a

linear function with only at the exit and the entrance deviations over

a range equal to the width of D. Equation (5.3.4) shows that the value

of the wall collision rate at the exit \>{l) > 0 .' The lowest order

approximation to \>(z) is a linear function from v(0) = 1 - a to

\>(l) « a , given by

(5.3.7)

where the exit collision rate a depends on the length Z of the channel.

A simple approximation for the exit collision rate is given by

o * T/2 (5.3.8)

with T the transmission probability. In the limiting case of very

short and very long channels this relation is exactly fulfilled

(equation (5.3.12))V ......
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Approximate solutions of the integral equation (5.3.4) have been

calculated by different authors. DeMarcus (MAR 55,561 used a

"squeezing" technique by determining upper and lower bounds for the

function v(s). DeMarcus (MAR 55,56) also used a variatio.ial method

with a linear trial function f (equation (5.3.6)). Neudachin et al.

(NEU 72) extended this method by using a cubic trial function. Several

authors (LIV 7i, SPA 63, RIC 64, HEX 67a) solved the equation by

successive iteration. For short channels there is a rapid convergence.

For long channels, however, many iteration steps are necessary due to

the small effective range of D.

As reference solution v Ji) for our Monte Carlo results we use
ref

ttvs linear approximation of the wall collision rate (equation(5.3.7))

with the exit collision rate of Neudachin et al (NEU 72) and DeMarcus

(MAR 55,56)

1(1 + I ) - sinh I

I - - *ref =

In figure 5.3.1 we have plotted various approximations of the exit

collision rate, normalized to a „. The maximum deviation of the

simple approximation of formula (5.3.8) from a is 9% at Z = 2 . The

results of Helmer (HEL 67b) are based on formula (5.3.8) , by usinq an

analytical approximation of T for short channels. Clausing's (CLA 30)

results are in very good agreement with a for I < 0.2.

With the normalized wall collision rate all flow parameters can be

calculated. We are interested in the transmission probability of

molecules entering the channel and the angular distribution of the

transmitted molecules.

The transmission probability is defined as the number of trans-

mitted molecules divided by the number of molecules entering the

channel. The number of transmitted molecules can be found as the

integral of \)(z), for z >_ I , or as the integral of \>(z) for z ± I ,

weighted with the escape probability P(l - z) (equation(5.3.3)).
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channel langlh t

Figure 5.3.1. Various approximations of the exit collision rate

normalised to the reference exit aollieion rate a .

The result for T is

4 4 l

- / \>(z) u dz = - f
I -<

Pfl - it d s (5.3.10)

Evaluation of the second integral of equation (5.3.10) for z < 0

yields

T = (1 - 2l(l2 + ifi + 2l2'} + - j \>(z) Pfl - z) ir ds (5.3.11)

where the first term is the fraction of the molecules passing straight

through the channel and the second term is due to molecules trans-

mitted after a number of wall collisions. With the linear approximation

for vfsJ of formula (5.3.7) and in the limiting case of large I

formula (5.3.11) reduces to

(5.3.12)

The first term is due to the exit collision rate, the second term is

determined by the slope of the wall collision rate. It can be shown

(MAR 56) that T • 4/3 I for I •+ -> , resulting in a « 2/3 I in the

limiting case of long channels.
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The angular profile f(C') is the number of molecules leaving the

channel in a direction •? per unit of solid angle per time unit,

normalized to .-"V) = 1 • -" is the angle with the axis of the channel,

The angular profile f(C) is given by

; V J
; , vCa; [1 - (fl-a) tanOj2}*

(5.3.13)

Integration of the contribution of molecules passing straight through

the channel yields the usual formulae

for 0 < 9 < arct.anfl~2J (5.3.14)

j vrs; u - rrz. -
Z-CtanB;

for arctanfZ ) <_ 0 <_ ir/° (5.3.15)

Formula (5.3.13) is derived in the Appendix (section 5.3.8.).

5.3.3. The Monte Carlo program

With the Monte Carlo method we simulate the physical process of

molecular flow by tracing the random walk of many individual molecules.

The trajectory of a molecule is governed by the probability

distributions for starting position and starting direction. These

quantities are transformed to new variables u. that have a uniform

distribution in the interval (0,1). With the usual numerical
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techniques pseudo random numbers u are generated with uniform

probability and assigned to the variables u. . With the inverse

transformation the starting position and direction are then determined.

The flow of the computer program is very simple. After generating

a starting position and starting direction on the entrance surface we

calculate the position z of the first collision with the wall. If

a > I , i.e. the molecule passed straight through the channel, we

start with the history of a new molecule. If 0 <_ z <_ I we generate

a starting direction in the point of collision and calculate the

position £ of the next collision with the wall. This procedure is

repeated until z . < 0 or z , > I and the molecule leaves the channel.
J V

We then start with the history of a new molecule. At the end of the

chapter we will discuss in some detail the calculation of the position

37 of the first w- i collision and the calculation of the displace-

ment a between two successive wall collisions.

Along the axis t..e channel is divided into equal slices and the

number of collisions with each slice is recorded. In this way we

generate the wall collision rate vfz-. The results are discussed in
section 5.3.4.

t*rM nunbar of cdlinan j

Figure 5.3.2. The random walk of a sample of 9 molecules in a channel

with length I - 2.
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Molecules leaving the channel through the exit or entrance are

recorded in two arrays as a function of the number of wall collisions

they have suffered. These collision number distributions are

discussed in section 5.3.6.

The Monte Carlo calculations were done on a Burroughs B6700

computer, using a modified version of Algol 60. For long channels the

calculation time required is determined only by the total number of

wall collisions. For a channel with length I the calculation time is

given by 2fllt , with N the sample size, 21 the average number of wall

collisions per molecule (equation (5.3.24)) and t the calculation time

per wall collision.

When running a Monte Carlo calculation for a channel with length Z ,

with some extra bookkeeping we can simultaneously generate Monte Carlo

results for a number of shorter channels contained within the channel,

resulting in an important decrease of calculation times.

For demonstration purposes the Monte Carlo calculation was also

programmed on a small table-top calculator (HEW), In figure 5.3.2 we

have plotted the random walk of a number of molecules in a channel

with 1=2. The horizontal scale is the serial number of the wail

collision j , the vertical scale is the position Z . . Successive
d

points (j , z .) of one trajectory are connected by straight lines. The
d

history of a molecule is terminated if the molecule leaves the channel

on either side.

5.3.3.1. The position of fivet collision

The molecules entering the channel are distributed uniformly over

the entrance surface. We use a polar coordinate frame(r , $) centered

on the axis. We choose <|> = 0. The normalized distribution with respect

to r is given by

F(r) dr = 8r dr (0 <_r <_ %J (5.3.16)

2
Transfrrmation to w ? = 4r renders a uniform distribution in (0,1),

and a starting position can be generated. From this position the

molecule leaves the entrance surface. Th° -vrmalized angular
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distribution is given by the cosine law

F(Q . »; dO d» " C"°3® 3lnG' du d<fr (5.3.17)

where G and $ are polar angles with respect to the channel axis a . We
2

transform to the variables u0 = sin G and u = */£TT . The position z.

of the first collision with the wall of the channel is determined by

u. »w0 and u . One finds

+ i'M]cas 2*u3 * I - u^"*)

(5.3.18)

5.3.3.2. The displacement along the axis

After a collision with the wall at z .. , we have to generate new

starting directions if the molecule did not escape. The distribution

of starting directions is given by the cosine law (equation (5.3.17))

with (Q1 , $') polar angles with respect to the normal on the wall of

the channel in the point of collision. We define u = sin^Q' and

u = (J>'/2IT . The position z. of the next collision is
o 3

z . = z . +8 (5.3.19)

with 8 the displacement along the axis determined by u and a,, and

equal to

2(u. - u.2)* sin2ir u,

i i- i (5.3.20)
1 - w^sin 2ft us
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Table 5.3.1 The angular profile ffC) for a channel with I - 2. The

is calculated from the Monte Carloangular profile .f'O

wall collision rate

smoothed Monte Carlo wall collision rate and f(Q)

the reference wall collision rate v

3 10 ) , f'(®>MC from the

ref

ref
from

0°

0
1
2
5

10
15
20
30
45
60
75

1.0000
0.9776
0.9550
0.8855
0.7667
0.6471
0.5316
0.3556
0.2165
0.1228
0.0519

0.0001
0.0002
0.0003
0.0004
0.0004
0.0004
0.0003
0.0002

(+0.0001)

1.COOO
0.9776
0.9550
0.8856
0.7668
0.6471
0.5317
0.3558
0.2168
0.1230
0.0521

1.0000
0,9776
0.9550
0.8356
0.7668
0.6473
0.5318
0.3559
0.2167
0.1230
0.0523

peattian t

Figure 5.3.3. The wall collision rate for a channel with length

1 = 2. The deviation of the Monte Carlo wall collision rate v,
MC

and the smoothed Monte Carlo wall collision rate v ' _ from the
MClinear reference wall collision rate vref
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5.3.4. The wall collision rate aitd the angular distribution

Along the axis the channel is divided in equal slices. Tha number

of si .ces n is lf.rge, a typical order of magnitude is 100 I. The out-

put of the Monte Carlo program is an array W with the slice number i

as index and the total nuiotter of wall collisions with the slice as the

elements V(i}. We aiaume a statistics! error W(i) in the number of

collisions per yiice. The collision density on the entrance surface

due to molecules entering the channel is equal to 4N/n with N the

sample size. The normalized Monte Carlo wall collision rate vun(z •)
ML- u

In the points z. = (i - H) l/n is now given by

v (z.) = VU) n/47N (5.3.21)

By substituting the normalized Monte Carlo wall collision rate

v (z.) in equation (5.3.14) *nd (5.3.15) we can calculate the Monte

Carlo angular profile f{&)Mr by numerical integration.

By substituting v,ir, (z J in the right hand side of the integral
* ML V

equation(5.3.4} and evaluating the integral by numerical integration,

we can smooth the statistical noise of the Monte Carlo wall collision

rate v (z.j. Doing this only eliminates noise with a period smaller
Mis u

than the effective range of the kernel D , and this procedure will be

moc*- effective for short channels.

We now discuss the results for two channels with 1 = 2 and I = 25

respectively.

5.3.4.1. Channel with 1 = 2

To emphasise the deviation of the wall collision rate from a linear

function we plot the deviation of the Monte Carlo wall collision rate

from the reference wall collision rate v _, as given by formula(5.3.7)

and (5.3.9). In figure 5.3.3 the solid points are the function

(vM_ - v ) , with an error bar indicating the statistical error. The
MC ref c

sample size is N - 3 10 molecules. The solid line v' is achieved

by smoothing the Monte Carlo wall collision rate v̂ ,,, with one

iteration step in the integral equation. The maximum difference between

the smoothed wall collision rate and v .is less than 0.001 in
ref
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Table 5.3.2 The angular profile j{Q) for a channel with I = 28. The

angular profile f(®)ur calculated with the Monte Carlo
'MC

wall collision rate 6 10 ) compared with

f(d) __, calculated with the reference wall collision rate
ref

ref

f(Q)
MC

0
1
2
5

10
15
20
30
45
60
75

1.0000
0.7269
0.4855
0.2133
0.1174
0.0832
0.0650
0.0443
0.C281
0.0163
0.0072

0.0001
0.0002
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0002
0.0002

I.0000
0.7268
0.4848
0.2076
0.1135
0.0810
0.0638
0.0446
0.0280
0.0164
0.0072

Figure S.S.4. The wall aollieion rate for a channel with length

I = 25. The deviation of the Monte Carlo wall aollieion rate v..n
MC

and the aubia approximation of the wall aolliaion rate v_ ofNeudaohin from the linear reference wall aollieion rate v
ref
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absolute measure; in relative measure the deviation is always less

than 0.3%.

In table 5.3.1 the results for the angular profile are listed.

The first column contains the angular profile f(&)..„ as calculated
ML

direct, .y from the Monte Carlo wall collision rate v , together with
ML •

the standard deviation a(f'q)uC)
 due to the statistical noise in the

number of collisions per slice.

Due to the Bhort length of the channel smoothing of vun is still
MO

very effective. After smoothing, different Monte Carlo wall collision

rate distributions (with sample size N = 3 10 ) all result in the

same angular profile /'(B)„, as listed in the second column of

table 5.3.1 , within an absolute error of 0.0001. In the third column

we have lisfsd f(Q) , calculated from v .As one would expect

from the coincidence of the wall collision rate, we see a good
agreement or f'(Q)'r with f(Q) .ML ret
5.3.4.2. Channel with I = 25

In figure 5.3.4 the solid points are the function Cv,._ — v ) ,
Mo rez

the deviation of the Monte Carlo wall collision rate from the
reference wall collision rate. An error bar indicates the statistical

4
error. The sample size is N = 6 10 molecules. The solid line

represents the deviation of the cubic approximation v, of the wall

collision rate of Neudachin (NEU 72) from the reference wall collision

rate v . Near the exit we observe a good agreement of vu with there£ ML

cubic approximation v, . Further from the exit the cubic approximation

does not fully describ: the Monte Carlo results. This can be under-

stood if we realize that Neudachins variationa] method minimizes the

transmission probability, wiiirh is mainly determined by the wall

collision rate near the exit, in the region \l-z\ < 2.

In the first column of table 5.3.2 we give f(®)MC > the angular

profile calculated directly from the Monte Carlo wall collision rate.

In the next column the standard deviation afffQ)^) is given.In the

last column we give the angular profile f(Q) _ as calculated from

the reference wall collision rate v _. At large angles we see a good

agreement with the Monte Carlo results. At an angle 0 = 5 half the
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channel contributes, and the Monte Carlo angular profile f^^ur i s

3% high compared with f(B) , as one should expect from the wall

collision rate given in figure 5.3.4. Using the cubic approximation

will decrease this deviation to less than \%.

5.3.5. Transmission probabilities

In table 5.3.3 our resultJ for the transmission probability T are

compared with the results of different authors. Our values for T in

the first row are determined by straightforward counting of the

number of transmitted molecules in our Monte Carlo calculations, and

dividing this number with the sample size N. The statistical error

in T is given by

aT = (1 - 2\>* Tk / ff* (5.3.22)

The values T (variational) have been determined by DeMarcus (MAR 55,

56, BER 65) and Neudachin et al. (NEU 72) by solving the.integral

equation with a variational method and due to the specific method used

the values given are upperbounds for the transmission probability. The

values 7 (squeezing) have been determined by DeMarcus (MAR 55,56) with

a "squeezing" technique and the errors given should be interpreted as

rigorous upper and lower bounds for the value of the transmission

probability. The value T (Monte Carlo) was calculated by Ward et al,

(WAR 70) with a Monte Carlo method. Within the statistical error our

results are in good agreement with all the data discussed above. In

the last row we list the values for T given by Clausing (CLA 28).

We see that his results are 0.6% high for 1=2 and 3% high for I = 20.

As an alternative to straight forward counting of transmitted

molecules we can also determine the transmission probability by

substituting the Monte Carlo wall collision rate in formula (5.3.11).

This is the same strategy we used for the calculation of the angular

profile. The error is then determined by the statistical error of the

contributions of the different slices. In comparison with the straight

forward counting we gain in accuracy because we also use information

of non-transmitted molecules. For 1 = 2 with a sample size N• • 3 10 we
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Table 5.3.3 The calculated transmission probabilities 7 in comparison

with results of different authors.

I

N

T * o
T a)

7(variational)
b)

T(squeezing)
c)

7(Monte Carlo)
d)

7(Clausing)
e)

0.5

io5

0.6725
+0.0015

0.671984
+0.000005

0.6720

1

6 105

0.5148
+0.0006

0.51423

0.51423
+0.00001

0.5136

6

0
+0

0

0
+0

0

2

io5

.3568

.0006

.35658

.3568

.0002

.3589

20

1.5 105

0.0597
+0.0006

0.05952

0.0613

25

1.2 105

0.0488
+0.0006

0.0485

0.0499

a) this work; b) a linear trial function was used (MAR 55, 56 , NEU 72,

BER 65); c) DeMarcus (MAR 55, 56); d) Ward et al. (WAR 70);

e) Clausing (CLA 29).

find 7 - 0.3564 +_ 0.0004 and we have gained a factor two In accuracy

in comparison with cr_. However, because accurate values of the trans-

mission probability are available, we did not further employ this

method and we only use our T values as an extra check on the calcu-

lations .

5.3.6. Collision number distributions

In the previous part of this paper we ha - always assumed ideal

diffusively reflecting walls. However, in an experiment this condition

is not always fulfilled. Processes such as adsorption by the wall

(SMI 66) or recombination on the wall (LIV 71} will effect the flow in

the channel. The magnitude of the effect will depend on the number of

wall collisions a molecule suffers inside the channel.
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In this section we investigate the number of wall collisions in a

channel with ideal diffusively reflecting walls and apply the results

to the problem of a channel with adsorbing walls (SMI 66).

We define the distribution functions T(p) and R(p) as the

distribution of the transmitted and reflected molecules with respect

to the number of wall collisions p they have suffered before leaving

the channel through the exit or the entrance respectively. The

functions T(p) and R(p) are only defined for integral values of p

larger or equal to zero and larger or equal to unity respectively. The

distribution functions are normalized by the conditions

I T(p) - T
p=0

(5.3.23)

I R(p) = 1 - T
p=l

Thus T(p) is the fraction of the molecules entering the channel that

leaves the channel through the exit after exactly p collisions with the

wall.

The average number of collisions <p>of all molecules (reflected or

transmitted) is given by

<p> = 2 1 (5.3.24)

which can easily be derived from v(z) using the symmetry relation of

equation (5.3.5).

For the transmitted molecules the average number of collisions

<?„> is given by

1 "
^T* = m I P T(p) (5.3.25)

p=0

For long channels Clausing (CIA 28) calculated <p_> by considering

the flow as a diffusion problem, resulting in
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<PT> = 1 / 2 (I » 1) (5.3.26)

We can understand this result by considering the random walk of the

molecules in the channel. The average length <|s|> of a displacement

along the axis between two successive wall collisions is equal to H.

To be transmitted the total displacement has to be larger than the

length I of the channel. In a one-dimensional random walk

problem, the mean square displacement is proportional to the number
2

of collisions and we expect <p T
> - I . However, we can give <!?„> as a

function of the wall collision rate \>(z). The probability that a

molecule colliding with the wall at position z will leave the channel

through the exit without passing the entrance plane is equal to

(1 - s>(z)j (CLA 28). For <p_,> we get the expression

4 \<p > = -̂ = J v(z) (1 - v(z)) ir 6z (5.3.27)
1 Tfl Q

Using the linear approximation of v(z) results in

<p > « || (1 + 2a - 2a 2) (5.3.28)

In the limiting case of long channels we get the result of Clausing

(formula (5.3.26)) by substituting T = 4/3 I and neglecting terms of
2

lower order than I .•

The average number of collisions <pn> of a reflected molecule is
ti

given by

(5.3.29)

In the limiting case of long channels this results in

< p > = 4 1 / 3 (5.3.30)
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Figure 5.3.5. The normalised

distributions R(p) and T(p) of the

reflected and transmitted moleoules

with respeat to the number of wall

collisions in the channel, for a

channel with length 1=2.

Table 5.3.4 Theoretical and Monte Carlo values of the average number >

collisions <p> of all molecules, and the average number o

collisions <p_>and <p_> of molecules that are transmitted

and reflected respectively.

I

2

25

S

2 104

6 10

<PT>

theor.
a)

4.76

358.6

Monte
Carlo

4.80

364.4

<P

theor.
b)

3.58

34.2

Monte
Carlo

3.55

33.9

<

theor.
c)

4

50

P>

Monte
Carlo

3.998

50.000

a) equation (5.3.28); b) equation (5.3.29); c) equation (5.3.24).
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length I = 25.
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In the Monte Carlo calculation we have recorded the distribution

functions R(p) and Tip) . In table 5.3.4 we compare the Monte Carlo

values for <p> , <p~> and *pn> with their theoretical values ^

calculated with the aquations (5.3.24), (5.3.28) and (5.3.29). We see a

good agreement.

In figure 5.3.5 and 5.3.6 we have plotted R(p) and T(p) for

channels with 1=2 and I = 25 respectively. For large p values we see

that R(p) and Tip) coincide, in other words after a large number of

collisions a molecule forgets that it entered from one side of the

channel, it has lost its "memory". The molecule than has an equal

chance of leaving the channel on either side. This is confirmed by

recording the contribution to the wall collision rate of these

molecules, which is an even function in (z - 1/2). For small values

of p the distribution function of reflected molecules R(p) is nearly

independent of I, for long channels. For example for I = 20 and I = 25

the first significant difference shows up at p = 2S.

We now apply these collision number distributions to the problem of

a cylindrical channel with adsorbing walls, which is discussed by Smith

and Lewin (SMI 66). When y is the sticking coefficient for one single

collision, the transmission probability T and the reflection

probability R are given by

1
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(1 - y)P T(p)

{5.3.31)

I (1 - y)P R(p)

They can be calculated from one Monte Carlo calculation of R(p) and

Tip). Also the dependence of B and T on the values of I and y

can be clarified. From the large number of collisions of transmitted

molecules in the case of long channels we can understand the large

effect of small values Y - 0.01 on the transmission probability. By

considering the behaviour of B(p) for small values of p we can under-

stand that for large values of the sticking coefficient the reflection

probability becomes independent of I with increasing length.

5.3.7. Conclusions

Free molecular flow in a cylindrical channel has been investigated.

In the field of molecular beams various approximations of the wall

collision rate have been used to calculate the angular distribution of

the molecules leaving the channel.

Good predictions for the angular distribution are obtained by

using the linear or cubic approximation to the wall collision rate, as

calculated by OeMarcus (MAR 55,56) and Neudachin (NEU 72) with a

variational method. By comparison with the actual solution for the

wall collision rate, calculated with a Monte Carlo method, we have

investigated the accuracy of their results. For short channels their

linear approximation gives a satisfactory description of the Monte

Carlo results for the angular distribution. Using the linear

approximation for long channels results in deviations of a few percent

at small angles. Using Neudachins cubic approximation will decrease

these deviations to less than one percent.

Two models which are quite often used are those of Giordmaine and

Hang (GIO 60) and Zugenmaier (ZUG 66). However, both models are in

contradiction with the actual shape of the wall collision rate. The
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first model employs a linear wall collision rate with an exit collision

rate equal tc zero. The second model uses a linear function with a

finite exit collision rate, but violates the symmetry of the solution

by always using an entrance collision rate equal to unity. Predictions

for the angular distribution from both models are quite unsatisfactory.

In many cases the results of a linear wall collision rate of the

correct symmetry with an exit collision rate equal to T/2 are accurate

enough for comparison with experimental results (BEIJ 75).

A final conclusion concerns the use of Monte Carlo techniques.

With a Monte Carlo method complicated problems can often be treated in '

a very simple way. However, when applying such a method, it is often i

useful to consider carefully which information we have to generate and \

how we can gain by combining Monte Carlo results and simple analytical

formulae.

5.3.8. Appendix: the displacement distribution function and the formula

for the angular profile

He derive the probability distribution D(s) for a displacement 8

(eqaution (5.3.1)) and the formula for the calculation of the angular

profile f(Q) (equation (5.3.13)) froro the cosine law for molecules

leaving the wall and the geometry of the channel.

The normalized probability distribution for starting directions

from the wall is given by

ain6> ae' a*' (5332) Jae' a*' (5.3.32)

with 0 <_&' <_v/2 1
I

0 < •' < 2v f

~ I
with (Q1 , $') polar angles with respect to the normal on the wall in |
the point of collision. $

We transform the distribution to polar angles (Q , t) with respect j
• 1

to the channel axis, with $ = 0 corresponding to the normal on the p

wall. |
r:fc

'I
I



FJO , *> = - sin 0 cos* d6 d* (5.3.33)

with 0 < Q < TT

Transformation to the displacement a = cos$ /tanQ and the angle 6

yields

2

FJO , 8) de ds = - sin2© 8. t a n | . , dB de (5.3.34)
(l-a tan 0)

with s _̂ 0 and 0 1 0 <_ arctanfe )
-2

or s < 0 and arctanfs ^ < 6 < u

-The probability distribution Dfe,) for a displacement s i s now given

arctan!"8 *)
D(s) ds = rf F . r e , a; do; ds (s >_0) (5 .3 .35)

0 d

resulting in equation (5.3.1)

We now discuss equation (5.3.13) for the calculation of f(Q) . The

probability of a molecule for leaving the wall at an angle G with the

channel axis and having a displacement larger than a is given by

£ t a n 0 j 2 2 2 2 k
( FJB , e') de') d© = - sin 0 (1 - s tan er d0

a 2 *
(8 > 0) (5.3.36)

The probability per unit of solid angle is found by dividing by

2?rsin6 d9 . Multiplication by 4 satisfies the condition f(0) = 1 when

using the normalized wall collision rate. The contribution to f(Q) of
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the wall collision rate of a slice located between z and z * da is

given by

IT v(a) da { ̂ ^ (1 - ((I - A)

and equation (5.3.13) is selfevident.
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6. The new time-of-flight machine

6.1,. Introduction

The molecular beam machine consists of 6 differentially pumped

vacuum stages. A schematir view of the machine is given in figure 6.1.

In the first chamber the main beam source is located. The second

chamber contains the chopper motor assembly. In the third chamber the

secondary beam is located.

The first two chambers are mounted on carriages that run on two

rails. The chambers can be rolled back to provide an easy accessibility

while retaining the alignment of the chambers with respect to the third

chamber, which is fixed to the frame. The beam axis, i.e. the axis of

the alignment telescope, has been aligned with respect to the third

chamber.

The fourth chamber only serves as a buffer chamber for the

connection to the fifth chamber, i.e. the detector chamber. The detec-

tor chamber has a differentially pumped inner chamber (stage 6 ) , in

which the beam detector is mounted. The beam passes through the inner

chamber and is dumped in the outer detector chamber. The stages 4, 5

and 6 are all mounted on a subframe that can be adjusted with respect

to the main frame. This sub-assembly is connected to stage 3 with a

bellows.

Between stage 4 and 5 an In-line all metal UHV valve is located,

which is used to separate the detector chamber from the buffer chamber

during a bake-out. With this, valve it is also possible to demount the

whole detector chamber assembly without letting the chamber up to air.

In the design of the beam machine special emphasis is laid on

reliability and flexibility. For a large molecular beam machine

flexibility is of vital importance, to allow for changes in the
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Figure 8.1. Schematic view of the new time-of-flight machine

Figure 6.2. The aryopumping facility
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research program.

The molecular beam machine is alternately used for two research

projects, as mentioned in chapter 1. The change-over from nr»e

configuration to the other only takes one day.

In the Eindhoven molecular beam group two central experimental

facilities are available for all molecular beam machines: the cryo-

puroping facility and the computer facility. They are briefly discussed

in the following sections 6.1.1. and 6.1.2..

8.1.1, The cryopwnping facility

In the Eindhoven molecular beam group much effort has been put in

providing several molecular beam machines with the facility of

extensive 20 K cryopumping. With a distribution system (SES 70, 72)

the large output of a Stirling A20 cryogenerator - 50 Watt at 18 K

and 500 Watt at 80 K - can be connected tc a maximum of four

experimental set-ups.

In figure 6.2 a schematic view of the set-up is given. The

Stirling cryogenerator is located in the basement. The cold is

delivered to heat exchangers at the two temperature levels. The cold

is transported by circulating pressurized He gas (20 a tin) in closed

circuits, one for each temperature. The-helium flow is driven by

electrical fans. A low loss, vacuum jacketed transport line connects

the cryogenerator to the distribution station in the main laboratory

room on the first floor, where also the experimental set-ups are

located.

Each experimental set-up can be connected independently either to

an auxiliary circuit for warming up or to the cold output of the cryo-

generator, Simultaneous use of the cold by more than one experiment is

possible. From the distribution station four transport lines radiate

outwards to the four users.

Cryopumps at the experimental set-ups are part of the circulation

loops and consist of soft copper pipe soldered onto copper shields of

the desired geometry. Designing problems are reduced by the large

amount of available 20 K cooling power.
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p\ 1.2. The oemputev facility

Since spring 1971 a PDP-11/20 computer la available in the group,

with 81c of 16 bit core memory and a high speed reader/punch and a

teletype as peripherals. This initial configuration was bought with

only the time-of-flight experiment in mind, as an alternative for a

multiscaler. A multiscaling interface and a plotter/scope connection

(GEE 72a) were the first interfaces to be finished.

In the period 1973-1975 a home-made multiuser interfacing system

(LOW 73, VUG 75) was developed allowing a maximum of eight independent

users, i.e. experimental set-ups. The experiments connected are two

from the molecular physics group and two from the neighbouring atomic

physics group. An extension with one experiment from each group Is

expected in the near future. Due to the increase of active users tne

8k core memory was extended to 24k, and recen'tly a 1M disc unit for

data and program storage has been added. Two extra teletypes have

been added as user terminals in the atomic physics group.

A multiuser operating system ROSIE (Real-time Operating System for

Independent Experiments) (GEE 73, SLA 74, SMI 74) has been developed,

which handles up to eight independent real time user programs. Special

features of ROSIE are its flexibility and the convenient man-machine

communication. All basic measuring routines are available as jftjMpard

commands, with a set of free parameters for a detailed specificlflon

of the routine. Each command can be used in a direct mode. More

important however is the possibility for typing in a list of these

commands that is stored in memory and can be executed on request. Parts

of the program can be repeated with a for-statement. Conditional

statements can be used to warn the experimentalist when experimental

parameters drift out of their specified range. Simple arithmetic

operations can be performed on arrays of measured data. Mode

statements are used to specify if different tasks ir. the program are

to be executed parallel or in series.
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6.2. Vacuum system

In table 6.1 the characteristics of the vacuum system are listed,

together with typical operating conditions.

The buffer chamber and the detector chamber are standard UHV

equipment, bakeable at 400 c. A special bake-out oven has been

developed (BEIJ 73). A schematic view of the oven is given in figure

6.3. The oven is double walled and constructed from aluminum plate.

Four hot air guns are used for heating, each with a maximum heat out-

put of 3 kW. An air compressor delivers the air flow of 1500 1/min.

Each hot air gun can be switched on to deliver 1.2, 1.8 or 3 kW. The

intake of the air compressor can be throttled. With these two

facilities we can adjust the temperature inside the oven. The large

flow of turbulent hot air at the desired temperature guarantees a

uniform temperature inside the oven. During the bake out the detector

chamber is pumped with a separate ion-getter pump connected to the

roughing line of the detector chamber.

Due to the plug-in nature of the hot air guns the actual heating

system, i.e. air compressor and hot air guns, is not specific for one

oven but is used for several experiments within the department.

The vacuum system is safeguarded against failure with standarised

safeguarding modules (BEIJ 74) . An important feature of the safe-

guarding provisions is a pneumatically operated in-line valve between

stage 3 and 4, which closes automatically in case of any failure in

the first three stages to save the ultxa high vacuram of the detector

chamber.

The total pressure in the inner detector chamber is of the order of

magnitude of 10~ torr. The partial pressure of argon under typical

operating conditions is <_ 10 torr, as determined from the effective

area for residual gas detection and the absolute efficiency for

molecular beam detection, (see section 6.6). This corresponds to a count:

rate of 1.5 kHz.

A typical residual gas spectrum is given in figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.3. Schematic of the bake-out oven with the air compressor

and the hot air guns.

•its

10 20 JU ' 40
mats number

Figure 6.4. Residual gas spectrum of the inner detector chamber.

The total pressure is of the order of 10~ torr. (mass numbers

2 and 4 have not been measured)
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Table 6.1 Characteristics of the vacuum system

Vacuum
stage
i

1

2

3

4

5

6

Name of
stage

Source
chamber

chopper
chamber

scattering
chamber

buffer
chamber

outer
detector
chamber

inner
detector
chamber

Pump

800 1/s oil diffusion
20 K cryopump

680 1/s oil diffusion
20 K cryopump

180 1/s oil diffusion
20 K cryopump

1 1/s ion getter

50 1/s ion getter

20 1/s ion getter

Flow
resistance
stage
i-*i+l (1/s)

1.8

0.23

0.38

1.0

1.0

Operating
pressure
(torr)

5

3

1

5

5

1

io"5

ID"8

io"8

ID"9

io"10

io"10

General information

Primary beam source,
possibility of cryo-
expansion chamber

primary
0.1 t~-r 1/s

Chopper motor,
calibration source,
beam collimators

Secoiidary beam source,
cryo-expansion and beam
trap chamber,
J . - 1 torr 1/s
secondary

UHV, bakeable

UHV, bakeable, beam
collimator

UHV, bakeable, beam
detector



6.2.1, Differential pumping

As mentioned in the introduction the molecular beam machine is a

multistage differentially pumped machine. One might wonder how effec-

tive differential pumping is in the case of a beam machine, with the

flow resistances, the source and the detector all carefully aligned.

Insight in this problem is achieved by considering the optical analog

of free molecular ilow. Walls are ideal reflecting surfaces. Molecules

are only emitted from surfaces and travel straight line trajectories.

The background density in the ionizer of the detector is given by

(6.1)

where n{il) is the local density near the surface, that is seen in the

direction Si. The major part of the solid angle is taken up by the

detector chamber itself, and follows the simple formula of

differential pumping. The contribution in the direction of the beam

axis could spoil the differential pumping. This contribution is written

as

(6.2)

as a summation over the number of stages i , with density n. and
tr

effective area A . at a distance 1.. A worst case estimate of an area
2 x z -6

of 10 mm at 1 m from the detector with a pressure of 10 torr gives
-12

a background density of 10 torr, which is of the same order of

magnitude as the partial pressure of the beam gas inside the detector

chamber. In normal operating conditions this effect can be neglected.

A dangerous situation can occur when using a scattering box

instead of a secondary beam. One then has to take care that the exit

aperture of the scattering box is smaller than the entrance aperture,

to avoid that the detector can see the highly illuminated (high

density) inside walls of the box.
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6,3. Primary beam

6.5.1. Beam aourae

All primary beam sources are plug-in modules. Pumping of the

primary beam is done with a cryo-expansion chamber (section 6.5.) or

with an oil diffusion pump with a cryopump as a conventional back-

ground pump.

In the scattering experiments described a supersonic beam source

was used, with the second mode of pumping. The skimmer is fixed to the

source flange, the nozzle position is externally adjustable with

micrometers. A 15 mm long conical skimmer is used of 0.3 mm diameter.

The nozzle diameter is large, typically 250 urn, to pair a high

intensity with operation at low inverse Knudsen numbers, i.e. a broad

velocity distribution. The Intensity distribution over the skimmer

opening is fairly uniform due to the large size of the virtual source

(section 5.1.3.). A typical operating pressure is 10 torr, resulting

in an inverse Knudsen number of 50 and a flow rate of the order of

10"1 torr 1/s.

Higher primary beam velocities are achieved by heating the nozzle

tip over a length of 10 mm with a closely wound tungsten filament. The

nozzle material is alumina; the nozzles are made by grinding a small

hole in a sealed-off tube. The gas temperature is limited to 1500 K,

further acceleration has to be done by using the "seeded beam"

technique (MIL 69).

6.3.2. Beam collimation

The skimmer of the primary beam source is the first collimator and

the actual beam source with sharp boundaries. The second collimator is

located in the chopper chamber, near the scattering center. The third

collimator is located in the outer detector chamber (figure 6.1). Both

collimators are externally adjustable with micrometers. Each

collimator has three collimating holes with different diameters that

are externally interchangeable. Typical collimator diameters range

from 0.1 to 1 mm. The dimensions of the collimators used for the

scattering experiments are given in section 7.1.

The alignment of the collimators on the beam axis is done with the
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Table 6.2 Characteristic measures of the chopper

Outer diameter discs

Disc thickness

Distance first disc-second disc

Distance first disc-third disc

First disc: beam slit I

beaa? slit II

synchronization slit

Second disc

Third disc: cut-off slit

velocity selector slit

176

1

19

175

1

4

9

20

16

.5

.5

.50

.80
o

o

° 30'

ram

DUB

nun

mm

tain

mm

1.50 nun

Table 6.3 chopper s l i t characteristics and timing diagram of a

synchronization period

Chopper s l i t characteristics

Sli t width (mm)

Slit height (mm)

Radius center of s l i t (mm)

Open time

Timing normal mode

Synchronization pulse

Center of transmission function
of beam

Begin beam cut-off

End beam cut-off

Effective measuring range

Background

Slit I

1.50

3 .0

73.5

0.0065 T

Slit II

4.80

3.0

76.5

0.020 T

t = 0.025 T

t = 0.69 T

t *= 0.75 T

0.665 T

0.25 T

t = 0.025 T

t = 0.63 T

t = 0.81 T

0.605 T

0.19 T

Timing velocity selecting mode

Synchronization pulse

Transmission beam molecules

Arrival selected molecules

t = 0

t = 0.025 T

t = 0.50 T
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aid of a telescope, fitted with a parallel displacer, and an intense

light source. We use a 150 W halogen slide projector lamp, which

provides a spatially uniform light source of 3 x 3 mm . A typical

alignment procedure is the following. After mounting the primary

beam source the axis of the telescope is centered on the skimmer

with the parallel displacer. Then the detector is adjusted to the new

beam axis, with the help of the measured displacement of the beam

axis. The nozzle position is then optimized on beam intensity by

scanning the nozzle over the skimmer. With the telescope the remaining

collimators at the scattering center and the detector are aligned.

Finally the alignment is checked by scanning the primary beam with the

middle collimator.

After demounting of the primary beam source the position of the

beam axis reproduces within an area of 1 mm diameter. The diameters

of the flow resistances between the different vacuum stages are all

much larger (>_ 5 mm) and allow this displacement.

6.4. Chopper motor

In the second vacuum stage a three disc chopper is located (figure

6.5.a and 6.5.b). Each disc has two slits opposite each other, for

reasons of balancing. Each revolution of the chopper motor thus

corresponds to two chopper periods.

In figure 6.6 we show the configuration of the slits in the three

chopper discs and their alignment. The wide slit at the circumference

of the first disc is used for the synchronization mechanism and will

be discussed later. - .

The first disc is the actual beam chopper. By externally adjusting

the vertical position of the chopper one can choose from two slits of

different width, i.e. different time resolution.

The last disc has a broad slit to cut-off low velocity molecules

as a normal chopper (figure 4.1) and a narrow slit for use as a

velocity selecting chopper for calibration purposes (figure 4.5). We

choose from these two possibilities by spinning the chopper in the

normal or reverse direction.

An intermediate disc is used to eliminate molecules that could be
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0 50 100 (mm)

Figure 6.5. a. Side view of the ohopper motor

0 50 100 (mm)

Figure S.S.b. Front view of the chopper motort seen from the detector.
1) motor axis; 2) atator; 3) teflon safety catch; 4) balancing
screws; 6) vibration monitor (hi-fi stereo aartirdge); 6) ball-
bearing housing; 7) teflon ringt for limitation of axial
movement; 8) syncrhonization assembly; 9) support of the
synchronization assembly; 10) suspension springs of ball-bearing
housing; 11) adjustable support of chopper motor; 12) fixed
support of chopper motor.
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transmitted by the last disc In the next period.This is only the case

when using the wide slit of the first disc; when using the narrow slit

the thickness of the first disc is sufficient.

The chopper can be lifted completely out of the beam for alignment

of the main beam.

In table 6.2 the characteristic measures of the chopper are given.

In table 6.3 the characteristics of the two chopper slits in the first

disc are given, together with their timing diagram within a chopper

period,

6.4,1. Synchronisation assembly

In figure 6.7 the synchronization assembly is drawn, together with

the first chopper disc. The synchronization pulse is derived from the

lamp-phototransistor set, when the leading edge of the broad synchro-

nization slit on the circumference of the first disc passes the light

beam.

Connected to the actual synchronization mechanism is a molecular

beam slit, 3 mm wide and 5 mm high. This slit is located in a vertical

plane exactly above the light beam. With a micrometer the position of

the synchronization assembly can be externally adjusted in the horizon-

tal plane, in a direction perpendicular to the primary beam

(figure 6.5.b). By scanning the synchronization assembly it is centered

on the primary beam. The light beam of the synchronization mechanism

and the primary beam are then in one vertical plane.

Due to the special configuration of the first chopper disc the

synchronization pulse now has a well determined negative off-set of

0.025 T with respect to the center of the transmission function of the

chopper for the molecular beam, with T the chopper period. Due to the

symmetry of the slits this off-set is independent of the direction of

rotation of the chopper.

The width of the light beam of the synchronization mechanism is

0.5 mm, resulting in a maximum error in the off-set of +_ 0.001 T with-

out any further calibration.

Fluctuations of a few percent in the chopper period have a

negligible influence on the off-set.
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Figure 6,6. Alignment of the slits in the three chopper discst aa
Been from the primary beam source. Solid line: firet chopper disc;
dash-dotted line: second chopper disc; dotted line: third chopper
diea. Normal mode: clock-wise rotation. Velocity selecting mode:
counter alock-viae rotation.

front
view

side view

Figure 6.7. Synchronization aeaembly. 1) firat chopper disc;
2) molecular beam; 3) photo diode; 4) lamp; S) aollimating alit
for molecular beam; a) alit I; b) alit II; c) synchronization alit.
By aconning the aynorhonization assembly in the horizontal plane
it ia centered on the molecular beam.
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6,4.2. Construction features

The chopper motor is a two phase induction motor, driven with a

variable ;cx-equency between 20 Hz and 500 Hz. The stator is encased

in an epoxy resin, which has been applied in a vacuum oven. This

epoxy resin serves as a heat conductor to transport the dissipated

power from the stator windings to the base plate of the motor. It also

diminishes the outgassing of the segmented core of the stator. The

rotor on the axis is a soft iron ring.

The measured torque M(Nm) of the motor is given by

M => 3 10"4 / f f Af (6.3)

for Af <̂  30 Hz. The quantity A/(Hz) is the slip between the applied

frequency and the rotation frequency of the motor and I (A) is the

effective current for each phase of the stator. More detailed

measurements are reported elsewhere {LOW 73a).

Fitted with MPB (Miniature Precision Bearings/Krytox 240Ac) ball-

bearings with the original lubricant the chopper motor has a slip

A/ = 4 Hz at a driving frequency of 78 Hz and a stator current

I .. * I A. The friction of the bearings, and thus the slip, can be

considerably reduced by replacing the lubricant by molybdinum powder.

The axis is supported by a ballbearing at each side. The outer ring

of the ballbearing is mounted in a light weight aluminum housing,

supported by three springs. These springs are damped by rubber string

mounted inside the springs. In this way the dynamical load of th^

bearings, due to an unbalance of the axis, is minimized.

Chopper discs are located at both sides of the stator, and thus the

final balancing has to be done in situ after mounting the axis. Two

stereo cartridges (from a record player) serve as a vibration monitor,

with their needle in an axial groove in the housing of each bearing.

The phase and amplitude of the output of the stereo cartridges are

correlated to the position and magnitude of the unbalance of the axis.
o

At each side the axis has two balancing screws at a 90 angle. By

successively displacing these balancing screws we introduce an extra

unbalance which allows us to calibrate the output of the stereo
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Figure 6.8. Side view of the secondary beam source, aa seen from

the •primary beam aourae. The cross indicates the primary beam.
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Figure 6.9. Sehematio viea of the aoattering center.
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cartridges. With this calibration it is an easy procedure to balance

the axis dynamically with the balancing screws by successive iteration

(HEN 74).

6.S. Secondary beam

The secondary beam is a cryopumped room temperature supersonic

beam source (HAB 73). The skimmer is fixed to the source flange, the

nozzle is moveable in all directions through a bellows and is adjusted

externally with micrometers. The nozzle-skinner distance can be varied

over a range of 20 mm. Quartz noizles are used, which are made by

grinding a small hole in the fused end of a capillary. A typical

nozzle diameter is 200 urn. The nozzle is kept at room temperature by

using a radiation shield. The skimmer is not conical but wedge-shaped.

The wedge is perpendicular to the main beam. The width* of the skinmer

slit can be set in the range of 0.1 to 1.8 mm. The height of the slit

is 3 mm. It is a slender and long skimmer with inner and outer half

angles or 15° and 20° respectively. The length of the wedge is 18 mm.

The secondary beam is pumped in an 20 K cryo-expansion and beamtrap

chamber. A schematic view of the secondary beam cryopump is given in

figure 6.8. The effective pumping speed of the cryo-expansion chamber

is of the order of magnitude of 10 1/s. At the maximum flow rate of

5 torr 1/s the pressure inside the cryo-expansion is less than
-4

7 10 torr. Sealing of the cryo-expansion chamber to the cryo-beamtrap

and the outer vacuum chamber is accomplished with "cold labyrinth"

seals (figure 6.8). Due to the high sticking coefficient (>. 0.995 for

room temperature N on a 17 K surface (HAB 75a)) the tightness of the

seals is very satisfactory. Spacious clearings in the seals allow for

thermal contractions and for easy mounting. In fact the source is

designed as a plug-in unit.

The source is fed from a gashandling system with a constant

pressure, provided by an adjustable pressure reducer on a high

pressure gas cylinder and measured with a capsule dial gauge. Facili-

ties are available to measure the flow rate through the nozzle with a

pressure drop method.
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Figure 6.10. Side view of the deteatov inside the deteatov chamber. 1) ionizer; 2) quadrupole

rode; 3) deflection plates; 4} electron multiplier; S) labyrinth; 6) inner detector chamber;

7) outer detector chamber; 8) micrometer; 9) flange of detector assembly.



Switching the beam on and off during the scattering experiment is

done with two electro-pneumatic valves that connect the source either

to the pressure reducer or to a rotary vacuum pump. Compared with a

beam shutter the switch over time is quite long (̂  10 s), but good

results are guaranteed, A beam shutter inside the expansion chamber of

a supersonic beam source can easily interfere with the expansion

process.

An ionisation gauge is used as a storage detector for monitoring

the center-line intensity and for measuring beam profiles.

In figure 6.9 a schematic view of the scattering center is given.

The beams are crossed at an angle of 90 . Due to the fact that the

skimmer wedge is perpendicular to the main beam the"scatterIng profile"

is well determined and constant over the cross-section of the main

beam. To protect the main beam, it passes the scattering center through

12 mm diameter tubes at 20 K, only leaving an opening of 11 mm at the

intersection of the beams. A typical value of the skimmer width is

1.5 mm with a 15 mm nozzle-skimmer distance, resulting in a full

opening angle of 0.1 rad. The geometrical width at the intersection of

the beams then is 5.5 mm. The height at the intersection is 12 mm.

The secondary beam source is directly interchangeable with the main

beam source, enabling us to make an accurate TOF analysis of the

parallel velocity distribution of the secondary beam. With these

features the scattering center is well defined.

6.6. Detector system

The detector assembly is mounted in the inner detector chamber, in

the horizontal plane and perpendicular to the molecular beam. It

consists of an ionizer, a quadrupole mass filter, a set of deflection

plateB and an electron multiplier. A bellows allows external adjust-

ment of the assembly with three micrometers (figure 6.10).

Output pulses of the electron multiplier (•» 5 10 electrons/ion)

are fed into a charge sensitive amplifier (Simtec P-ll). Further

amplification and analysis is done with an amplifier/pulse height

analyser (Ortec 486). The TTL output of the analyser (operated in

integral mode, i.e. all pulses above the lower level are accepted) is
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Figure 6.U. Potential between too infinite flat platest with an
infinite electron sheet with a uniform current density jf»/a2)
centered at x = 0.2 R with height d = 0.2 R. The electron energy ie
100 ev. Due to the surface charge of the electron hem we get a jump
of the electrical field over the electron hem. 1) jd s o (A/n);
2) jd = 0.25 (A/a); 3) 3d = 0.5 (A/m); 4) jd = 1 (A/«). The electric
field without the electron hem V^R = 104 (v/m). For jd = 1 (A/m)
the hem ions are trapped by the epacecharge field of the electron
beam.

Figure 6,12. Schematic view.of the
ioniser. 1) filament (- 120 V); 2)
Pierce electrode (- 146 W; 3)
anode or ionizing chamber (+ 70 V);
4) extractor (+ 30 Vj; 5) entrance
plate quadrupoU mass filter (0 v)j
6) molecular beam.

10 20 (mm)
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transported to the input of the tlme-of-flight nultiscaling interface

(section 6.7.1.).

6.6.1. Ionizer design

For a time-of-flight detector a fast response is necessary. An

electron bombardment detector is well suited for this purpose. However,

we have to take care that the space charge field of the electron beam

does not create a potential well which could trap the beam ions and

thus delay their extraction. For this reason the electron current is

limited. In a simple model we investigate this limitation.

We consider two infinite parallel flat plates at a distance R with

a potential difference V. An infinite plane electron beam of height d

and current density J tA/m ) is located between these plates. This

electron sheet causes a surface charge o (C /m ) given by

0 , « ^ (6.4)electron Ve

with V the velocity of the electrons. This surface charge o

causes a jump 6G of the electric field over the electron beam, given by

(6.5)
o

with e the permittivity of vacuum. The velocity v of the electrons is

fixed by the maximum in the ionization cross-section of all gases at

100 eV, and thus we use the surface current density jd{h/m) as

parameter in this discussion.

In figure 6.11 we give the potential V(x) between the two plates,

with jd as parameter. The electric field without the electron beam is
4V/R - 1 0 V/m. The electron beam is centered on the molecular beam at

x = 0.2 j? and its height is d - 0.2 R. The energy of the electrons is

100 eV. In the case of j<f = 1 A/m the ions of the molecular beam are

trapped. A situation providing a suitable extraction is the case of

jd * 0.25 A/m. Substituting the practical dimensions R - 10 mm and

d • 2 mm of the ionizer results in a limiting value j - 0.125 mA/mm
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Figure 8.13. Pulee height apeotman of the
output pulaea of the electron multiplier.
Solid pointa: pulaea due to iona (maea
number 18) and to noiae. Open pointa:
pulaea due to noias. Switching the
ioniser on and off doee not influence
the noiae apeatrum. The horizontal
aaale ia 8.2 10 v per electron at
the output of the multiplier.

' 0 U 10

put** «i*Ulu«* (V)

pDiiliwi • in Uniiar (mm)

1

Figure 6.14. Spatial eenaitiHty of the ionizer, measured by eaanning
the whole detector aeeembly over the molecular beam trith the aid of
the adjustment micrometera. The molecular beam diameter waa 0.2 mm.
a) horizontal scan, perpendicular to the electron beams b) vertical
ecant along the electron beam.
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of the current density. With an ionization length of 3 nan the total

electron current is limited to 0.75 mA. Assuming an ionization cross- \

section of 3 10 m (typical for Ar, N2, O at 100 eV), the j

ionizatior. efficiency for molecules with v = 1000 m/s is then given by i

n. (1000 m/s) » 1.0 io"4 ions/molecule (6.6) I

Another essential feature of a molecular beam ionizer is a ;

sensitive volume which drops off rapidly outside the molecular beam, 5

to minimize the count rate due to the residual gas. !

i

6\6,2. Construction of the detector i

In figure 6.12 the ionizer is shown. A Pierce type electron gun is I

used. The anode, i.e. the ionizer chamber, is cylindrical. The position |

of the molecular beam and typical electron trajectories are indicated. I

A positive potential between anode and extractor provides the I

extraction field for the beam ions. After leaving the ionizer chamber |

the ions are further excellerated by the extractor potential. Typical f

operating conditions are given in the figure caption. f
1

The quadrupole mass filter consists of golf plated quartz rods, |

which are enclosed between two endplates with four accurately machined I

holes. fj
\ The electron multiplier is placed off axis. The ions are trans- |

portted by a set of deflection plates between the mass filter and the |

electron multiplier. A fine grid in the lower deflection plate allows f!

metasuable molecules and photons to be transmitted without reaching |

the multiplier, An important source of low energy noise pulses is |

eliminated in this way (see figure 4.4 and 6.13). |
*•'

I
6.6.3. Performance of the detector f

In figure 6.13 two pulse height spectra of the output pulses of |

the detector are shown. The first spectrum is due to ions and noise; |

the second spectrum is only due to noise. This second spectrum is \

measured by tuning the mass filter to zero transmission, i.e. ^

infinite resolution. Switching the ionizer off does not influence this ,|

second pulse height spectrum. In normal operating conditions the lower I
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l o TOF 10*

I

-I N?tt07l

RNAL OUTPUT .- PUNCH, PRINT,

PLOT

Figure 6.25. Flaw diagram of a total aroBB-eeation measurementt

consisting of 100 basic measuring ayolea of 315 seconds each. An
open circle indicates the parallel modet a eolid circle the aerial
mode of execution of the separate commands, I and In: TOF ItJ t
indicates the analysis during 10 chopper periods of the attenuated
and unattenuated primary beam, respectively; 1(0) : measurement
of the secondary beam center-line intensity (the words OS and OFF
indicate the switching of the secondary beam ) ; T , : measurement
of the chopper period; WAIT 10 s: indicates a pause of 10 seconds
to allow the secondary beam to settle; PRINT: print-out on the
teletype. .
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level is fixed at 440 mV (see figure 6.13).

The spatial sensitivity of the detector, i.e. the net result of

the electron beam profile and the acceptance of the quadrupole mass

filter, has been measured by scanning the detector assembly over the

cross-section of the molecular beam, with the aid of the micrometers.

Scans are made both in the horizontal and the vertical plane, i.e.

perpendicular to the electron beam and along the electron beam. The

results are given in the figures 6.14a and 6.14b. With these graphs

the effective area for detection of residual gas molecules can now be

calculated and is equal to (2.4 +0.4) nm .

The overall detection efficiency has been measured by using an

effusive source (secticn 4.2.7), resulting in

n (Ar) • 2 10 counts/molecule (6.7)
o

for Ar molecules of 1000 m/s.

This value is much lower than the calculated ionization efficiency

given in equation (6.6). We believe that the main reason is a poor

transmission of the mass filter due to the closed construction of the

endplates of the mass filter. This construction will be changed to

investigate the effect.

6.7. Data acquisition with the PDP-11

The new time-of-flight machine is connected to the PDP-11 computer

facility in the molecular beam group, as described in section 6.1.2.

At the time of the scattering experiments described in chapter 7 the

PDP performed the following tasks:

- accumulation of the time-of-flight spectra of the attenuated and the

unattenuated primary beam with the time-of-flight multiscaling inter-

face (section 6.7.1.);

- checking th. intensity of the primary beam, by calculation of the in-

crease of the count in a fixed time channel of the time-of-flight

spectra of the attenuated and unattenuated primary beam;

- display of the time-of-flight spectra and the measuring routine;

-switching the secondary beam on and off (section 6.5);
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- checking the center-line intensity of the secondary beam, by a

read out of the ionization gauge storage detector (section 6.5)j

- checking the chopper frequency.

The last three tasks are performed with the universal interfacing

system.

The whole measuring routine is a sequence of basic ROSIE commands.

A typical measuring time is 4.5 or 9 hours, consisting of 5C or 100

basic measuring cycles of the order of 300 seconds. A flow diagram of

the basic measuring cycle used for the measurements in chapter 7 is

given in figure 6.15. During a measurement the experimentalist only

supervises the display and the periodic output of the teletype,

consisting per measuring cycle of five numbers giving information on

the checks mentioned above. The experimentalist also checko a number

of parameters that are not yet controlled and/or supervised by the

computer, e.g. the cryotenperature, detector voltages, information on

the vacuum system, etc. At the end of a measurement, i.e. after 4.5 or

9 hours, the time-of-flight spectra are dumped on paper tape for

further analysis on the B6700 central computer of the university.

Basic adjustments as a change of the primary beam temperature are

then made manually by the experimentalist and a new measurement is

started.

Fully automised measurements are rather dull, as the experimen-

talist has no real tasks to perform except for keeping awake. However

automation inmensely increases the reliability of the data obtained.

Further automation is planned and will be finished in the near

future. These extensions include a stepping motor controlled

collimator (collimator 1 in figure 6.1) for automatic alignment of the

primary beam, control of the secondary beam scanner with a stepping

motor, a computer controlled variable frequency drive for the chopper

motor and several ADC's and DAC's for controlling and checking a

variety of parameters.
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6.7.1. The time-of-flight multieaaling interface

The multiscaling interface has been designed and constructed by

Geel (GEE 72, 73a, 73b). We give a short qualitative description of

the principle of operation and give the specifications of the inter-

face.

A block diagram of the interface is given in figure 6.16. The

interface runs under computer control. The software device handler

routine prepares a sweep, i.e. the analysis of one burst of molecules

transmitted by the chopper, by loading the address register AREG with

the address of the first channel and the channel count register CREG

with the inverse of the number of channels. The channel time and the

delay are set in the device status register SREG and then the start

circuitry is enabled to receive a synchronization pulse, indicated with

TRIGGER in figure 6.16. The synchronization pulse opens a gate for

pulses from a 6.4 MHz quartz oscillator. After suitable scaling,

according to the setting in SREG, this gives clock pulses with a

period t. marking the boundaries of the time channels. The clock

pulses are first counted by the delay sealer, thus determining a delay

of a number of channels as given by SREG.

WUdreu

>C<rtral

Figure 6.16. Block diagram of the time-of-flight multiscaling inter-

faoe. The bold lines indicate the data transfer executed per time

channel. (GEE 73).
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Two identical registers are used to receive the SIGNAL pulses, each

register functioning alternately as counter or as buffer. The data

transfer runs parallel with the counting of the signal pulses. If

during time channel k the signal pulses are counted in counter I, then

counter II containing the number of signal pulses counted during time

channel {k - 1) is connected to the hardware full adder. The contents

of counter II are added to the memory word corresponding to channel

{k - 1) with the aid of the DMA (Direct Memory Acces) and the RMW

(Read-Modify-Write) facilities of the PDP-11 computer (PDF' 70).

Register AREG provides the memory address. The buffer register II is

then cleared and the registers AREG and CREG are increased. These

functions are all completed before the end of time channel k.

A carry from CREG indicates that the required number of channels

has been reached. The clock pulses are stopped and an interrupt is

requested at the highest priority level. The device handler routine

gets control and checks if the next sweep should be started. If there

are no objections the next sweep is prepared.

A double word of 16-bit core memory is reserved for each time

channel. The interface only accumulates in the least significant

word (LSW), the increase of the most significant word is done by the

program. We only use 15 bits of the LSW for information (bits 0-14)

and use bit 15 as an overflow bit. Overflow is indicated by a flip-

flop which is reset at the beginning of each sweep and set by bit 15

of the full adder output. The state of this flip-flop is available in

the status register SREG. The device handler routine checks this bit;

if it is set it scans the array of LSW's. For each LSW where bit 15 is

set, this bit is cleared and the corresponding MSVi is incremented. The

resulting representation of the count per time channel is

2 x MSW + LSW.

The channel times available are given by

tah = * ' • " M S ?- i , .... i ( 6 < 8 )

The shortest channel time of 2.5 us i s equal to 16 oscillator periods.

The number of channels given as delay after the synchronization pulse

i s
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*„ , S - 1 <?= 0, ... , 7 (6.9)
delay

resulting in a delay time

v. . = k. , fc . (6.10)
delay delay ah

The shortest channel time of 2.5 ys is determined by the 2 us required

for the data transfer with a RMW cycle.
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7. Total cross-section measurements

In this chapter we discuss the first total cross-section measure-

ments with the new time-of-flight machine, for the systems Ar-Ar and

Ar-Kr. In section 7.1.we calculated the corrections that have to be

applied to the experimental data due to the finite angular resolution

of the apparatus. In section 7.2.the influence of the finite velocity

resolution on the experimental results is treated. In section 7.3. we

discuss the two analysing schemes we have used to determine the

positions of the glory extrema, and we present our experimental

results. In»section 7.4. we summarise our experimental data and compare

them to other experimental results and to calculated results.

7.1. Angular resolution

Due to the finite angular resolution of the apparatus we also

measure part of the differential cross-section, as already mentioned in

section 2.3, and 3.2.. As a result equation (3.8) for the case of an

ideal total cross-section measurement has to be modified for the

description of the actual experiment.

The attenuation of the primary beam is described by

- Kx) J2 g
di(x) = —-— dx i a - nCe,*;; a_(0,$; dn a.n

v i v 2 a L

with X the coordinate along the primary beam, Kx) the primary beam

intensity at position x , o^fQ,*^ the differential cross-section in the

L system and nfG,$) the probability that a molecule scattered over an

angle (Bt$} is still detected. Integration over x results in

in j » - s# e x = - E, j (i - nre,*;; Oj.ro,*; dn (7.2)
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Figure 7.1, Schematic view of the primary bean geometry.

Figure 7.2. The profile of the primary

beam in the plane of aollimator 2.

Dimensions of aollimatore: skimmer

0.3 mm diem.; aollimator 1 0,2 mm

diam.. Collimator 2 has a dimeter of

0.5 mmt and thue only primary beam

particles with r <_ 0.25 are

detected.
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Figure 7.3. The angular resolution

function r\(Q)M aalaulated with the

primary beam profile in figure 7.2.

Dimensions of aollimatora: skimmer

0.3 nm diam.', collimator 1 0,2 mm

diam.; collimator 2 0.5 mm diam..

0 (10** radian)
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w i t h t. ••

With equation (2.5) and (3.B) t h i s can a l so be w r i t t e n as

Q ' ^ ( 7 ' 3 )

with a<J « / n i '9 ,* ; o (6tQ) dfi .

n l

For the calculation of &Q we need the functions nfO,*,' and or(B,$).

We first discuss the angular resolution function r\(93$).

The angular resolution function depends only on the primary beam

geometry. The source and the first collimator give an intensity profile

I (VJ in the plane of tho second collimator. Scattering over an angle

(Btt) displaces this beam profile over p .with |p| * l__ G and a polar

angle *. The length I is the distance from the scattering center to

the second collimator. The function n(O.,*,J is then given by (BUS 66,

KUS 64) , - * , - >
J I (r - p) dr
A °
J IQ(r) dr
^coll

where the integration is performed over the open area A of the second

collimator. In equation (7.4) we have assumed that each particle

passing the last collimator is detected with an efficiency independent

of the direction in which it travels.

As our primary beam geometry has cylindrical symmetry, the angular

resolution function r\(Q,i) will depend only on 3 , and in the following

equations will be written as n(Q).

In the actual calculation of J (r) and n(0) we have assuaci that
o

the skimmer area of the primary beam source has a uniform intensity

distribution and is the actual beam source. This is a reasonable

assumption if we consider the nozzle diameter used (section 6.2.) and

its corresponding virtual soruce radius (section 5.1.3.).

In figure 7.1 the beam geometry is given. In figure 7.2 the calcu-

lated beam profile I (r)/I (0) is given. In figure 7.3 the resulting
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Figure 7.4. The relative angular resolution aorreation &Q/Q of the
total aro88~aeation Q for Ar-Ar.

Figure 7.S. Newton diagram of the eeattering experiment.
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angular resolution function n(Q) is given, calculated with equation

(7.4) .

The function n(9) can also be measured experimentally, by scanning

collimator 1 (figure 7.1). The experimental results are in good agree-

ment with the calculated values (VER 75) .

The differential cross-section in the L system is given by

with 9 and u the CM scattering angle and the CM solid angle respective-

iy and |-rr| the Jacobian of the transformation of the CM system to the

L system

90°){PAU

•
65)

This

0 * \

transformation is gi

2 . 2
sin (7.6)

In our case the angular resolution function nO) is limited to angles

that, after transformation to the CM system, are small compared with
—1 ~h
k Q (equation (2.28) and {2.29)) and we can neglect the angular

dependence of a(6) and only use a(0) to calculate &Q with equation

(7.3).

Using equation (2.17) for a(0) the relative angular resolution

correction bQ/Q is given by

2

f h h J ^ { d e (7-7)

B y u s i n g e q u a t i o n (2.18) for Q w i t h 8 = 6 and a s s u m i n g V - g the
8/5

relative correction LQ/Q is proportional to g . For the angular

resolution function n(0) (figure 7.3) of the primary beam geometry, as

used In our scattering experiments, the integral in (7.7) is given by
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* H
' 0 r\(0) dO = 7.9 10 (7.8)

With this number we can calculate the angular resolution correction

for all scattering partners with equation (7.7), provided that

M2/Q < 0.03.

By using the mass number M of the primary beam particles and

using the numerical values of h and equation (7.8), we can write

equation (7.7) as

( |£ ; = 7.8 105 {1 + tan2 •— ) M2
2 g V2 Q (7.9)

For s = 6 the function (1 * tan" */(8-D) » 1.53. In figure 7.4 the

relative correction &Q/Q is given for the case of Ar-Ar, calculated

with an effective power e « 6.7 of the attractive potential (BRE 73)

and by using Q values calculated with the BFW potential (BRE 73). The

Q values used include the glory contribution, which is equivalent to

using equation (2.27) for the differential cross-section and neglecting

the phase difference of the glory oscillations in Q and a(0). The over-

all accuracy of an angular resolution correction is of the order of ten

percent (e.g. using e •> 6 instead of 8 = 6.7 increases the ratio &Q/Q

by 13% (see figure 2.2)).

7.2. Velocity resolution

The relative velocity g is determined by the primary beam velocity
• • -»•

tf- and the secondary beam velocity u_ , resulting in (figure 7.5)
1 &

g = (Vj + vo ~ *vlV2 c o si° " &'/ (7.10)

The beams are crossed at an angle 6 * v/2.

The primary beam velocity

the time channel is given by

The primary beam velocity vJk) as a function of the number k of
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VJfk}

with t„, (k) = (k - k) t . + t
j L an o

as already given in equation (4.8). For the new time-of-flight machine

the effective delay time t is given by

to - - O.025T - 2us • t d e l a y (7.12)

with T the chopper period and t the delay time of the time-of-

flight multiscaling interface (equation (6.10)). The term - 2iis

is the net result of a small delay of 8us in the synchronization

amplifier and the flight time of 10us of the ions in the quadrupole

detector. The term - 0.0253" is the off-set of the synchronization

pulse (see 6.4.1.).

The three main contributions to the distribution function of

relative velocities g are: the finite velocity resolution of the

primary beam, the velocity distribution of the secondary beam and the

opening angle of the secondary beam (figure 7.5). As we present our

experimental data in section 7.3. as a function of the inverse

relative velocity g , we calculate the RMS width of the resulting

distributions in g for all three contributions.

- The resolution of the primary beam velocity depends on the open time

of the chopper t- , the width of the primary beam at the first chopper

disc, the width t . of a time channel and the length of the ionizing
on

region with respect to the flight path L. In all practical cases the

only important contribution is of the open time t, of the chopper.

For the scattering experiments the broad chopper slit II was used with

T - 7.1 ms, resulting in t. • 142 ys(section 6.4) . The resulting

distribution function of primary beam velocities is rectangular with

full width bx>. = 8.5 10~5 U,2 m s"1. The RMS width of the resulting
1 1 -1

distribution of inverse relative velocities g is given by
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,'j~;> = ' — -'° 2.5 10~S m~l s (7.13)

- The velocity distribution of the secondary beam is given by equation

(5.11) with u = 540 ro/s and a,, • 27 m/s for an Ar secondary beam. The

velocity u is an experimentally determined value, and shows that the

nozzle is slightly under room temperature (T - 282 K). The value

of a,, has been calculated. The RMS width of the resulting distribution

in g ' i~ given by

7 fg~
2) =• f JL r 6.6 10"5 m"1 s (7.14)

- The width of the skimmer slit of the secondary beam was 1.8 mm with

a nozzle-skimmer distance of 18 mm, resulting in an opening angle of

0.1 radian, i.e. - 0.05 <̂  B <_+ 0.05. The effect of the virtual source

radius on the beam profile can be neglected in first order (see 5.1.3.)

The RMS width of the resulting distribution in g is given by

-1 V1V2 -5 -1
°Q (g f = < - M - i 5.4 10 m s (7.15)

9

With the three distribution functions for v , v and 8 we have

also treated the convolution of the function 5{'v7 , V t &)Q

(equation (3.8) and equation (2.18) with fl= 6) and the function

Z(v t i? , BJ<3 (equation (3.8) and (2.22))with the method of
i a gi

second moments (VER 75). This calculation shows that for flr-Ar a

correction has to be applied to the measured value of Q , which Is

equal to -0.15% at g = 1500 m/s. The clamping of the amplitude of the

glory undulations for Ar-Ar is 5% for the N = 2.5 minimum and 3% for

the N = 2 maximum.

7.3. Analysis of the results

In this section we discuss the analysis of the first eight

measuring runs with the new time-of-flight machine. Six runs have been

done for the Ar-Ar system; two runs for the Ar-Kr system. In all cases

argon was used as the primary beam. In table 7.1 we give information
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Table 7.1 Characteristic experimental conditions of the scattering

experiments.

system

Ar-Ar

Ar-Ar

Ar-Ar

Ar-Ar

Ar-Ar

Ar-Ar

Ar-Kr

Ar-Kr

measure-
ment
number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

date/
number

300375/00

310375/00

010475/02

240475/00

240475/02

240475/04

010475/00

310375/02

total
measuring
time
(hours)

9

9

4.5

4.5

4.5

9

4.5

4.5

signal-
to-
background
ratio

5.1

2.4

2.2

17.6

16.0

15.3

4.7

2.6

count
rate
(kHz)

10

6.9

6.5

31

35

34

11.4

7.0

attenuation

0.18

0.16

0.15

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.14

0.13

on the typical experimental circumstances: the maximum count rate of

the primary beam signal and the signal-to-background ratio (both in

the maximum of the time-of-flight spectrum), the average attenuation,

the total measuring time and for bookkeeping reasons the date and

serial number of the measurement.

A measuring run results in two time-of-flight spectra N(k) and

N (k) of the attenuated and unattenuated primary beam respectively,

consisting of the signal I(k) and I (k) superimposed on the back-

ground B(k) and B (k) respectively, as given by

N(k) - B(k) (7.16)

k
The statistical error in Nfk) is given by (N(k)) . The background

levels ¥ and B respectively are determined by averaging over a large

number of channels (beyond the cut-off of the second disc) and the

attenuated and unatttenuated signal I(k) and I (k) respectively are

retrieved by subtracting B and B from the contents of the time

channels. The measured value of the total cross-section Q as a
exp

function of k is determined according to equation (7.2), resulting in
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- O90

1.5

inverse retain* velocity g"' ( 10*3 m''s )

Figure 7.6. Experimental reaulta for the total er-oe*~aec1ian for
Ar-Ar aa a funation of the inverae relative velocity g~ . The aolid
points are the function Q^x g0'4 , with an error bar indicating
the statistical error. The aolid line ia the smoothed funation
*. 0 4
Q g ' . Top: measurement no. 3. Middle (left): no. 2. Middle
fsxp

(right): no.l. Bottom: no. $. The vertical scale ia logarithmic.

2

glW
(7.17)

The primary beam velocity v} (k) and the relative velocity g(k) are

determined by equation (7.10) and (7.11), and we now have Q as a
exp

function of g.
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Table 7.2 Experimental results for the position g^im/a) and the

magnitude of the glory extrema for the Ar-Ar system.

measurement
number

1

2

3

4

5

6

1/2

N m 2.

method I
(parabola) •

769 +.4

778 + 2

779 + 2

776 + 2

2J a0'4}
'exp g N"2
\ 0.4,
Ssxp 9 'N'2.5

5

method II
(Fourier)

771

778

779 .

in

1.163 (method

N « 2

method I
(parabola)

1090 + 25

1011 ĵ  36

II)

method II
(Fourier)

1080

1046

To find the true value of the total cross-section we have to

correct Q with the angular resolution correction iequation (7.3)
exp

and (7.9)) and the velocity resolution correction (discussed in

section 7.1.). In the following analysis these corrections have not

yet been applied,, and we have analysed the uncorrected measured values

•Q . However, concerning the positions of the glory extrema the
e x p •• • • . *

influence of these corrections is negligible, concerning the amplitude

the effect is taken in account in 7.4.

Following the convention in the field of total cross-section

measurements we consider the extrema of the function Q g " . To deter-

mine the. positions of the extrema in the function Q g ' we have

used two different analysing schemes.
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a
H

o

inverse relative velocity g (10

Figure 7.7. Experimental reaulte for the total aroae-aection for

Ar-Kr aa a function of the inverse relative velocity g . The

solid pointa are the function Q g ' t with an error bar

indicating the atatiatical error. The eolid line is the smoothed

5 0°"4. Top: meaaurement no. 8. Bottom; no. 7. The vertical

scale ia logarithmic.

The first scheme (method I) is very straightforward. With a

weighted least squares method we have fitted a parabola through the
0,4

experimental function <? g as a function of the inverse relative

velocity g . As in this representation the glory oscillations are in

first order well represented by a cosine (equation (2.22)) the parabola

is a good approximation. The position of the extremum is determined

from the parabola, together with the statistical error determined
0 4

from the errors in the data points Q g ' .

The second scheme (method II) of determining the positions of the
0 4

extrema in Q g works as follows. Prom the time-o£-flight spectra

N(k) and N (k) we calculate the square root (N(k)r and (N (k)r. In
o o

this representation all time channels have the same statistical error

0.5 and thus the same weight. We calculate the Fourier spectrum of
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Table 7.3 Experimental results for the position g (m/a) and the

magnitude of the glory extrema for the Ar-Kr system.

N = 3,5 N » 3 N = 2.5

measure- method I method II method I method II method i method II
ment (parabola) (Fourier)(parabola) (Fourier) (parabola) (Fourier)
number

7 616 ̂  9 617 902 +, 120 772

8 7 6 2 + 8 762 983 + 10 987

(lDetnc>d
0 4

^P ! 1.129 (method II)

the spectra (N(k)) and (# (k)) . By conparing the Fourier coefficients

with the expected value for statistical noise and by considering the

autocorrelation of the residu we determine where we can cut-off the

high frequency Fourier coefficients. Typically the lowest 17 to 21

Fourier coefficients (of the 150 available) contain all information.

With these remaining low frequency Fourier functions we calculate the

smoothed spectra (N(k)) and (N (k)) and by squaring these quantities

we obtain the smoothed time-of-flight spectra S(k) and N (k) of the
G

attenuated and unattenuated primary beam. In the same way as given
previously the function Q g is calculated. The positions of the

exP \ 0 4
extcema in the smoothed function Q g are then determined by

directly looking at this function.

In figure 7.6 the experimental results fcr Ar-Ar are given.. The
0 4 "

points are Q g ' with an error ba* indicating the statistical error

due to the statistical error in the time-of-flight spectra. The solid

line is the smoothed function Q g '',,. The middle curve in this

figure is the result of two measuring runs. They are scaled to each
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other by scaling the smoothed results. For reasons of clarity the upper

and the lower measurement are not scaled to the measurements in the

middle, ana the smoothed curve of the lower measurements has been

omitted.

In table 7,2 the extrema positions ere given, as calculated with

both analysing schemes, method I and method ri. We observe that both

methods give practically the same results.

The ratio's given for the magnitude of the glory extrema are
<b 0,4

determined from the smoothed function Q a
axp

In figure 7.7 the results of the two measuring runs for Ar-Kr are
0.4

given. The points are the function Q g with an error bar

indicating the statistical error. The solid line is the smoothed

function Q g ' . For the low velocity measurement the cut-off in

the Fourier spectrum has been done at a too high frequency! resulting

in the "waviness" in the N = 3.5 minimum. This disappears when choosing

the correct cut-off. The results of method II in table 7.3 are deter-

mined with the correct cut-off.

The results for the extrema positions for the Ar-Kr system are

given in table 7.3. Again we see a good agreement of both analysing

methods. For measurement 7 the position of the N - 3 maximum is deter-

mined far more accurate with the second analysing scheme (method II)

than with the parabola fit (method I). This can be understood if we

realise that method II takes in account all data points and method I

only uses a limited number of points. However, the results of method I

do coincide with those of method II within the statistical error given

by the weighted least squares parabola fit procedure. The results of

method II for the position of th_ N «= 3 maximum of the measurements 7

and 8 are in good agreement.

The ratio's given for the magnitude of the glory extrema are deter-
"i 0,4mined from the smoothed function Q g (with the correct cut-off) .cxp
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Table 7.4 Comparison of our results for the magnitude and position

g (m/s) of the glory extrema for Ar-Ar with other experimen-
N
tal results and calculated results.

Glory
extremum N

2.5

2

Experimental

This work

778 + 5

1060 + 30

results

Bredewout
a)

802 + 25

1090 £ 30

Calculated

BFW

775

1065

MS

770

1065

results . .£>)

MSV III

755

1030

This
work (Q

3FW .4,
exp * 'N=2

' }N=2.S

1.163
potential (Q g )

1.181

2.5

MSV III
potential (Q g ' )

= 1.168
(Q 0 )^=2.5

a) Bredewout (BRE 73)

b) All calculations are due ro Bredewout (BRE 73)

7.4. Discussion of the results

In table 7.4 we gi\, > a summary of our results for Ar-Ar, in

comparison with the expei '.mental results of Bredewout (BRE 73) and the

calculated values (BRE 73) for the three "best" potentials mentioned

in section 3.1. The errora given for our results are a combination of

the statistical errors given in section 7.3. and estimated errors in

the absolute calibration of the primary beam velocity and the

secondary beam velocity. We see a very good agreement of our data with

the results calculated with the BFW potential. Our experimental values

are significantly higher than the predictions with the MSV III

potential, and slightly higher than the results of top. MS potential.
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Table 7.5 Comparison of our results for the magnitude and the position

g
N

of the glory extrema for Ar-Kr with other

experimental results and calculated results .

Experimental results Calculated
results

Glory
extremum N

This work Bredewout
a)

Barker pot.
b)

3.5

3

2.5

616 +_ 11

767 i 10

983 + 12

755. + 20

967 + 20

623

772

967

*0-4;N=3
).4

ff-3.5

'*
1.4

exp #= 1.

-2.5

(Q g
0.4,

(Q g°'A)•=3.5

(Q go.<

(Qg
O.d

L -135

a) Bredewout (BRE 73)

b) Calculations due to Bredewout (BRE 73) with an unpublished potential

of Barker.

Within their error the exparimental results of Bredewout (BRE 73)

coincide with our data.

The preference for the BFW (and the MS) potential can be under-

stood qualitatively. The positions of the glory extrema are sensitive

to the shape of the potential well, and specifically in this region

the BFW potential is more flexible than the MSV III potential and

thus can better fit the "true" shape of the potential.

The experimental value of the amplitude of the N .- 2.5 totf= 2

glory oscillation is in good agreement with the value calculated with

the BFW potential, if we take in account the calculated damping of the
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amplitude of this glory oscillation of 8% (see section 7.2) and apply

the angular resolution correction (figure 7.4) which Increases the

ratio given by 0.5%. We then find

corrected
V=2.5

For Ar-Kr our experimental results are summarised In table 7.5 and

compared to the experimental results of Bredewout (BRE 73) and to

calculated results for an unpublished potential of Barker (BRE 73).

We see a fair agreement of our data with the predictions of the Barker

potential, within their errors the experimental results of Bredewout

(BRE 73) coincide with our data.
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8. Conclusions

In this work it has been shown that the time-of-flight method can

be developed into an accurate and reliable method for the analysis of

the velocity distribution of molecular beams. Attractive features of

the time-of-flight method are:

- calibration of the flight-time scale with an accuracy of 0.2*1 is

achievable. With careful design this calibration is independent of

the alignment of the chopper and the beam;

- a high velocity resolution, of the order of 0.5% (as necessary for

the research on supersonic beam sources) is readily achievable;

- flexibility in choosing the velocity resolution;

- simultaneous analysis of the whole velocity distribution eliminates

driftand fluctuations of the apparatus;

- automation of the experiments is readily achievable;

- time-of-flight spectra are an ideal input for numerical analysing

schemes.

For the research on molecular beam sources the time-of-flight

method is ideally suited. In a short time a large number of velocity

distributions can be measured as a function of the source parameters

such as pressure, temperature, angle, etc., resulting in a wealth of

experimental information.

Concerning the results of the first scattering experiments we can

conclude that the accuracy in the determination of the positions of the

glory extrema is sufficient to distinguish between different potentials,

even in the case of Ar-Ar where three nearly equivalent potentials are

available. The high resolution in the relative velocity allows us to

take in account the amplitude of the glory oscillations to help to

distinguish between different potentials.

All scattering experiments described in this thesis are the result

of five measuring days. The prospects for the future of the scattering

experiments look promising.
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Summary

During the last years it has been realised that to determine the
interaction potential for two atoms one has to use information of a
variety of experiments, as each experiment only probes a limited part
of the potential. Measurements of the velocity dependence of the total
cross-section for el5Stlc atom-atom scattering can supply valuable
additional information for fixing a unique potential.

This study concerns the development of the time-of-flight method
for the velocity analysis of molecular beams and its application to the
measurement of the velocity dependence of the total cross-section of
the noble gases. The interiaolecular potential of Ar-»L is the best
known pair potential of the noble gas atoms, and for this reason we
have chosen this system for our first scattering experiments.

A second application of the time-of-flight method is the research
on molecular beam sources, both to achieve a better fundamental under-
standing of their operation and to develop reliable primary and secon-
dary beam sources for the scattering experiment.

Chapter 1 has an introductory character. The history of the
experiment is given and the specific aims of the time-of-flight project
are discussed.

In chapter 2 we review elastic scattering theory, both in the frame
work of classical mechanics and in the quantum mechanical description.
Attention is paid to the semiclassical correspondence of classical
particle trajectories with the partial waves of the quantum mechanical
solution. The total cross-section and the small angle differential
cross-section are discussed, with special emphasis on their relation.
The results of this chapter are used in chapter 7 to derive the
correction on the measured total cross-section, due to the finite
angular resolution of the apparatus.

In the first part of chapter 3 we review the information available
on the intermolecular potential of the Ar-Ar system. In the second part
of this chapter we discuss the measurement of total cross-sections with
the molecular beam method, and the time-of-flight method is compared to
other methods used.

In chapter '• it is shown that the single burst time-of-f light
method can be developed into a reliable and well calibrated method for
the analysis of the velocity distribution of molecular beams. A
comparison of the single burst time-of-flight method with the cross-
correlation tlme-of-flight nethod shows that the two methods are
complementary and that the specific experimental circumstances deter-
mine which method is to be preferred.

In chapter 5 we discuss molecular beam sources. The peaking factor
formalism is introduced, and helps to compare the performance of
different types of sources. The effusive and the supersonic source
are treated, and recent experimental results are given. The multi-
channel source is treated in more detail. For the opaque mode an
experimental investigation of the velocity distribution and the angular
distribution of the flow pattern is presented. Comparison of these
results with Monte Carlo calculations for free molecular flow in a
cylindrical channel gives us a gooa qualitative insight in the process
of beam formation.
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The design and the performance of the new ttme-of-flight machine
are discussed in chapter 6.

In chapter 7 we prepent the results of the first scattering
experiments with the new time-of-flight machine. The experimental
results for the total cross-section of Ar-Ar are in very good agree-
ment with the results predicted with the Barker Fischer Watts
potential.
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Samenvatting

In de afgelopen jaren is men tot het inzicht gekomen dat het voor
een nauwkeurige bepaling van de wisselwerkingspotentiaal noodzakelijk
is om informatie van meerdere experimenten te gebruiken, omdat ieder
experiment slechts informatie over een beperkt gedeelte van de
potentiaal geeft. Metingen aan de snelheidsafhankelijkheid van de
totale botsingsdoorsnede voor de elastische verstrooiing van twee
atomen kunnen waardevolle aanvullende informatie verschaffen, die kan
helpen bij de bepaling van de echte wisselwerkingspotentiaal.

Dit onderzoek betreft de ontwikkeling van de looptijdmethode voor
de analyse van de snelheidsverdeling van een molecuulbundel en de toe-
passing van deze methode op de meting van de snelheidsafhankelijkheid
van de totale botsingsdoorsnede van de edelgas atomen. De potentiaal
van Ar-Ar is de best bekende potentiaal van alle edelgas paren, on
daarom hebben wij dit systeem gekozen voor de eerste verstrooiings-
metingen.

In het onderzoek van molecuulbundelbronnen heeft de looptijdmethode
een tweede, belangrijk, toepassingsgebied, zowel voor een fundamenteel
onderzoek naar hun werking als voor de ontwikkeling van betrouwbare
hoofd- en dwarsbundel bronnen voor gebruik bij de verstrooiingsexperi-
menten .

Hoofdstuk 1 heeft een inleidend karakter. De historische ontwikke-
ling van het experiment wordt beschreven en de doelstellingen van het
looptijdproject worden geformuleerd.

In hoofdstuk 2 geven wij een overzicht van ds theorie van elas-
tische botsingen, zowel in het kader van de klassieke mechanica als in
de quantum mechanische beschrijving. De correspondentie van de klassie-
ke deeltjesbanen met de partiële golven van de quantum mechanische
oplossing wordt toegelicht. De totale botsingsdoorsnede en de differen-
tiële botsingsdoorsnede voor kleine hoeken worden besproken, en er
wordt speciale aandacht besteed aan hun onderlinge relatie. De resul-
taten van dit hoofdstuk worden in hoofdstuk 7 gebruikt om de correc-
ties te berekenen die, tengevolge van het eindige hoek oplossend
vermogen van de opstelling, op de gemeten waarde van de totale bot-
singsdoorsnede moeten worden aangebracht.

In het eerste gedeelte van hoofdstuk 3 geven wij een overzicht van
de beschikbare potentialen voor het systeem Ar-Ar. In het tweede
gedeelte van dit hoofdstuk bespreken wij een geïdealiseerde molecuul-
bundel opstelling voor de meting van een totale botsingsdoorsnede. Het
gebruik van de looptijdmethode voor dit soort metingen wordt vergele-
ken met methoden die voorheen gebruikt zijn.

In hoofdstuk 4 laten wij zien dat de gepulste looptijdmethode
ontwikkeld kan worden tot een betrouwbare en goed geijkte methode voor
de analyse van snelheidsverdelingen van molecuulbundels. Een verge-
lijking van de gepulste looptijdmethoäe met de random-correlatie
looptijdmethode toont aan dat beide meetmethodieken complementair zijn
en dat de specifieke experimentele omstandigheden uitmaken welke
methode de voorkeur verdient.

In hoofdstuk 5 bespreken wij verschillende typen molecuulbundel
bronnen. Het piekfactor formalisme wordt ingevoerd, en dit formalisme
helpt ons om de werking van verschillende typen van bronnen met elkaar
te vergelijken. De ideaal-gat bron en de supersone bron worden
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behandeld, en recente experimentele resultaten worden gegeven. Aan de
werking van de veelkanaalsbron wordt veel aandacht besteed. De resul-
taten var een experimenteel onderzoek naar de snelheidsverdeling en
hoekverdeling van het strcmingsveld in het zogenaamde "ondoorzichtige"
regiem worden gepresenteerd. Een vergelijking van deze experimentele
resultaten met Monte Carlo berekeningen voor vrije molecuiaire stroming
in een cylindrische buis geeft ons een goed kwalitatief inzicht in het
proces van bundelvorming in het kanaaltje.

Het ontwerp en de werking van de nieuwe looptijdopstelling worden
besproken in hoofdstuk 6.

In hoofdstuk 7 behandelen wij de resultaten van de eerste ver-
3trooiingsmetingen met de nieuwe looptijdopstelling. De experimentele
resultaten voor de totale botsingsdoorsnede van Ar-Ar zijn in zeer
goede overeenstemming met de voorspellingen van de Barker-Fisher-Watts
potentiaal.
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Nawoord

Een groot onderzoeksproject als beschreven In ait proefschrift is
ondenkbaar zonder de hulp van een groot aantal mensen. Aan de leden en
oud-leden van de groep Molecuulbundels, die allen in meerdere of
mindere mate hieraan meegeholpen hebben, komt hiervoor mijn vanzelf-
sprekende dank toe. Met name wil ik noemen ir. A.H.M.Habets,
P.Magendans en W. van Renen die alle drie bij de ontwikkeling van de
nieuwe looptijd machine een belangrijke- bijdrage geleverd hebben.

Een woord van dank komt ook toe aan de vele studenten die bij het
onderzoek betrokken zijn geweest.

De beschreven apparatuur is door de werkplaatsen van de CTD met
grote zorg vervaardigd.

Hnt tikwerk en de verdere verzorging van het proefschrift was in
handen van Jola Beijerinck, die ik hierbij bedank voor alle steun die
ik ondervonden heb bij de tot stand koming van dit proefschrift.
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